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ABSTRACT

Affirmative Action and Reduction in Force in an
Urban School District:
A Case Study of
Worcester, Massachusetts
(May 1981)

George S. Smith, B.A. , University of Massachusetts
M.Ed., University of Massachusetts, Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

In

the decade and

a

the proof of fair or equal

Presidential
plans.

In

Professor Byrd

Jones

L.

half following the Civil Rights Act of 1964,

opportunities has proven elusive despite many

executive orders, court decisions and affirmative action

most public institutions the focus of those activities has

been an affirmative action officer.

This case study examines the evolu-

tion of that role in the Worcester Public Schools during the 1970s.

Starting with demands from the black community

in

Worcester for better

schools, the affirmative action position has evolved in the caldron of
urban politics, rising insistence on equality by other discriminated
groups, federal

regulations, an educational system with declining

enrollments and an increase in Hispanic students needing bilingual
education.
The author of this dissertation has lived
setts for more than thirty years.
the Worcester Public Schools as

a

in

Worcester, Massachu-

He has spent ten years working for

teacher and an administrator.

case study of the development of an affirmative action policy and

V

This

program in Worcester intended to illustrate the process as well as to
reveal

a

part of recent educational

history from

a

minority perspective.

This case study reveals some of the complex roles required of an

affirmative action officer who was hired by
it

to do what it had not done willingly.

a

school

district to force

Some in the Worcester School

District supported affirmative action efforts, but there were others who
needed to be reminded of their legal obligations for equal employment

opportunity and affirmative action.
This case study intended to illustrate and assess those factors

which affect affirmative action programming such as legal mandates, ethnicity of the city, urban politics, the union, minorities in the school
I

district, role if the affirmative action officer and the affirmative
action plan.

The role of an Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Officer should
be explicitly understood as one that is multi-dimensional, a role which

has required human relations ability, technical

ceptual

qualifications and con-

ability to develop, implement and maintain an effective equal

opportunity and affirmative action program.
tion the officer served

a

legal

In

an educational

institu-

role, communicator role and moral or

value role.
This study has concluded by mentioning the need for affirmative

action programming while moving through times of psychological
fiscal

recession.

Recommendations developed through the author

experiences and research have been presented.
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CHAPTER

I

THE ECONOMIC, LEGAL, EDUCATIONAL AND COMMUNITY
RATIONALE FOR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

Economic Rationale for Affirmative Action

At the end of the 1960s the pressures

educational

opportunity had reached

so that public

agencies had to act.

employment and

for equal

point in Worcester, Massachusetts

a

A small

group of Blacks, determined

to make schools better for their children, demanded that the Worcester
School

System comply with legislation ensuring equal

cational

employment and edu-

To a considerable degree, local

opportunity.

efforts to imple-

ment affirmative action grew out of the national movement over civil
But, the case for equality and fairness in educa-

rights in the 1960s.

tion and employment was always clear to those who suffered years of
i

njustice.
As

people in Worcester sought to build

a

rationale and public
They recognized

support, they found ready evidence of discrimination.
the economic rationale for equal

action programming.

employment opportunity and affirmative
persons have to work and to ad-

The right of all

vance on the basis of merit, ability and potential
our American heritage.
tial

More than just

a

is deeply

livelihood,

a

job is an essen-

factor in determining the quality of one's existence.

can's economic welfare, social

rooted in

An Ameri-

status and daily activities are all

influenced by one's occupation.
Most black Americans have not found steady employment with an

adequate salary.

They have found major barriers of discrimination and
1

2

the impacts of past prejudices, too.

According to the Bureau of Labor

Statistics, in November 1975, the gap between median income black and

white families has continued

to widen. 1

In

1974

typical

a

black

family with two adults and two children earned 58 percent of the median

income for the same size white family.
have doubled the rates for whites

Unemployment rates for blacks

almost every job category, and have

in

exceeded 60 percent in some metropolitan cities for black youths.

cording to Economist, Alica

H.

Munnel

,

Ac-

during 1964-1975 there were up-

gradings of jobs which increased the median family earnings among employed blacks more than their white counterparts.

ployment of black family heads fell
a

2

Unfortunately, em-

sharply in the 1970s contributing to

decline in the ratio of black to white family income and

unemployment ratio.

an

unchanged

Many economists, educators, sociologists, psycholo-

gists and most Americans believe education is the passport for achieving

employment success.

Education has not served as

a

vehicle for Blacks to

achieve employment opportunity or advancement as it has for whites.
A popular account of the subordinate income status of black work-

ers published in 1969 provided supportive data to key members of Worces-

ter's black community.

Institutional Racism in America by Louis L.

Knowles and Kenneth Prewitt documented the case for the Kerner Com-

mission's conclusions that white racism underlay the discrimination that
created black anger.

The primary factor was income:

the lack of high income, skilled jobs among black workers largely
account for the fact that the black median family income was only
By 1966 the gap between white
58 percent of white median in 1966.
$3,036.^
and black incomes increased to

3

Because most black men have experienced unemployment and under-

employment, they have not enjoyed
their families.

a

sense of security about supporting

They are hired predominately in "entry level" or "dead

end" jobs without opportunities to grow and develop confidence, self-

respect and pride among family and friends.

Many unemployed black men

have considered leaving their families in order for their family to be

eligible for financial

assistance from the state.

Based on statistics on file with the Bureau of Labor, the earnings
gap between the sexes grew drastically from 1965-1974 to the point where

the average full-time workingman earned $5,000 more than the average woman.

In

1974 the median earnings of women were $6,772 compared with

$11,835 for men--a difference of $5,063 or nearly $100.00

a

week.^

Although women comprised 31.8 percent of the full-time year work force
in 1974, they made up only 5.3 percent of workers earning $15,000 or

more. 6

Despite the fact that increasing numbers of women are securing

high-level and better paying jobs, there is still

women in lower status occupations

ivith

a

predominance of

limited opportunities for

advancement.

Handicapped individuals have also suffered from employment and
economic inequalities.
stated

in

a

The United States Civil Service Commission

1975 report that:

The biggest forward step was taken last year when the processes
were initiated to carry out the statutory requirements for the
implementation of affirmative action program plans for hiring,
placement and advancement of handicapped individuals and disabled
This thrust has provided the mechanism to address
veterans.
handicapped
employment discrimination and economic inequality for
individuals and disabled veterans.'

4

Information on the discrimination, unemployment and underemployment of
handicapped individuals has not been available.

Recent legislation pro-

hibiting handicap discrimination, revised regulatory guidelines and the
general

unawareness of Americans about the intent of the law has ham-

pered the development of information at this time.

However, the reasons

for employment and economic fairness have never been so clear to those

who suffered for years.
The cultural

and social

pressures that become the aftermath of

discrimination, unemployment and underemployment among Blacks, women and
handicapped persons have hampered developments of identity.

Blacks, wo-

men and handicapped persons have suffered shame and doubt largely as an

outgrowth of various manifestations of race and class discrimination.
High crime rates, heavy drug addiction, decreased sense of pride, dignity and self-confidence are often the results of these denied an oppor-

tunity.

Most advances in employment and income for minorities and women

have come during

a

time of high demand.

As

in

wartime and the 1970s,

recession and inflation have not been conducive to job opportunities and
advancements.
Given that the stunting of Black, women and handicapped identity
on a national

its small

basis existed to

a

more profound extent in Worcester with

electorate, affirmative action initiatives

depended upon

a

resistant noted

favor.

the city

favorable legal climate in the early 1970s.

powerhouse attempting to force the majority into
is

in

a

an

massive tilting of the judicial

A small

action to which it
scales in its

5

Legal Justification for Affirmative Action

For years this right to work and to advance on the basis of merit
and ability has been denied by discriminatory employment practices

militating against various groups in our society.

Many federal

and

state laws and Presidential executive orders proved insufficient.

was not until

the enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 that Con-

gress provided legal enforcement for equal
In

It

1964 equal

employment opportunity.

employment opportunity and affirmative action became

law by the Civil Rights Act which prohibited employment discrimination
on the basis of one's race, color, sex, religion or national

origin.

Unemployment and underemployment sati sties compiled since seem to make
it clear that there is

cies nad practices.

intent of equal
The

own.

a

need

to

go beyond

the "nondi scriminatory" poli-

Institutions wishing to be truly responsive to the

employment laws must initiate positive measures on their

implementation of equal employment opportunity programs re-

quiring affirmative action provisions was such
mere existence of
still
its

a

a

positive measure.

The

law with its concomitant enforcement language was

insufficient weight for most public institutions to comply with

provisions.

Individuals demanding equal

forced to take such action as filing formal

employment opportunity were
complaints with enforcement

agencies, initiating court injunctions and court suits to enforce compl

i

ance.
On September 24,

1965, President Johnson's Executive Order 11246

transferred the function of the President's Committee on Equal

6

Employment Opportunity to the Department of Labor.

On October 5,

1965,

Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz issued Order 26-35 which established
the Office of Federal Contract Compliance to carry out the responsibilities assigned to the Department of Labor. ^

On October 13, 1968

Executive Order 11246 was amended to Executive Order 11375 which added
sex as

a

forbidden basis of discrimination.

Executive Order 11246, as

amended to Executive Order 11375, stated that the contractor will not
disci rminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of

race, color, religion, sex, or national

origin:

In signing a Government contract or subcontract in excess of
$10,000, the contractor agrees that it 'will not discriminate
against any employee or applicant for employment because of race,
sex, color, religion or national origin,' and that it 'will take
affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed and that
employees are treated during employment' without regard to these
factors.
In the event of the contractor's noncompliance with the
nondiscrimination clasuses of the contract, or with the rules and
regulations of the Secretary of Labor, the contract may be cancelled, terminated or suspended in whole or in part, and the
contractor may be declared ineligible for further government
contracts.^

On March 24,

1972 the coverage of Title VII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964 was extended when President Richard M. Nixon signed into law
Under the 1972 amendments, if the Equal

the Equal Opportunity Act.

Employment Opportunity Commission (E.E.O.C.) is unable to obtain an
acceptable reconciliation within 30 days after the filing of the charge,
or after the expiration of
sion may bring

a

civil

a

state agency deferral

period, the Commis-

suit in federal court for an injunction and other

remedies against the charged employer, union and employment agency.

According to figures from the United States Equal Employment Oppublic
portunity Commission, in 1974 women accounted for 64.3 percent of

7

schools' employees and only 39 percent of the civilian
labor force JO
Blacks represented 12.5 percent of the United States
civilian popula-

tion, and they comprise 9.9 percent of the educational

profession.il

Many school districts hired women and racial minorities in
job categories where they were over-represented, such as teachers and teacher

aides, and rarely in the underrepresented areas, such as administrators
and supervisors.

Because discrimination had major national consequences and Con-

gress was not willing to spend federal

funds in ways that maintained

those patterns. Congress prohibited discrimination and mandated positive
steps to achieve affirmative action.

Equal

employment opportunity

and affirmative action are the laws of the land.

cies receiving federal

Institutions or agen-

contracts or subcontracts of $10,000 or more are

responsible for the development of written affirmative action programs.

Educational Justification for Affirmative Action

Today all
cal

laws

schools must comply with several

pertaining to equal

affirmative action.

federal, state and lo-

employment and educational

opportunity and

Many of these policies prohibit discrimination in

employment and education on the basis of race, color, sex, age, religion, national

origin and handicap

in

Urban schools receiving federal

all

federally assisted agencies.

contracts or subcontracts of

$10,000 or more are responsible for the development of written affirmative action programs.
by the

The E.E.O. and Equal Pay Law Compliance Handbook

Institute for Management indicates that:

8

An affirmative action

program details present employment conditions,
and then specifies v4iat management intends to do about hiring and
promoting women, blacks, hispanics and members of other minorities
to correct imbalance and bring the minority employees up to par with

other employees.

Affirmative action will affect all employment practices including
(but not limited to) recruiting, hiring, transfers, promotions,
training, compensation benefits, layoffs and terminations.
Urban schools which have developed and implemented affirmative

action programs cannot obliterate the effects of years of discrimination; however, they can bring the proportions of affected groups into

balance with other employees.
Moreover, the implementation and maintenance of an effective

affirmative action program can enhance the quality of education offered
to all

students, particularly minority students.

Minority students can

benefit by affirmative action programming because black and hspanic
staff become
school

a

part of the educational

process.

district can review instructional

Minority staff in

a

materials and remove racially

stereotypic portrayals or detrimental characterizations.

Minority staff

members can assist black and hispanic students in the learning process
by drawing from their own educational

experiences.

Urban school districts attempting

to

enhance the quality of educa-

tion offered to minority students should consider affirmative action

programming.

Through the implementation and maintenance of

a

viable

affirmative action program, an integrated workforce can be constructed.
As Gentry, Jones and

others suggest in Urban Education:

The Hope

Factor, an integrated workforce enhances an educational environment be-

cause it offers
all

a

positive role model

for the socialization process of

students, particularly minority students.

9

The process of socialization occurs through the learning
of
which for the individual

is the set of behaviors "suitable"

rank or position within a group.

In

role

to one's

role learning, one sel f-educates

himself or herself to the duties connected with
privileges.

a

a

role, and claims its

Furthermore, one also acquires the temperament--bel efs
1

feelings and expectations--appropriate to that role.

With a school dis-

trict employing minority teachers, positive role learning for black and

hispanic students can exist.
An

affirmative action program in an urban school system employs

Blacks, Hispanics, women and handicapped persons (hereafter "Protected

Class Members") on all

levels of the table of organization.

By imple-

menting affirmative action programming and integrating its workforce, an
urban school district can build better communications and stronger ties
between the school and community.

"Protected Class Members" bring actual

sensitivities and experi-

ences to an urban school district enabling them to understand the values
and life experiences of minority children.

This understanding improves

the learning process in developing parental

understanding of the value

/

of education and increases their sense of responsibility for achieving

this expectation.

raising the level

"Protected Class Members" serve as role models in
of goals,

aspirations and careers for all students,

particularly minorities who suffered from oppression.
personnel

perpetuate

a

monocultural

When school

pattern that is limited and reflects

society's practice of oppression, they scarcely teach students to their
full

potential.

10

With meaningful

interaction among "Protected Class Members," stu-

dents and parents of urban school systems can build better communication
and stronger ties between the school

agencies.

department, homes and community

"Protected Class Members" can make numerous contributions in

developing the educational climate so that

it

is conducive to learning

for inner-city students.
In

urban schools student learning has been complicated by such

factors as improper diet, insufficient food, excessive television viewing and lack of motivation.

Many students come from homes where

a

different language is spoken, where reading materials are minimal or
non-existent, and where participation in school

affairs is low.

Teachers must work especially hard to overcome such difficulties.

"Dis-

cussion in college classrooms will not, by itself, develop the necessary
'stomach' and wherewithal
School

to teach in urban school s."^^

districts striving to improve student and parental

involve-

ment as well as community resources to increase meaningful communication

with the community should review the benefits of affirmative action programming.

Some educators believe:

"The characterization of ghetto

families is so complex and ambiguous that there appears no better way to

understand the underprivileged than through actual

experience. "17

New

teachers who are prepared for forces of racism and are not perceived of
as part of the problem by virtue of skin color or language may last

longer in inner-city schools.

The evidence that racial minorities,

achievewomen or handicapped staff perform better in terms of student

ment is slim indeed.

However, community suspicion and hostility may

11

to the instructional workforce--despi te complaints about

qualified personnel.

Affirmative action programming

district can be an asset in accomplishing educational

in

a

an

lack of

urban school

goals.

Affirma-

tive action programming has other advantages for the community, reference to which will be made in the following section.

Community Justification for Affirmative
Action Employment

School

systems in the early 1970s, for the most part, ignored or

minimally complied with their responsibilities for the development of
affirmtive action program.

As

an

late as 1973, relevant statistics indi-

cated that 85 percent of all elementary school teachers were women while
79 percent of all

tistical

elementary principals were men.^^

Moreover,

analysis of nine major United States cities having

population makeup of 60-70 percent minority revealed
ratio of minority faculty.

District had

a

a

a

a

sta-

student

disproportionate

For example, in 1975 the Boston School

minority student population of 55 percent, yet minority

teachers represented 14 percent of the professional workforce.
During the 1970s urban school boards moved toward compliance with
federal

and

state regulations including affirmative action programs.

At

this time, however, affirmative action policies acquired national

recognition through controversial court rulings.

Members of school

boards and superintendents became perplexed about compliance with the
1

aws. 20
In

ing

1970 Worcester had an innovative federal

federal, state and local

programs office seek-

funds which obligated the school

district

12

to meet affirmative action regulations.
Worcester, were receiving substantial
I

Many urban schools, such as

federal

and state monies

for Title

Teacher Corps, Special Education, Bilingual Education, Engli sh-as-a-

Second Language, Nutritional Food and Transportation Programs.
to comply with federal

and state legislation could result

in

Failure
pro-

legal

ceedings that would could suspend or terminate an existing contract or

subcontract.

Thus a meaningful

affirmative action program provided

continued federal and state financial assistance to the community.
James Bryant Conant

in

the book. The Child, The Parent and The

State , stated his belief that public schools of our nation have for

years worked toward

a

marriage with various community -oriented

groups. 21

More recently, school systems have attempted on their own

to develop

a

community.

program which would reflect

an

ideal

relationship with the

Urban schools, wishing to open their doors and strengthen

their bonds with the community, should consider affirmative action programming.

Conant indicated that:

The educational system exists in an interdependent relationship with
In order to survive, the school system must conits environment.
tinue to attract resources from a wide variety of relevant environUnless the school meets the expectations of these
mental groups.
resource supply environmental groups, it will not continue to
^2
receive the inputs necessary for its survival.

Historically, public schools have been involved in visible and
invisible types of relationships with the community.

Some of the more

visible relationships in which school departments have been involved
with its community are:

Mothers' Clubs, Parent-Teacher Associations,

School Advisory Councils, School

Department, Title

I

Volunteer groups. Adult Education

programs and Community School programs.

In

these

13

visible relationships, there were direct lines between the
public school

system and specific segments of the community.
An invisible relationship between

a

school

system and the commun-

ity often has come about when there were enthusiastic efforts
made by

school

personnel.

These school personnel

started gymnastic events,

musical concerts, project exhibitions, social clubs, etc. that involved
and utilized community resources to assist in educating students.

According to Royce Phillips in Urban Education:

The Hope Factor ,

good urban teachers have recognized that learning occurs

ronments as well as in schools. 23

community as an educational

in

other envi-

When teachers have viewed the

tool, they have created and developed an

"invisible relationship" with that community.

The community then

becomes the classroom through which relevant education takes place.
In

summary, the community benefits from affirmative action pro-

gramming because federal

and state financial

assistance continues par-

tially offsetting existing educational costs; jobs are created which

provide economic development; improved school and community relations
arise, and the school becomes an educational
city possessed of

a

need

resource.

Worcester was

a

for the combination, but pressures for equal

employment opportunity in the Worcester Public Schools were delayed until

1977 due to the resistance of the city and the schools to recognize

the necessity for affirmative action.

During the 1970s Worcester was
big city problems:

a

a

medium-sized city with typical

growing minority population, high unemployment for

minorities, politicization, unions becoming

a

disruptive force, an urban

14

school

district having diverse needs and the State Department of Educa-

tion and the community demanding reform.

often were barriers to educational

Social

and political

issues

concerns for equal opportunity.

CHAPTER
THE SETTING

IN

II

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

Introduction

Worcester, located strategically

in

the heart of Massachusetts and

New England, has long been an important manufacturing and commercial
center. 24

Much of Worcester's continued growth depends on its own

existing industries, and other manufacturing establishments

surrounding towns of Worcester County.
have been:

in

the 59

A few of these large industries

Norton Company, Wyman Gordon Company,

Ci nci

nnati-Mi lacron/

Heald Machine Corporation, Sprague Electric Company and Morgan Construc-

tion Company.

Worcester, also, has several

non-manufacturing employers, retail-

ers and wholesalers and distribution companies, notably State Mutual
Life Assurance Company of America, Paul Revere Life Assurance, and New

England Telephone.
retailers.

Filene's and Jordan Marsh Company are the largest

Thom McAn Shoe Company and Miles Shoes Corportion both have

their national

headquarters located

in

Worcester.

A high percentage of the area's industrial firms, unlike those in
most New England communities, have concentrated on the production of
The area is, however, also noted for its great
durable goods.
Hundreds of products of all kinds are
industrial diversification.

manufactured, including electronic computers, racing shells, machine
tools, fire-arms, abrasives, wire cable and wire products of all
kinds; ball valves, lubrication oils, paper products, aerospace
forgings, rolling mills, athletic shoes, leather products, pharmaceuticals, grinding machines, looms, micro-electric components and
countless others.

15

16

Labor Information

Presently, the Worcester Labor Market Area (L.M.A.), which

represents the city and 26 surrounding towns, has 190,230 workers. 26

Over

a

century, the Worcester labor force has adequately met the needs

of the community.

With projected expansions of businesses and indus-

tries, Worcester's labor supply is expected to increase in the future
over a wide range of job classifications covering professional, technical, administrative, clerical, unskilled and semi-skilled as well as

trainees in several

fields of the labor force.

Information for affirmative action programs distributed by the

Massachusetts Division of Employment Security indicates that women comprise about 41.9 percent of the workers. 27

Further, employment growth

patterns indicate that the number of women employees will increase in
the future.
al

"The seemingly favorable proportion of women in profession-

occupations results from their predominance

ary teaching and in nursing. "28
and still

tions. "29

elementary and second-

"Minorities in Worcester have been,

are, predominately employed in

.

.

.

the status quo posi-

According to the Division of Employment Security, there is

little information about the occupational

Worcester's black women

workers' positions.

potential of minorities in the

Recent statistics show that 35 percent of

Worcester Labor Market Area.
all

in

in

the L.M.A. hold service and domestic

Further, black men represent 770 positions in the

L.M.A.; 43 percent of all black men are in the operative workers and

transportation classification, and 42 percent of

all

black men are in

17

the service work occupation.

Blacks have an unemployment rate of 13.4

percent in the labor market area.^^

Spanish Americans represent

1

,250 employed persons in the Worces-

ter Labor Market Area despite an unemployment rate of 11.3
percent. 31
Spanish Americans seem to be concentrated

in

the operation and transpor-

tation workers, and the craftsmen and kindred workers' classifications.

Hispanic men are typically operative or transportation workers while
Spanish women are concentrated in the service workers' occupations.
In

general, the Worcester area's labor force exhibits those

characteristics in demand by community employers.

One noticeable char-

acteristic is the relatively high percentage of skilled craftsmen which
exceeds both the state and national percentage of such workers, but not
a

lot of unionized high paid

semi-skilled jobs nor

a

concentration of

professional workers.

The Worcester Chamber of Commerce has projected

a

job growth of 32

percent within the next 15 years, with some 6 percent in manufacturing.

Growth will also occur

in

and transportation areas.

the service sector, medical, retail, wholesale
The new Worcester Center commercial

has generated 3,500 new jobs within the last three years.

In

complex
addition,

the University of Massachusetts Medical School and teaching hospital has

created an additional

3,000 jobs for the community.

Thus, Worcester has

witnessed job growth when other parts of the United States are confronting high unemployment.

Worcester's population, however, has declined as

many families have moved to surrounding communities.
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Worcester has

a

rich history of pluralism and ethnicity.

dominant nationality groups in Worcester were Irish,
Canadian, Swedish and English.

The pre-

Italian, Polish,

From the time of the first attempted

settlement in 1673, the community of Worcester numbered among its
residents those of foreign birth or minority status. 32

in

fact, the

hidden theme for Worcester's entire existence may well be this continuous cycle of arrival

group development, the search for

a

meaningful

and

satisfying life, and the quest for soci o-occupational mobility and
security.

Worcester has had over 60 different ethnic groups that have

arrived and settled in some measurable numbers during the last three

centuries.
Foreign born people have lived in Worcester since 1870 (see Table
1).

They spoke Yiddish, Swedish, French, Albanian, Lebanese, Spanish,

Armenian, Greek, Syrian, Polish,
Norwegian and English.

Italian, Lithuanian, Finnish, German,

The school

district had

a

Department of

Immigration Education where arrangements for students and speakers were
made.

Even after the immigration restriction laws of 1924, the

Worcester Public Schools enrolled 1,165.33
In

1896 the Irish community of Worcester was

cent of the total
the city.
ity in

11

,422 or 13.5 per-

population of the city, the largest ethnic group in

They represented 20.3 percent of the total Worcester commun-

1870.

Further, the Irish, as an immigrant group, valued self

government and spoke English. 34
In

1970 the United States Census indicated that blacks were

percent and Hispanics were 1.9 percent of Worcester

s

population.

3
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Statistics compiled by the City of Worcester's Affirmative Action Office
indicated that Worcester had
3

percent of the city's total

increased to about

7

a

stable black population of approximately
in

The Hispanic population has

1978.

percent of Worcester's population.

Worcester has struggled through its issues of mul ti-ethnic population, and economic ups and downs for more than
saw little need for equal

a

century.

Therefore, it

employment opportunity and affirmative action.

Many Worcesteri tes spoke different languages, had different cultures and

life styles, and

in

many cases, had little money.

The need for affirma-

tive action programming for Blacks or for women seemed

a

departure from

the past.
The city's diversity of manufacturing facilities, many of which

required trade and service workers, has helped maintain the ethnicity of

the city by providing entry level jobs.
several

cultural

ethnic groups,

pluralism.

a

Also, because Worcester has

somewhat live and let live attitude supported

a

Ethnic politics has tended to be covert rather than

overt, and it has operated usually as

a

powerful

undercurrent rather

than ticket balancing or attention to ethnic symbolism.

Governance

The short title commonly used in Massachusetts for the present

City Council
form of government in Worcester is "Plan E" in which the

members and the School Committee members are elected.

In

a

1960

proportional
referendum, voters substituted plurality voting for

21

representation.

administered by

City business, except for the School Department,
is
a

City Manager who is appointed by the City Council.

Worcester, the Plan

In

City Council

E

consists of nine members

elected at large for two years by plurality voting.
cises all

The council

exer-

legislative powers of the city, except such powers as are

reserved to the School Committee.

(Proposition 2-1/2, passed by refer-

endum vote in 1980, significantly limited the School Committee's fiscal
autonomy.)
The Mayor, under Plan
council

E

form of government, is elected by the

from among its members.

He/she presides over the City Council

and serves as chairperson of the School Committee.

The Mayor, as a

member of the City Council, could vote, but not veto proposed recommendations.

School Committee

The School Committee consists of seven members elected at large by

plurality voting for

a

term of two years.

The committee exercises all

legislative powers of the city granted to them, except such powers as
are reserved to the City Council.
A Superintendent of Schools, appointed by the School Committee, is

the chief administrator of the city's school

district.

As such.

Dr.

John Connor has responsibility for implementing policy, and for the ad-

ministration of all departments, committees, councils and offices within
the school

district of the city.

enforces federal, state and local

The Superintendent also monitors and

policies concerning

a

host of issues.
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The Superintendent of Schools is responsible for the development, prepa-

ration and submission of the annual budget to the School Committee and

furthermore, makes all
Committee.

recommendations for appointments to the School

The School Committee, however, can veto any recommendation

expressed by the Superintendent of Schools.

The Superintendent holds

office at the pleasure of the School Committee and receives

a

salary

approved by the committee.
The General

Laws of Massachusetts require the Worcester School

Committee to recognize one exclusive bargaining agent for all professional

employees in the Worcester Public Schools.

School Committee Minutes of April

5,

According to the

1966, the Educational Association

of Worcester (E.A.W.) was voted formal

and exclusive bargaining rights

for all teachers and most administrators of the Worcester Public
School s.

Professional

employees are those personnel

limited to:

Princi-

pals, Assistant Principals (teaching). Assistant Principals (non-

teaching), Elementary Classroom Teachers, Secondary Classroom Teachers,
Other Classroom Teachers, Guidance, Psychological, Librarian/Audiovisual

staff. Consultants and Supervisor of Instruction and Other

Professional Staff.
The collectively bargained agreement between the Worcester School
the posiCommittee and the Educational Association of Worcester omitted

Executive
tions of Superintendent of Schools, Associate Superintendents,

Assistants, Personnel Manager and Business Manager.

In

1974 the school

administrative
secretaries, in 1975 the city aides, in 1976 the

23

SGcretaries, and

in

1980 the federal

aides joined the Educational

Association of Worcester.^®
The Educational Association of Worcester has approximately 2,500

members- -2, 000 professional and 500 non-i nstructional

personnel.

There

are two classifications of regular members:
a)

Teachers and administrators employed
Schools

b)

Noninstructional
Schools

personnel

by the

Worcester Public

employed by the Worcester Public

Through affiliation with the Massachusetts Teachers Association
(M.T.A.) and the National

Education Association (N.E.A.), E.A.W.

teachers, administrators and represented noninstructional

membership in

all

personnel

have

three associations.

The E.A.W.'s Executive Secretary, appointed by

directors, serves as

a

general

a

board of 12

spokesperson of the association, subject

to the advice and direction of the Board of Directors and the House of

Delegates.

Throughout most of the 1970s Gerald Coleman held the posi-

tion of Executive Secretary.

In

1978 Donald Howard moved from Personnel

Manager of the school department to become Executive Secretary.

The

Executive Secretary represents the association, when directed, before
He/she works with

the School Administration and the School Committee.

the membership in understanding the contract and resolving grievances.
The Educational Association of Worcester has

a

Political Action Committee for Education (P.A.C.E.).

political

am,

the

This P.A.C.E. com-

mittee interviews prospective candidates for School Committee and the
City Council

prior to an election.

They endorse both School Committee

24

and City Council

members.

force in the community.

ism:

More important, they represent

As Benson mentioned in The Politics of Urban-

"Employee associations can extend their influences

only political

political

a

.

.

.

using not

pressure, but also strikes to attain their ends. "37

The E.A.W. has become

a

force in Worcester's politics through its

P.A.C.E. in the context of reduction in force plans.

Unfortunately, the

association's defense of seniority conflicts with affirmative action
goals in the Worcester Public Schools.

Because Hispanic and black teachers and women administrators were
only recently hired, any reduction in force based on seniority would

have

a

disproportionate impact on "Protected Class Members."

Politics of Urbanism

The history of governance and the development of political
in Worcester appears to

follow that of cities as stated by

in The Politics of Urbanism .

C.

S.

groups

Benson

Benson indicates that:

For many decades the politics of large cities has differed markedly
It has been less 'respectable,' probfrom other American politics.
ably more corrupt, perhaps less effective in accomplishing its purThe unsavory reputation of Tammany Hall, of the Curly regime
pose.
in Boston, the Vace regime in Philadelphia and the Nash-Kelly
machine in Chicago lingers in the American memory. 3°
The original

settlers were primarily of Northwestern-European

stock.

The countries from which they came--Great Britain, Holland, Sweden,
Germany--were already developing traditions of constitutional government, representative institutions and even religious tolerance.
These people readily organized democratic machinery for the small
cities of their day. 39
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During the nineteenth century and the first decades of the

twentieth, many of these people valued self government
but they had almost no direct experience with it.

they came did not understand democratic machinery.

in a

general way,

The areas from which

Secondly, except for

the Irish, these groups knew little English. ^0

Worcester's growth and politicization paralleled that of large
cities.

1896 Worcester went to

"In

With

ment."^!

a

strong mayor form of govern-

a

strong mayor form of government, the mayor had

appointment and veto powers.

Under

a

strong mayor form of government,

the Irish offered new immigrants the desperately needed money and

assistance

in

securing jobs, food, medical

care and housing.

New

immigrants, unfamiliar with popular participation and the operation of
the democratic machine, were politically vulnerable.

Some of the aid was given by a friendly political 'machine' which
The power of 'boss' control
asked only for votes in return.
Self
government and the power of
communities.
many
developed in
decline
when 'the immigrant groups
'boss' control was expected to
independent
prospered, become educated, more
"Worcester had over 100,000 or 50 percent of its population from
foreign stock in 1950."^3

still

office for almost 30 years, said:
ciples of government with
In

E

a

1980, Worcester's City-Manager, in

in

"I believe in the old-fashioned prin-

modern management approach.

August 1973, one article quoted

a

past C.E.A. (Citizen for Plan

Association) officer who accused the association of being an affluent

west-side group which was attempting
ticians.'^^

political

A story in September

to

overthrow the city's Irish poli-

1979 contended that decisions about

support were based on loyalty to individuals involved rather
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than the merits of an Issue. 46

a later article (March 1980) quoted

a

community leader who accused the C.E.A. of serving the business interests in the community rather than the interests of the majority of the
residents. 47
summary, apart from several

In

indicators of growth in Worcester,

the city appears to have strong remnants of urban politics typical of
New England.

Worcester's largest ethnic group, Irish Americans, have

usually dominated the city government, both as elected officials and as
municipal workers.

This politicization may make

a

community less effec-

tive in accomplishing its goals, especially in the eyes of excluded ethnic groups.

The sense of exclusion particularly affected the School

Committee which has powers to appoint personnel and veto recommendations
of the Superintendent.
An understanding of the politics of urbanism that permeates the

Worcester School Committee may be gained
newspaper stories for 1979.

by

reviewing the top ten local

A top news story of 1979 concerned the

School Board versus the Superintendent's politics. 48

That

is

how some

city residents described the action of the School Committee during that

year.

Charges of racism along with charges that some committee members

were willing to destroy the Superintendent's reputation to achieve their

political
In

ends filled several

news articles.

summary, the prospects for effective affirmative action

Worcester Public Schools as of 1970 appeared grim.

in the

A stable city with

diverse manufacturing, service and marketing, Worcester suffered from
the general

lack of economic growth in New England; and

it

continued to
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lose population as did most established urban areas in the 1970s.

A

city with a large foreign born population and rich diversity of ethnic

groups, Worcester's policies and government served to cover over those

differences while Irish Americans maintained most key positions.

Even

the growing differences between an affluent and relatively new westside
and the older central

city and eastside usually reflected an economic

position rather than outright conflict.

The Hispanic population was

miniscule (although it would grow rapidly), the black population was
stable and not marked by political

activism, and women's roles were

typically seen as subservient, especially by European immigrant groups.
Finally, the City Manager and the Superintendent of Schools served

throughout the decade.

Thus a key impetus for change would have to come

from forces outside of Worcester itself.

Worcester Public Schools

Fortunately, Superintendent of Schools Or. John Connor and his
staff recognized both the changing student population in Worcester's

schools and the opportunities provided by new programs and new support.
The fourteen year term of Dr.

support for educational
tems.

Connor coincided with

a

period of rising

innovations--particul arly for urban school

sys-

Nationally, the Elementary and Secondary School Act of 1965 pro-

vided substantial

financial

aid to poverty areas.

The Worcester School

1980 to support
District received 25 million dollars between 1970 and

its poverty area schools.
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The Worcester School District has since participated
programs.

in

several

The Education Professions Development Act of 1967 provided

support for Teacher Corps.

The Career Opportunities Programs, and vari-

ous leadership training for innovations, such as team teaching, continu-

ous progress, flexible scheduling, differentiated staffing and various

Teacher Training Teacher and Youth Tutoring Youth programs have existed.
During the 1970s Massachusetts and federal

law mandated the less

restrictive environment for students with special needs from three to

twenty-one years of age.

Special

programs in Engli sh-as-a-Second

Language and Bil i ngual /Bicultural Education were mandated and funded.
Also, there were new programs in career and occupational

funds for magnet schools to reduce racial

education and

imbalance.

Moreover, these new programs, which often seemed directed toward

helping underserved groups acquire

a

more equitable share of school re-

sources, were derived from both state and national

treatment.
a

laws mandating

equal

Probably one did not cause the other, but both stemmed from

concern for

a

broader definition of equal

education.

Both funds and

mandates were confused from the start and became, yet, intermingled in

enforcement efforts.

Legislative bodies found it tempting to withhold

funds when school districts were in noncompliance with equal

dates.

Further, if school

rights man-

boards and administrative staff refused to

implement new procedures, the courts quickly noticed themselves in an
educational

morass.

Not surprisingly, then, the story of special

programs in Worcester

paralleled the accounts of similar programs elsewhere, and

all
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affirmative action plans as well.

The system sought out and welcomed

new programs, staffed them with generally competent and committed
people, and yet found the overall results disappointing, at best.

Good

intentions and federal funds and mandates proved insufficient to make

satisfactory progress in
and special education.

a

number of areas:

racial

balance, bilingual

The two major teacher preparation programs,

namely an early Teacher Corps cycle and the Career Opoprtunities
Program, both in collaboration with the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, fell short of their original

expectations.

The teacher

preparation programs were not totally successful because the system was

simply not hiring many new teachers.
The central

administration and many teachers and buildings princi-

pals have eagerly sought out these new programs--especial ly those with

resources--as

a

way to meet the needs of students, but the bulk of the

system never really accepted special
as

1975,

for example.

Title

I

programs during the 1970s.

As

late

teachers were not members of the teacher

association, the Educational Association of Worcester.

The emphasis of

most teachers remained on college preparatory work with

a

curriculum for others.

commercial

Even at the end of the decade the Superinten-

dent's newsletter emphasized that 68 percent of the seniors were going
on to college; however, the report did not indicate that this figure

reflected the percentage of students were mainly from two high
school s.'^^

Both schools were not

in

An answer to the paradox of a

the minority areas.
school

system eager for new programs

and one which seemed little changed lies in the steady decline of
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student enrollment and relative stagnation of staff
areas.

in

traditional

Throughout the decade achievement scores and other standard

indices held a downward trend and many teachers blamed the decline
on
special

populations of students.

In

1970, the school

system served

30,183 students, but by October 1979, enrollment had dropped to

23,883.50

New teachers were hired as Title I, bilingual

and special

education teachers to meet state mandated policies.
Although the Worcester Public Schools has had long standing bilingual

and special

education programs, it has not met all the requirements

of the "Lau Compliance."

The State Department of Education has re-

quested immediate action be taken with respect to student/teacher ratio
and Greek bilingual

programming.^^

At this time the Worcester Public Schools has

ing failure to comply with the bilingual

tional

opportunity.

action, and

a

With

a

court suit alleg-

law and provide equal educa-

State Department of Education demand for

a

law suit from the Hispanic community, the Worcester Public

Schools is confronted with
ity or loss of federal

a

need to address equal

opportun-

educational

and state funds could result.

Worcester also initiated

a

special

education program several years

before federal and state legislation mandated such programs.

Neverthe-

less, The Plight of Minority Students (Double Jeopardy Report),

a

report

by the Massachusetts Advocacy Center (1978) concerning the Worcester

Public Schools and eight other school districts, pointed out:

That minority children are disproportionately placed in Special EduWhether this is done with the express purpose
.
cation is plain.
of segregating them from their white peers, or whether placement
procedures have this as an unintended result, the outcome raises
.

.
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serious implications of racial discrimination . . . (State Special
Educational law) and four years after its implementation date, the
Department has failed to fulfill those legislative mandates. 5^
In

1978 the Massachusetts Advocacy Center had forced the State Depart-

ment of Education to fulfill

its legal

obligations to review annually

the placement statistics for minority children in special

education.

According to the Worcester Public Schools' Special Education statistics on the Comparison of Special Education Enrollment Rates as of

October

1

,

1979, 182 or 15.3 percent of all black students and 187 or

9.4 percent of all Hispanic students were enrolled

programming (see Table 2).

tional

in

special

educa-

Failure on the part of the school

system to implement and maintain an effective plan to address over-

representation of black and underrepresentation of Hispanic students
special

education could result

in

a

in

court suit or the loss of federal

and state monies.
The outcome of several written and verbal

correspondences between

the Commissioner and the Superintendent of Schools was the establishment
of a remedial

port.

plan to address issues raised in the Double Jeopardy Re-

The plan submitted by the Superintendent provides for improved

student assessment, for support in mainstreaming students and expanding

educational

alternatives for target students.

Racial

Imbalance

Worcester has schools that are racially imbalanced according
policies established by the State Department of Education.

to

According to

of racial
the state department's policies, prevention or elimination

balance is to be an objective

in

all

im-

decisions involving the drawing or

32

2
TABLE
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altering of school attendance lines, establishing of grade levels and
the selection of new school

sites. 54

"the condition of a public school

Racial

imbalance is defined as

in which more than 50 percent of the

pupils attending the school are non-white. "56

defined as the condition of

a

public school

percent of the pupils attending such

Racially,

a

school

is balanced

a

Racial

in which

school

isolation is
not more than 30

are non-white. 56

if it is more than 30 percent, but

not

more than 50 percent, non-white. 57
The School Committee must submit annual

census figures on the

white/non-whi te student population of the school district.
Board of Education determines that racial

If

the State

isolation exists, it must

notify the School Committee of its judgment.

review of the

A careful

Worcester Public Schools' racial breakdown by schools, as of October
1979, revealed that Clark Street School

1,

has 239 or 54.5 percent non-

white students. Chandler Elementary Community School had 268 or 77.6
percent non-white students, and Woodland Community School
51.1

has 281

or

percent non-white student population (see Table 3).

Because Worcester has some schools which by definition are racial ly imbalanced and

some past practices that are suspect, the State

The Superinten-

Department is monitoring the districting of students.
dent has asked the Department of Education to work with

a

broadbased

planning group in considering possible school closing and redistricting,
and to provide advice in the area of reducing racial
"No person shall

mission to

a

imbalance. 50

be excluded from or discriminated against in ad-

public school

of any town or in obtaining the advantages.
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privileges and courses of study of such public school on account of
race, sex, religion or national origin. "59

Schools has to address its Bilingual

The Worcester Public

and Special

Education Racial

Imbal-

ance concerns to comply with equal educational opportunities for all

students.
tional

The troubled history of special

needs served as

a

programs to meet equal

educa-

backdrop to the efforts to establish affirma-

tive action planning.

Professional Work Force

During the 1979-1980 school year, the Worcester Public Schools'
work force was officially listed as having 2577 employees.

These

employees represent 18 different job classifications established by
federal

agencies, including part-time staff (see Table 4).

Employment Opportunity Commission (E.E.O.
public school

C.

)

The Equal

report required of every

shows as of May 1980 the representation of Blacks,

panics and women

in

the Worcester Public Schools.

Hi

s-

When one reviews the

classifications, 1-12, those professional categories point out that
Blacks represent 2.4 percent or 54 positions and Hispanics represent 1.7
percent or 39 positions in the school system.

Moreover, women represent

60 percent or 1249 of the professional work force.

The representation

of minorities was substantially lower than their percentage

in

the

popul ation.

The Worcester Public Schools is made up of six divisions:
nel

,

Person-

Education, Research and Development, Business, School Plant and

Governmental Relations.

All

of these divisions are required to work
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with the Office of Personnel

in

developing job specifications, advertis-

ing, recruiting, selecting, appointing, training and promoting all

personnel

Worcester's practice of interviewing predominantly local candidates ended

in

rationale.

From 1968 through 1972, the Worcester Public Schools had

the early 1970s, citing administrative costs as the

interview process for reviewing potential

panel

teachers.

a

Three

interviews assessed the candidate's understanding of the education profession, evaluated the individual's knowledge and ability to perform

within
tions.

a

discipline and reviewed the candidate's personal qualificaApplicants were placed on lists based on how well they performed

during the interviews.
areas.

Lists were established for all

educational

When a position became vacant or established, it was understood

that central office personnel would choose from such lists.

Since 1973 the administrators from the Worcester School District
have stopped visiting colleges and universities in search of teach-

The Personnel Division has terminated all panel

ers.

interviews,

whereby evaluations were made of the candidate's qualifications, and

established lists.

Currently, as positions become vacant or new posi-

tions established, teachers who have been substitutes, either day-to-day

or long term (one to three years), are interviewed and selected.

Prin-

cipals, directors and coordinators interview and recommend for appointment those substitute teachers who have demonstrated the necessary
qual

i

fications.
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The McCormick Report on administrative organization and personnel
programs emphasized that subjective personnel
"in bred" educational

practices had led to an

system when they stated:

Worcester has been quite provincial in teacher selection as the
following data obtained from the Personnel Office indicates.
Of 136
teachers appointed in 1966, 110 or 82 percent graduated from
Worcester institutions; 16 others came from Massachusetts colleges
and only 10 had their preparations outside of the Commonwealth.
It
is obvious that such a policy continued over a period of years, as
has apparently been the case, is not conducive to developing a
cosmpolitan group of teachers.
The Worcester school

district did establish

"Merit Promotion Program"

a

with considerable effort from the professional

association which

attempted to base promotion on uniform criteria.

Committee and the professional
of Worcester,

in

The Worcester School

association, the Educational Association

1969 established

a

"Program for the Selection of

Administrative and Supervisory Personnel "--better known
Promotion Program.

The program was revised in 1975.

Promotion Program" covered

all

as

the

"Merit

This "Merit

administrative promotion for (i.e.,

principals, assistant principals, directors, supervisors and department
heads positions) in the school department.
Civil

Any positions governed by

Service regulations, and all Superintendents, Executive Assist-

ants, Personnel Managers and Business Managers were exempt from the

program.

The "Merit Promotion Program" provided individuals v^o placed in
the top ten on the eligibility list

covered by the program.

a

place for an established position

Candidates were placed on such an established

list according to their total

scores.

Positions such as elementary and
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secondary principals and assistant principals were placed on
a

list for

a

list for

two-year period, effective July 15 every other year.®^
Department heads and Guidance Department heads were on

a

a

two-year period, effective July 15.6^

Other positions such as

supervisors, directors, assistant directors, coordinators, assistant

coordinators and community school directors occur when vacancies are
established.

All

vacancies were filled from the lists.

The Superin-

tendent of Schools recommended to the School Committee one of the first

three persons on the established list.

The five components of the

process included:
Interview to evaluate knowledge necessary for the position
(300 possible points)

A.

Panel

B.

Evaluation of Personal Qualifications Interview by
member panel (200 possible points)

C.

Credit for Professional Preparation (200 possible points)

D.

Credit for Related Experience (150 possible points)

E.

Evaluation of Administrative and Supervisory Aptitude; interviewed by three evaluators (150 possible points)

a

seven-

The preceding conclusions have led up to the recently promulgated

Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures.

These guidelines

have been used by five federal EEO agencies- -the Equal Employment Oppor-

tunity Commission, the Department of Labor and Justice, the Office of
Personnel Management (formerly the Civil

Service Commission), and the

Treasury Department's Office of Revenue Sharing.

These approved guide-

promoting,
lines apply to all employment decisions such as hiring,

demoting and retaining.

Selection procedures include application forms,

educational
interviews, testing, reference checks, experience and
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requirements.

In

accordance with the approved guidelines, the existing

selection procedure for each job must be analyzed by each employer.
The analyses of jobs must be for "adverse impact."

The guidelines

established how the 80 percent (or 4/5ths) rule of thumb determines
"adverse impact," except where large numbers of selections have been
made.

The steps have required the following:

1.

Determine which minority group must be assessed for 'adverse
impact.'
If a minority group represents 2 percent of the relevant labor area, then the selection rate of that minority group
must be analyzed for 'adverse ipmact.'

2.

Determine how many males, females and minority groups have been
selected for promotion into certain jobs or job groups as compared to tfie number of males, females and minorities who applied
for the promotion.

3.

Once these selection rates have been computed, they must be compared with the group's selection rate which is the highest to
determine 'adverse impact.
was apparent from the author's summary of how "adverse impact"

It

is determined that it is necessary for public schools to keep comprehen-

sive records of the minority and sexual

promotion.

In

status of all candidates for

fact, the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection

Procedures make clear that

a

record must be kept for each applicant for

promotion at each stage of the process.

For example, if 20 persons

applied for an administrative position, even if the application was only
a

verbal

statement of interest in the position, then records must be
Further, if only 15 persons have gone on to

kept for these candidates.

the interview stage, then

a

record of these 15 persons must be kept.

Because comprehensive records have not been kept by the Personnel

Office of the Worcester Public Schools, it became difficult to utilize
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the statistical
trict.

process determining "adverse impact" in the school
dis-

However,

hypothetical example will assist the reader

a

standing how federal

in

under-

agencies statistically determine "adverse impact."

Pool of Candidates for Promotion

Males

Females

510

214

Selection
10

2

Selection rate for males:

10 out of 510 or 1.96%

Selection rate for females:

2 out

of 214 or

.93%

Since the selection rate for males is higher than that for
females, the female selection rate must be compared to that for males.
If the selection

rate of females is 80 percent of that for males, then

there is no "adverse impact."
Selection rate for females:
Selection rate for males:

1

Since the female selection rate
males, there is "adverse impact."

is

.93%
.96%

_
~

i.y
*

*

not 80 percent of that for

The next hpothetical

example explains

how one determines "adverse impact" for minorities.
Pool of Candidates for Promotion
B1

ack

150

Asian
3

Hispanic

Non-Hi spanic
600

100

Selection

Black
2

Asian

Non-Hispanic

Hispanic

0

10

1

Selection Rate
Black
Asian
Hispanic
Non-Hispanic

1.33%
0%
2.00%
1.66%
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Since the Non-Hi spanic selection rate was the highest, the other

selection rates must be compared to that selection rate.

If the

selec-

tion rate for the minority groups is 80 percent of the selection rate of
Non-Hi spani cs

,

then there is no "adverse impact."

Black selection rate:
Non-Hispanic selection rate:

1.33%
1

_

on tv

.66%

Thus, there was no "adverse impact" on blacks, yet, there was "adverse
impact" on Hispanics because the selection rate for blacks was 80 per-

cent, and less than 80 percent for Hispanics compared to that of NonHi

spani cs.

The Program for the Selection of Administrative and Supervisory
Personnel was the promotional

plan for all

persons interested in being

supervisors, directors, assistant directors, coordinators, assistant

coordinators, community school directors, elementary and secondary principals and assistant principals, department heads and Guidance Department heads in the Worcester Public Schools.

This particular program had

been in existence in the school district for over 20 years.
The subjectivity of the "Merit Promotion Program" has been ques-

tioned by the school
Officer.

Further,

department's Equal Op port unity /Affirmative Action
a

joint study committee developed affirmative

action goals, recommending the need for promotions to

be

based on

job-related criteria with less stress on credentials and experience.^®
Moreover, the School Committee's law firm evaluated the "Merit Promotion
Program" in light of Equal Employment Opportunity regulations and determined that the current process could be legally questionable.®^
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Staff Development

Another section of the Worcester Public Schools' administrative
structure is its Staff Development Office,
have followed

a

typical

Staff Development programs

pattern of most school systems in offering vol-

untary courses designed to improve the instructional process.
the past five years, several

During

programs have been offered to address

multi-cultural concerns and personal dynamics.

teacher has been required to participate

in

a

Each newly appointed

three-day orientation

workshop.
Newly appointed staff members are encouraged by contractual

language awarding pay increases for additional courses and to acquire

higher degrees,

However, after

a

teacher has reached ten years, the

impetus ends.

Staff development programs have not addressed the needs of underrepresented groups by offering any experience designed to raise expectations and skill levels for these individuals.
has not assisted in enhancing the school

Thus, staff development

district's promotable applicant

pool which might increase the representation of members of the

"protected class."

Underutilization of Protected Class

When a 1974 Status of Women report addressed the lack of female

administrators, some School Committee members had asked school administration why there were so few females.

tion's response was "that

a

A typical

school

administra-

concerted effort has been made by manbers of
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the central
tions.

•

.

office to encourage women to apply for administrative posiWe will

.

continue to encourage women and minorities as

a

part of our affirmative action policy.
Yet,

in

1980 the Worcester Public Schools has not come close to

meeting its affirmative action commitment or its stated goals.
ing to the Worcester Public Schools' Equal

(E.E.0.-5),

a

Accord-

Employment Opportunity Report

work force analysis, women in administration and minori-

ties on all levels are still

underrepresented based on adopted affirma-

tive action goals of the Worcester School Committee.
The system's apprentice teaching relationship with local colleges

has contributed to the "in bredness" of the school

pre-selected staff pattern.

district, providing

a

Worcester has five teacher-training insti-

tutions within its city limits.

Many of the students from these insti-

tutions request and receive permission to do their student teaching in
the Worcester Public Schools.

For many years, these teacher-training

institutions have supplied the Worcester Pubilc Schools with the

majority of its personnel. ^2
These institutions have had few, if any, black and/or Hispanic

students.

Therefore, the Worcester School District has received few, if

any, blacks or Hispanics for either student teaching experiences or

teacher appointments.

In

the late to mid-1960s, these teacher-training

institutions were made aware that there was
and Hispanic educators

in

a

need to employ both black

the Worcester Public Schools.

However, few

additional minority students have been added to the staff as
result.

a
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One of the first positive responses

in

gaining minority represen-

tation in the Worcester Public Schools came when the school district

collaborated with the University of Massachusetts

Teacher Corps Program

in

1968.

in

Amherst

in

a

The Teacher Corps Program was a

federally-funded project v^ich enabled the Worcester school district to
develop

a

Black Studies Program.

Participants in the Teacher Corps Pro-

gram were former Peace Corps Volunteers.

These participants assisted

the Worcester Public Schools in fulfilling the need to create studies

curricula while, at the same time, working toward graduate credits at
the University of Massachusetts School of Education, for their Master's

Degree Certificate of Advanced Graduate Studies, or Doctorate.

Teacher Corps Program terminated in 1971.

The

Three of the participants

were hired by the Worcester Public Schools as Social Studies teachers.
The second opportunity for the Worcester Public Schools to gain

minority personnel

came in June 1970.

At that time the Worcester Public

Schools and the University of Massachusetts in Amherst developed

gram entitled Career Opportunity Program (C.O.P.).

The C.O.P.,

a

pro-

a

federally-funded project, was designed to train prospective teachers
from the low income and minority population in the Worcester area.
initial

goal

The

was to attract a broad range of students from this popula-

tion and provide them with on-the-job experience
Schools system as teacher aides.

obtained employment

in

in

the Worcester Public

"Many of these individuals have

the Worcester Public Schools or in other school

systems in Worcester County.
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The C.O.P. project was terminated
tributed to the presence of minorities
professional work force.

in

in

1975,

The program had con-

the Worcester Public Schools'

Many of the participants in the Career Oppor-

tunity Program made meaningful contributions to the educational climate
and process of the school district. 77

The Worcester Public Schools

has had other federally-funded projects that assisted

multi-cultural

education, the role of

role of a teacher in an open school

a

in

understanding

teacher resource center, the

climate and urban education.

Yet,

these projects did not increase the level of minority representation

in

the work force because minority personnel were not hired at the same
rate as their white counterparts.
For more than

a

decade, public attention has been drawn to the em-

ployment policies and practices of the Worcester Public Schools' system. There have been several

reports from community groups who have

alleged that the employment practices of the Worcester Public Schools
were discriminatory, in effect, if not in intent.
port recommended:

"There is

a

As the McCormick Re-

need for aggressive recruitment outside

of Worcester in order to have teachers with different backgrounds,

educational
In

ideas and teaching techniques." 78

the Worcester Public Schools as of May, 1980, Blacks represented

1.7 percent of the central

office administrators, no principals,

3

per-

cent of the assistant principals, no department heads, 2.8 percent of
the elementary classroom teachers and 4.2 percent of the guidance coun-

selors, according to the Equal Employment Opportunity Report (E.E.0.-5)
for the 1979-1980 school year (see Table 4).

Hispanic teachers
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represented 1.7 percent of the professional work force.

In

October of

1979, the black and Hispanic student enrollment was 13.3 percent,

according to the Worcester Public Schools' racial
In

comparison, as of October

1,

breakdown by schools.

1976, there were no central

office

administrators, 1.7 percent of principals, no assistant principals, no
department heads, 2.1 percent of the elementary classroom teachers, 2.3
percent of the secondary classroom teachers and

6

percent of the

guidance counselors who were black, according to the E.E.0.-5 Report for
the 1976-1977 school year.

Fewer than

system's professionals were Hispanic.

1

percent of the school

The black and Hispanic student

enrollment in the 1976-1977 academic year was 9.5 percent. 80
Pupil

enrollment figures decreased by 3,000 students between 1976

and 1980; however, there were 218 more professional

than in 1976.81

positions

in

1980

Yet, with an influx of Hispanic students and a stable

population of Blacks in the school district, few corrective measures
have been taken to comply with equal

employment and affirmative action

guidel ines.
A 1975 report entitled. The Status of Women in the Worcester

Public Schools
di

,

indicated the underrepresentation of women

in

the school

strict.
.
there are 1,613 individuals employed in a professional
.
capacity in the Worcester Public Schools' system, 872 women and 741
Although 54 percent of the professionals' staff are women, 83
men.
Tliese
•
percent of the total administrative staff are men.
the
in
teaching
women
for
consequences
statistics have real
They indicate that while women are in the
Worcester Public Schools.
majority in the school system, we do not have the power that derives
from numbers because we are underrepresented in the decision-making
positions.
.

•

•
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The statistics in the 1950 report showed that women represented
62
percent of the elementary principal positions, 87 percent of the assistant principal

assignments, and they totaled 61 percent of the overall

administrative staff in the Worcester Public Schools.

"While the number

of men in the profession, and particularly in administrative positions,
has increased greatly.®^
In

according to the statistics on file in the Worcester Pub-

1980,

lic Schools' Research and Development Office, females hold 19 positions

within the classification of Officials, Administrators and Managers (see
Table 4).

After

review those

in

a

visit to the Research and Development Office to

the classification, one will find eight females who are

not appointed personnel

in the

Worcester Public Schools.®'^

eight individuals have been selected to participate

in

These

the federally-

funded program. Head Start.

Most important, there are 11 females and 36

males totaling 47 persons

the classification of Officials, Adminis-

in

trators and Managers in the Worcester Public Schools as of April, 1980.

These statistics reveal

that the Worcester Public Schools

has not,

within recent years, taken steps to address the underrepresentation of

women in administration in the Worcester Public Schools.

Apart from

some indicators of possible good faith commitment to equal employment

opportunity and affirmative action. Blacks, Hispanics and women are

underrepresented in
presence.

An

a

profession which has traditionally reflected their

urban school

system needs teachers and administrators with

diverse backgrounds, educational
the school

ideas, styles and techniques to enhance

environment for all students.

The statistics,

previously
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mentioned, were cited to point out that there is

representation of Blacks and Hispanics on
district, and women

in

all

a

need to increase the

levels of the school

administrative positions.

As the Friends of the Worcester Public Schools (a group of

community-minded citizens) pointed out
Critical

in

a

research report on the

Needs of the Worcester Public Schools in 1972, "Worcester's

recruiting practices have been far too provincial ."^5
to evaluate candidates,

system used

from both within and outside the system, needs

revision; with less weight on past performance and personal

qualifica-

tions.®®
Despite numerous attempts by professional

consultants and commun-

ity groups, few black, Hispanic and women professionals are appointed to

teaching and supervisory positions, particularly the top positions
public schools.

in

Numerous reports and community concerns over the

recruitment, selection and appointment of teachers of different

backgrounds, educational
effect.
equal

ideas, styles and techniques have had little

While the Worcester School Committee claims to have adopted an

opportunity policy and affirmative action goals,

a

stated commit-

ment to modify the existing employment policies and practices, they have
not changed the imbalance.

Therefore, today the Worcester Public School

District is not in compliance with presidential

executive orders,

federal, state and local laws pertaining to equal employment opportunity
and affirmative action.
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The Appointment of an Officer

The appointment of an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Officer

came after years of discussion and deliberation by members of the School

Committee, school administration, community and other interested parties

over the validity of such

a

position.

The appointment was

a

decade

overdue when one realizes that federal legislation concerning affirmative action was signed into law in 1965,

Moreover, the appointment was

years after many federal, state and local laws pertaining to equal
educational

and employment opportunity and affirmative action mandated

the existence of such an individual.

individuals, groups and community leaders have been in-

Several

strumental in exerting influence for an EO/AA officer in the Worcester
The first of many events which led up to the establish-

Public Schools.

ment of an affirmative action position was with the black community of

Worcester.
The black community in December 1975 met with the Worcester Public

Schools' central

office administrators and indicated that they were dis-

satisfied with attempts to employ minority personnel.

December

1,

1975 the Worcester Telegram headlined

meeting where the school administration

in

a

On Monday,

school

committee

1973 had promised a group of

30 black parents and community leaders that they would actively recruit

and hire more black teachers and para-professionals.

stated that:

unfulfilled,"^^

The article

"Today almost 30 months later, the promise appears
The black community members at the December meeting

action officer so
urged the school administration to add an affirmative
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that he/she

'would supervise plans and procedures for ending
discrimi-

nation in hiring and promotional

practices in the school system. "88

The black community also wanted their children to be
given equal educational

opportunity and demanded that the school department be responsive

to their needs.
In

November 1975, the Equal Opportunity Committee presented to the

Worcester School Committee

a

report,

a

section of which included

a

sum-

mary of the report. The Status of Women in the Worcester Public Schools.
This report mentioned the denial

of equal

employment opportunity and

affirmative action in the Worcester Public Schools for women teachers.
"This Committee strongly urged the Worcester Public Schools' system to

assume leadership in the elimination of sex and race bias and discrimination in all forms in the Worcester Public Schools. "89

One of the

committee recommendations was:
To develop an affirmative action
a.

recruitment program which would:

bring about an equitable balance of minority members on the
total

staff;

b.

actively solicit women and minority men for positions of leadership in the Worcester Public Schools' system;

c.

recruit men to teach in the elementary schools, particularly in
the primary grades, and recruit women to teach on the secondary
level, particularly in subject areas which have been traditionally dominated by men; and

d.

actively recruit both women and men to teach non-tradi tional
subjects, particularly in the enrichment areas of Home Economics
and Industrial Arts in order to aid in the elimination of sex
role stereotypes. ^8
The Equal Opportunity Report was discussed and remained on the

School Committee agenda because central

office administrators requested
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an opportunity to respond to the recommendations.

the School Committee agenda so long that
elected.

a

This item remained on

new School Committee was

The item was later filed.

According to the Worcester School Committee Minutes, the Committee

approved an Equal Opportunity/Affi rmati ve Action Officer's position

December 27, 1976; however, on February 23, 1977 the School Committee
cut the salary for said position from its budget.

The motion to

reconsider the position came up at the next school comittee meeting in
March and was defeated again.
told the school

"The School Committee,

.

.

last night,

.

administration to continue its search for federal and

state funds to hire an Affirmative Action Officer for the School Department."^!

A School Committee member was quoted as saying:

"hiring the

officer is reverse discrimination, and the job can be performed by
persons already working for the department.
At this time the minority community of Worcester was concerned

with the Worcester School Committee's instructions to the Superintendent
of Schools to exhaust all

and state avenues to pay for an Equal

federal

Opportunity/Affirmative Action Officer.

It

became understood by most

black community leaders that the Worcester School Committee "really

doesn't care about how well

opportunity laws."^^

it

.

.

.

implements

a

variety of equal

"Community people will be far less willing to

listen to Committee promises in the future.
On July 7,

1977 the Worcester School Committee established the

^5
position of Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Officer.

After ad-

vertising the position, interviewing candidates and recommending

a

name
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to the Worcester School Committee, it was December 21, 1977 before
the school

district had its Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action

Officer. 96
With the appointment of an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action

Officer, the Worcester School district took
ing with its legal

a

major step toward comply-

responsibilities to have such

a

position and program.

The officer has since worked with the Worcester School Committee,

Superintendent of Schools, administrators, teachers, students, parents,
employees, community organizations and interested parties
federal, state and local

in

adhering to

requirements for equal opportunity and affirma-

tive action programming in the Worcester Public Schools.

For three

years, the officer has had experiences where the affirmative action setting of Worcester has affected the development of the Worcester Public

Schools' equal opportunity and affirmative action action program.

history and the setting provided
how affirmative action goals will

an

The

important context for understanding

be effected.

CHAPTER

III

THE ROLE OF AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OFFICER

In

the early 1970s, affirmative action programming had developed

momentum.

This momentum was

a

result of promulgated guidelines and

black communities across the nation demading equal opportunity and

affirmative action.
Through uncoordinated administrative sanctions and case laws, the
equal

employment opportunity program was expanded to include not only

minorities, but also women, aged, handicapped, religious groups and
veterans.

Furthermore, affirmative action programs now covered not only

entry level jobs which are relatively uncontroversi
ial

and executive level

al

,

but also manager-

positions.

Executive Order 11246, as amended by 11375, has given the responsibility to the Secretary of Labor for the implementation of
to ensure that federal

employment opportunity.

a

program

and federally-assisted contractors provided equal

Further, the Secretary of Labor initiated

affirmative action to insure that applicants were employed and treated
during employment without regard to their race, sex, color, religion,
national origin or handicap.

The Office of Federal Contracts Compliance

Program (O.F.C.C.P.) is obligated as

a

regulatory agency for monitoring

affirmative action commitments among federal contractors and subcontractors.
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The O.F.C.C.P, conducts compliance reviews based on the
size of
the contractor's workforce, date of last review and when

conversation does not provide
concern.

a

a

telephone

clear defensible reason for an expressed

Generally, firms with fewer than 200 employees are reviewed

less frequently than the larger facilities with more employees.

Several

factors determine compliance for federal contractors and subcontractors;
factors such as:

—

proximity to minority community;

-- existence of complaints of discrimination, apparent underutilization of minorities or women as reflected by periodic reports
submitted to the agency; and
-- number of months in noncompliance and documentation of good faith
efforts of the contractors to correct deficiencies are all
elements of consideration in determining compliance review priority.^'

Many federal and state regulations pertaining to equal employment

opportunity and affirmative action require an equal employment opportunity or an affirmative action officer.

Such an officer has responsibil-

ity for performing the stipulated functions outlined in the regulations
in order that the

ance with the law.

organization he/she represents can meet full compliDepending upon the size of the institution, this may

be his/her sole responsibility,

along with appropriate staff, to execute

the responsibilities of the office.

The role of this person has been to

force the institution to comply with its obligations for affirmative

action.
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Responsibility for Affirmative Action

According to affirmative action guidelines promulgated by the
Office of Federal Contracts Compliance Programs, an executive of the

contractor should be appointed as the manager of the company's equal
opportunity programs. ^8

He/she should be given the support and staff

to execute the assignment.

Principal accountabilities should include,

but not be limited to:
1.

2.

Developing equal opoprtunity and affirmative action policy
statements, internal and external communications.

Assisting in the identification and remediation of problem
areas.

3.

Assisting management in arriving at solutions to problems.

4.

Designing and implementing audit and reporting systems that will
measure and determine the degrees to which contractor's goals
and objectives have been attained.

5.

Serving as a liaison between regulatory agencies, minority
organizations, women's organizations, handicapped committees and
community action groups concerned with employment opportunities
of "protected class members."

6.

Keeping management informed of the latest developments in the
entire equal opportunity and affirmative action areas.

7.

Reviewing the underutilization, under-representation, unemployment availability, promotabil ity of "protected class members"
within the work force and the relevant labor force.

8.

Reviewing the degree of training which the contractor is reasonably able to undertake as a means of making all job classifications available to "protected class members.
Many public school

equal

districts delegate their responsibilities for

opportunity and affirmative action differently.

Some school

sys-

tems hire, promote, transfer or re-assign individuals to positions with

titles like Title IX Coordinator, Section 503 and/or Section 504
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Coordinator, Grievance Officer, Affirmative Action Officer, Contract
Compliance Officer and Equal Opportunity Officer because guidelines
specify that there be such an individual.

In

other public school sys-

tems, there may be an Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Officer

responsible for equal employment/educational
action (EO/AA).

Yet,

in other districts

opportunity and affirmative

the Superintendent and/or other

administrators are given equal opportunity and affirmative action responsibliities in addition to other job functions.

In

all

public school

systems the Superintendent and the School Committee (or School Board)
are ultimately responsible for adhering to equal

opportunity and

affirmative action guidelines.

The Selection of an Officer

The selection of an Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action

Officer is an important decision

in

developing

a

commitment to eliminat-

ing past practices or effects of discrimination.

The appointment of an

officer adds enormous credibility to the program.

It

also serves to

convince skeptics, both inside and outside of the institution, that the
employer intends to make it an effective effort.

equal

considering an

The first step for any public school district

in

opportunity position is the job description.

The job description

establishes the primary and secondary accountabilities for the position.
Further, the job description indicates whether the person will have
equal

ities.

employment, equal
Moreover,

a

education and/or affirmative action responsibil-

complete job analysis of the suggested position will
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determine the knowledge, skills and abilities (K.S.A.'s) necessary for
successful

performance on the job.

With the K.S.A.'s,

a

list of job-

related qualifications is available for advertisement and as

screening candidates for

a

a

tool

for

position.

The second step suggested for establishing an equal opportunity
position is the selection process for hiring the person for the job.
Educational

institutions must consider that their present merit system

or promotional

practices may not allow them to acquire the most quali-

fied person for the job because the existing merit system may have

adverse impact.

According to the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selec-

tion Procedures promulgated by four regulatory agencies, adverse impact
is defined as:

an employment policy or practice that tends to allow more members of
one group to qualify (for employment, training, promotion, etc.
.
.
.) than another, that policy may be violatinq the law because it
is having an unequal effect on different groups.

The position is
who has common sense.

a

sensitive one, and

it

requires an individual

The officer should be able to understand and work

with the institution regarding requirements of the law, but also the
needs of the minority workers and non-minority workers.

Equal Employment Opportunity Training

Regardless of who is appointed, he/she should have all of the

necessary credentials to ensure that the job will get done.
wel

1

-i

ntended equal opportunity programs have been

a

Several

waste of time,

effort and money because the person assigned to the position was not for
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the job.

Just

a

superficial

examination of the officer's responsibili-

ties, as identified by Section 60-2.22, indicates that some formal

training is required
A.

Human Relations

in

the following categories:

:

one needs the ability and experience to influence, motivate, communicate, lead, organize, participate in crisis intervention and group
work, interview, counsel, advocate and build credibility and trust.
B.

Technical Qualifications

:

one needs the knowledge of relevant federal, state and local equal
opportunity and affirmative action law, executive orders, court
decisions, employment and educational guidelines, administration,
auditing and budgeting, labor management negotiations and mediations
and personnel service.
C.

Conceptual Ability

:

one needs to be able to understand the legal, economic and political
justifications for and against equal opportunity/affi rmati ve action;
conceptualize the different ways that discrimination limits employment and educational opportunities, particularly racism and sexism.
A successful

equal

opportunity and affirmative action program de-

pends on the knowledge, skills and expertise of an equal opportunity and

affirmative action person.

He/she must have

a

real

commitment to the

development of the equal opportunity/affirmative action program.

He/she

must be aware of the affirmative action setting, as described in Chapter
II,

to develop, implement and maintain

a

program.

This person should

have sufficient status and ability to relate to others in the institu-

tion and the community in order to achieve the expectations of the
program.

The officer should understand that the program should be

developed with people who make up the school district; it cannot be
imposed on

a

school

system.

The officer should have the ability to be a

work within
good listener and to understand not only how he/she should
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the institution, but also with the "protected class members."

appointment of
school

a

qualified individual

to head the

The

program may help

a

district in eliminating discriminatory policies and practices.
Where does an individual go to gain the training and credentials

to be an Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Officer?
university or college
gree in equal

in

the country that offers

employment opportunity.

a

There is no

Bachelor of Arts de-

There are those one-through-

five day seminars for newly appointed E.O. officers sponsored by various

consultant groups.

However, in the Equal Opportunity Forum , it was re-

ported that the U.S. government recognizes its responsibility to educate
and prepare people for equal

employment opportunity (EEO) program

work.

Some private and public sector practitioners in EEO, affirmative

action or employee relations have suggested courses of study
trial

psychology, personnel management and social

justice.

in

indus-

Yet, there

were EEO practitioners who believe that this kind of work is really

problem solving, not procedure and rule preparation.
The best EEO training comes from gaining

sciences area and working for

a

a

background

in the

human

regulatory agency responsible for equal
Training by regu-

opportunity and affirmative action programming.

latory agencies enables an officer to learn the techniques of investigaof
tion and interviewing, evaluating affirmative action plans in terms

results.

Further, one gains

of governmental

regulations.

a

healthy respect for

a

thorough knowledge

The next best EEO training comes

from
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having

a

background in the human sciences area, and from on-the-job ex-

perience with

a

small

private or public employer as its EEO Officer.

Worcester's EO/AA Officer

The Worcester School

district appointed an Equal Opportunity and

Affirmative Action Officer (EO/AA) in 1977.

This position reports to

the Superintendent of Schools as do ten other administrators:

two As-

sistant Superintendents, two Managers, five Supervisors and an Executive
Assistant.

The responsibilities of the EO/AA Officer are as follows:

Accountability Objective
This position is accountable for monitoring and contributing to equal educational and employment opportunity
and affirmative action programming in the entire school district
through leadership, sound management and resourcefulness consistent
with the Worcester Public Schools' equal opportunity/affirmative
action policies, federal and state laws and collectively bargained
agreements.
:

Principal Accountabilities

:

1.

Responsibility for the explanation and the dissemination of information to all interested parties regarding equal educational
and equal employment opportunity and affirmative action in the
Worcester Public Schools.

2.

Contribution to the development and examination of educational
policies, practices, curricula and materials and in servicing
programs for all personnel.

3.

4.

5.

Contributions to the examination of all personnel policies and
practices which includes, but is not limited to, recruiting,
hiring, promoting, demoting, transferring, re-assigning, laying
off, early retirement and compensation and benefit programs.

Responsibility for the development of a written affirmative
action plan, and maintenance, formal audit, reporting procedure
for the Worcester Public Schools.

Responsibility for the creation of an Equal Opportunity/Affirmato
tive Action Advisory Committee and a Section 504 Committee
equal
regarding
provide two-way communication and suggestions
opportunity/affirmative action in the Worcester Public Schools.
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6.

Responsibility for serving as the school system's liaison
between federal, state and local regulatory agencies and school
and community groups in all matters relating to equal
opportunity/affi rmative action.

7.

Responsibility of examining all collective bargaining contracts
for possible equal opportunity and affirmative action implications by means of knowledge and understanding of pertinent laws
and sound management.

8.

Coordination of the Worcester Public Schools' Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Grievance Procedure for students,
parents, teachers, all employees and prospective applicants
alleging discrimination on the basis of race, sex, age, religion, marital status, national origin and/or handicap so that
an equitable and prompt settlement of any complaint can exist.

9.

Responsibility for attending all School Committee meetings,
negotiation sessions, sub-committee meetings. Sick Leave Bank
meetings and any other sessions where information concerning
equal educational and employment opportunity and affirmative
action is necessary.

10.

Responsibility for developing and maintaining adequate records
of all personnel and students, personnel actions, contract disputes and legal proceedings concerning equal opportunity/affirmative action through leadership in accordance with equal
opportunity, affirmative action. Civil Service Administration
policies of the school district, state teacher and administrative certification requirements and collective bargained
agreements.

11.

Performance of other job-related duties as assigned.

The EO/AA Officer is responsible for the monitoring of
aspects of equal opportunity and affirmative action for all
and pupils.

all

personnel

This involves working with the Superintendent of Schools,

Assistant Superintendents, and other central office staff and personnel
of the Worcester Public Schools in translating institutional

objectives into action plans.

goals and
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Role with Superintendent

The officer works particularly with the Superintendent and his/her

Assistant Superintendents, the Personnel Manager, the Supervisors of

Elementary and Secondary Schools, the Supervisor of Pupil Personnel and

the Supervisor of Program Development and Special Activities on
basis to ensure compliance with equal

regulations.

a

daily

opportunity and affirmative action

The Superintendent and the EO/AA Officer work closely with

one another to implement and maintain the school district's commitment

to EO/AA,

The EO/AA Officer in Worcester works with the Superintendent

to keep him informed of new developments in the areas of equal
ment and equal educational

opportunity.

The officer works with the Superintendent of Schools
equal

employ-

in

developing

opportunity and affirmative action policies for adoption by the

School Committee,

The EO/AA Officer develops policy statements on equal

opportunity and nondiscrimination, reasonable accommodations, sexual and
racial

harassment in the work force.

These policy statements, after

some modifications, are approved by the Superintendent and recommended

for adoption by the School Committee.
The officer is responsible for raising any concerns he/she has re-

lative to equal

employment opportunity and affirmative action before the

employment decision is recommended to the School Comittee.

The superin-

tendent and the officer meet frequently to discuss various employment
decisions concerning the hiring, trasnferring, demoting, promoting and

re-assigning of personnel

in

the school district.
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The EO/AA officer and the superintendent work together to
provide
an equitable and prompt settlement of any complaint alleging
discrimina-

tion on the basis of race, sex, color, age, religion, marital
national origin and/or handicap.

They discuss all

formal

status,

complaints to

determine the validity of the alleged claim and determine, when necessary, a fair settlement.

Finally, the officer keeps the superintendent informed about equal

opportunity goals and objectives.

He/she meets with the superintendent

to present the status of problem areas.
the degree to which institutional
pl

i

Further, he/she also indicates

goals and objectives have been accom-

shed.
In

summary, the role of the Equal Opportuni ty/Affi rmati ve Action

Officer with the Superintendent of Schools
ance with the regulations.

is that

The officer serves

a

of ensuring compli-

dual

role; one that

keeps the superintendent from committing liable acts, and that of assisting him/her to ensure equal employment opportunity.

The officer

indicates new developments, develops policies for adoption, discusses

employment decisions, provides

a

mechanism for an equitable settlement

of any complaint and meets with the superintendent to report the degree
to which equal

opportunity and affirmative action action goals and ob-

jectives have been attained.

Role with Personnel Manager

The EO/AA officer works with the Personnel Manager

on many

employ-

ment issues raised in Chapter II, and also those existing policies and
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practices as they comply with equal employment opportunity and affirmative action.

In

particular the EO/AA officer works with the Personnel

Manager to ensure that the school district does not intentionally
discriminate against any employee or applicant.

Moreover, the officer

encourages affirmative action measures to ensure that applicants are
employed and that employees are treated without regard to discriminatory
factors.
The selection procedure of obtaining a job is an important process

for an EO/AA officer to examine.

His/her examination could determine

whether the advertisement, test, position description qualifications for
the job, and interview conform to required guidelines.

If

corrective

action is necessary, he/she can work with the Personnel Manager to

resolve the problem area.
The Worcester School

district terminated its formal

panel

views in 1974 for individuals in search of an appointment as

a

interteacher.

The EO/AA officer and the Personnel Manager have developed and imple-

mented

a

15-step selection process for teacher appointments.

The 15

steps in the selection process require the Personnel Manager, the EO/AA

Officer and the immediate supervisor to sign off at each step of the
procedure.

(See Appendix A.)

The Personnel Manager and the EO/AA officer work closely with the
immediate supervisor in briefing the supervisor of his/her role, validating the job description, advertising the position, selecting and
of interorienting interviewers, approving uniform questions and time

applicants.
view, determining job-related strengths and weaknesses of
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gathering, reporting information and signing assurance that EEO/AA
guidelines were enforced.

(See Appendix A.)

This revised selection

process has enabled the Worcester Public Schools to outline the steps

leading to

teacher's/long-term substitute's appointment.

a

has encouraged

a

Further, it

working relationship among those responsible for equal

employment opportunity and affirmative action in the school system.

Most important, the Worcester School district has implemented its commitment to equal opportunity and affirmative action.

Another area where the EO/AA Officer and the Personnel Manager
have made an impact is in the Reduction
school district.

In

Force (RIF) policy of the

The Worcester school district, like many urban

schools, has minorities with less experience or seniority than their

white peers.

The current "RIF" policy in the school district is based

on seniority.

According to affirmative action statistics

in

the Equal

Opportunity/Af fi rmati ve Action office, there were 32 black professionals
hired between 1970 through 1979.

In

1979 there were 43 black profes-

sionals in the Worcester Public Schools.

These statistics indicated the

need for affirmative action language within the "RIF" policy between the

Worcester Public Schools and the Educational Association of Worcester.
In

January 1979, the Equal Opportunity /Affi rmati ve Action Officer,

the Personnel

Manager and the Committee on Affirmative Action and Reduc-

tion in Force contributed to the existing "RIF" policy.

It

was the

support and perseverence of these parties which were instrumental

in

gaining affirmative action language into the teachers' contract.

They

had to deal

with the politicization and the influence of employee
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associations expressed in Chapter II.

Nevertheless, they remained

steadfast and presented their report to the School Committee recommending affirmative action goals as they pertained to "RIF."

According to the agreement between the Worcester School Committee
and the Educational Association of Worcester, Article XI, Reduction in
Force:
The layoff of any tenured teacher or administrator will be governed
by the Reduction in Force policy and the intent expressed by the
School Committee in the Affirmative Action Plan adopted on January
18, 1 979 . . .105

When the Worcester School System was faced with reducing its professional work force, the School Committee's law firm stated:

After reviewing this long and tedious bargaining history; the
express language of the contract; the various documents and the external law, it is my considered opinion that certain minorities and
handicapped personnel must be exempted from strict seniority
It is important to note that
consideration in the layoff procedure.
these exemptions would only apply to tenured teachers and administrators. 1^°
In

an urban

school

district where

a

high percentage of minorities have

been hired in the last ten years, the newly revised "RIF" policy was an

important step in complying with equal employment opportunity and

affirmative action requirements.
One other area in which the EO/AA Officer has worked with the Per-

sonnel

Manager was

and promotional

in the

criteria.

validation of entrance level qualifications
In

November 1979, the Worcester School Com-

mittee granted permission for the administration of the Worcester Public
Schools to hire consultants to validate position descriptions and to

assist in developing

a

"Merit Promotion Program."
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the Worcester Public Schools,

In

a

Validation Study Committee was

formed and taught the method of writing job descriptions.

The committee

also learned how to match the appropriate knowledge, skills and

abilities with the position description under review.

Entrance level qualifications and promotional
exceeded those actually required to perform

a

criteria which

particular job have been

consistently attacked by the courts and regulatory agencies.

The attack

was based on the principle that inflated job qualifications operate to

exclude persons protected by job discrimination statutes.

Entrance

qualifications, especially educational requirements, which are used
without

a

determination of credentials required to perform
by the Supreme Court.

found to be illegal

promotional

job were

Validating entrance and

criteria was complex and time consuming.

validated several

a

Yet, the committee

positions in accordance with equal employment oppor-

tunity and affirmative action guidelines.

(See Appendix B.)

The EO/AA Officer, the Personnel Manager, with the consultant,

developed three possible models for

Worcester Public Schools.

a

"Merit Promotion Program" for the

One of three promotional

approved by the Worcester School Committee.
tiated.

Further, this model

models has been

This model

has been nego-

has been reviewed in light of the Court's

landmark decision in Griggs vs. Duke Power Co.

,

and several

and agency rulings which have further defined entrance level

other court

qualifica-

tions which institutions can use.
In

summary,

a

significant portion of the EO/AA Officer's time is

spent interrelating with the Personnel Manager

in

an attempt to

identify

lU
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and

relate to various employment issues.

the Personnel Manager on

a

The EO/AA Officer works with

daily basis to ensure that coordination and

cooperation are maintained and that serious problems are responded
promptly.
several

to

The officer and the Personnel Manager also work together on

employment issues such as explaining

a

selection procedure, ap-

proving uniform questions and time of interview, gathering and reporting

information, discussing the possibility of reduction in force, and validating entrance level and promotional criteria.

Role With Other Administrators

The Equal Opportunity Officer works with the Assistant Superin-

tendents, Supervisors and the Executive Assistant in meeting their equal

opportunity and affirmative action responsibilities.

In

the Worcester

Public Schools, every administrator's job description now has
pal

a

princi-

accountability which reads that this position is accountable for the

following end results:

Contribution to equal opportunity and affirmative action action by
means of support orientation of staff, action plans and continuous
examination of all educational and employment practices and materials consistent with the goals and objectives of the school district
insuring equal to all individuals regardless of sex, race, age.
color, marital status, religion, national origin or handicap.
This job function affirms administrators' responsibilities for equal

opportunity and affirmative action.

Most important, it makes adminis-

trators accountable for ensuring nondi scriminatory policies and

practices.
The role of the EO/AA Officer with central
is to coordinate, advise, explain and to make

office administrators

recommendations consistent
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with the Worcester Public Schools' equal opportunity and affirmative
action policies, federal and state laws and collectively bargained

agreements.

While other central

office administrators appear to have

territorial boundaries marking off their responsibilities, the Equal

Opportunity Officer relates to central office personnel by moving from
educational

to employment to affirmative action concerns--each one

entirely different from the last except that it's controlled by one
commonality:

a

deadline.

The officer works with the Assistant Superintendent for School
Plant on providing "reasonable accommodation" and/or "program accessi-

bility" in accordance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of

"Reasonable accommodation" will, of course, vary with the handi-

1973.

cap involved and the requisites of the job.
removal

of architectural

Among the possibilities are

barriers, job restructuring, part-time or modi-

fied work schedules, acquisition or modification of equi pment

"Program accessibility" means that "programs and activities must
be accessible if discrimination is to be eliminated and handicapped

persons are to be afforded equal opportunities for full
tion.

All

public schools should have full

participa-

"program accessibil-

ity."

The Equal Opportunity Officer works with the Elementary and
Secondary School Supervisors on many educational issues.

there are employment concerns that arise.

On occasion,

The officer works with the

educasupervisors to ensure equal educational opportunity by discussing
tional

issues which may include:

admissions, transfers, suspensions,
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obtaining advantages and courses of study offered by the
Worcester
School District.

A supervisor may request the participation of
the EO

Officer on educational
tion, racial

district.
tional

issues concerning bilingual

and special

educa-

imbalance and other concerns confronting an urban school

The request for the EO/AA Officer's participation in educa-

projects differs from experience to experience.

Institutional Self Evaluation

In

accordance with federal and state regulations, the Worcester

Public Schools' EO/AA Officer has developed an institutional

self evalu-

ation tool to assist the system in examining the district's compliance

with equal educational

opportunity.

The officer works with the super-

visors in developing instructions and

a

timeframe for the institutional

self evaluation process.
The Worcester Public Schools'

Institutional Self Evaluation

instrument requires every teacher, department head, assistant principal,
principal and central office administrator to evaluate his/her area. The

Worcester Public Schools' Institutional Self Evaluation process requires
The first step in the process is the explana-

six months to complete.

tion of the institutional

parties involved.

self evaluation tool

and its purpose to all

The second phase occurs when every teacher within the

Worcester Public Schools completes the evaluation form.

(See Appendix

C.)

The third step
teachers.

is

different for elementary and secondary school

Elementary school teachers forward their evaluations to the
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building principal.

Secondary school teachers forward their evaluations

to their department head or to the assistant principal

that area.

responsible for

The department head or the assistant principal

their evaluations on

to the principal

tabulates

Department Summary Form and forwards the findings

a

of the building.

(See Appendix C.)

The fourth step of the Schools' Self Evaluation process occurs

when the elementary and secondary school principals and the directors
and coordinators forward their evaluations to their immediate super-

visors.

While the fourth step is in process, directors and coordinators

are contacting and verifying with staff areas for strengths and weak-

nesses before they submit their institutional
immediate superior.

(See Appendix C.)

The fifth step

in

the evaluation process involves the supervisors

in reviewing summary reports and

Officer to discuss

evaluation to their

a

meeting with the Equal Opportunity

future course of action.

After supervisors

receive

summary reports, they develop goals and objectives within their areas of
responsibility.

These goals and objectives are discussed with the EO/AA

Officer in order to develop

a

master equal educational opportunity plan

for the school district.
The sixth phase occurs when the divisions, research and develop-

ment, business, governmental
school

and

community relations, personnel

plant, complete their institutional

self evaluations.

and

Each divi-

sion with the Worcester Public Schools has an institutional

self evalua-

tion tailored to that particular area by the EO/AA Officer.

After the
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division head completes his/her evaluation, the officer discusses any
areas of concern and future goals are determined.

The seventh and final

the EO/AA Officer develops

step within the process is completed when

Superintendent of Schools.
personnel

in

systemwide program and presents

a

to the

it

The officer works with all central

office

determining achievable goals and objectives to be included

in the system-wide program.

The Worcester Public Schools'

Institutional Self Evaluation as-

sists the supervisors and the officer in examining the school district's

compliance with equal educational opportunity.

Further, it enables the

Worcester Public Schools to comply with federal and state law.
In

summary, the Equal Opportunity Officer works with supervisors

on many educational

education, racial

issues such as transfers, suspensions, bilingual

imbalance and an institutional self evaluation.

role may include being a resource person,

facilitator, an arbitrator

a

or an advocate in relating to a given educational

The EO/AA Officer serves the role of
mentary and secondary school

a

assistance of the EO/AA Officer in relating
minority staff and/or student issues.
tact person for any principal

in search

issue.

resource person for ele-

A principal

principals.

In

to

may request the

personnel, curricula,

short, the officer is

a

con-

of advice regarding personnel

policies, student rights, program decisions, curricula, equal
ity and affirmative action.

The

opportun-
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Role with Staff

The Officer also becomes an educational
and secondary teachers.

A school

resource for elementary

teacher within the Worcester Public

Schools can request assistance from the EO/AA Officer to review instructional

materials, gain advice on relating to race and sex stereotyping,

acquiring guides to evaluate instructional materials and gaining community resources to contribute to

a

project.

Role with Students

The EO Officer works with students on many educational

Students enrolled

in

issues.

the Worcester Public Schools can request the ser-

vices of the EO/AA Officer to better understand equal

educational

tunity, acquire information concerning student rights, assist them

resolving

a

dispute and explaining due process procedures.

also meets periodically with the Inter-High Student Council
equal

educational

opporin

The officer
to discuss

opportunity, relevant regulations, discipline policies

and other issues of interest or concern to them.

The EO/AA Officer en-

courages students to be involved in School Committee meetings, curriculum revisions, regional

advisory student councils and other meetings or

experience which impact on the quality of education they are offered.

Role with "Protected Class Members"

"Protected class members" from time to time seek the assistance of
the EO Officer.

"Protected class members" meet with the officer to

simply gain advice or to discuss employment policies and practices, the
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school

district's dffirmative action program, educational concerns,

alleged discriminatory acts.

Sometimes "protected class members" simply

need someone to whom they can speak to vent their frustrations and

anxieties.

The EO/AA Officer also sets up meetings with "protected class
members" to discuss real or perceived employment issues or trends which

could adversely impact on them.

An effective EO/AA Officer meets with

"protected class members" to discuss the status of the affirmative action goals, reduction in force concerns, staff development experiences
and new and/or revised employment policies.

The EO/AA Officer alerts

"protected class members" to the position of the teachers' association

relative to affirmative action goals and the union's political influences as discussed in Chapter II.

Role with Unions

The EO/AA Officer works with representatives of the teachers'

association (the Educational Association of Worcester or E.A.W.).
instance,

a

School Committee vote to develop

a

committee to examine

For
a

collectively bargained agreement may require the EO Officer's involvement.

During collective bargaining negotiations, the officer may inter-

relate with association officials.
ly bargained

When the Officer reviews collective-

contracts, memoranda of understanding or agreements for

he/she
possible equal opportunity and affirmative action implications,
may need to contact an association official

interest.

In

concerning the matter of

addition, the EO/AA Officer is the responsible individual
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for the school district's grievance procedure for all existing and pro-

spective employees alleging discrimination.

As such, he/she may need to

contact association executives to facilitate

a

settlement of

a

prompt and equitable

claim.

Role with Community

The Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Officer works with

community groups and organizations to facilitate two-way communication
which is essential

for monitoring an entire school

district.

The EO/AA

Officer is requested, invited and sometimes schedules an appointment to
meet with various women, minority and handicapped groups.

He attempts

to discuss with groups the status of affirmative action objectives, new

and/or revised employment guidelines or real and perceived employment
issues which may have an adverse effect on their interest in equal

opportunity/affi rmative action.

The Worcester Public Schools' EO/AA Officer has an advisory committee which advises him on equal employment and equal educational

opportunity and affirmative action issues.

The Equal Opportunity/Affir-

mative Action Advisory Committee represents

a

the community of Worcester.

officer to gain

a

cross section of people in

A concerted effort must be made by the

committee that is representative of members of the

"protected class" which may seem on the surface discriminatory to white
males.

However, white men in the elementary grades (K-3) are underrep-

resented in the Worcester Public Schools, and therefore, are considered
class.
members of an "unconventional minority group" and "protected
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Thus white males would be represented on the Equal Opportunity
and

Affirmative Action Advisory Committee.
The advisory committee also serves the officer in keeping him/her

abreast of employment and educational concerns.

For instance, meeting

discussions transpired regarding the various issues confronting the

Worcester School district.

Many times these conversations with the

advisory committee assist the EO/AA Officer in monitoring the system's
equal

opportunity commitment.

Preceived Role of EO/AA Officer

The greatest occupational

Officer is maintaining
political

a

hazard for any school district's EO/AA

balance between idealism and knowledge of the

realities mentioned in Chapter II.

entrenched interest groups and institutional
for the officer.

The political

realities of

racism can be overwhelming

Sometimes equal opportunity practitioners perceive

themselves as commissioned by executive order to attack discrimination
with the spirit intended by the legislation.

This has often led practi-

tioners to become frustrated, dispirited and disillusioned.

pitfalls are well

These

known; officers must be cognizant of their perceived

role, and the political

scheme in which education is an inextricable

part.
In

some cases, officers are viewed and employed to be window

dressi ngs--not to identify the wrongs, but to make the wrongs perceived
to be right.

The role is viewed by some with the school district, par-

ticularly the central office staff, as conveyors of the impression that
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all

is well within the institution.

school

Officers are supposed to be public

advocates, not proponents of minority, women or handicapped

individuals' rights.
An effective EO/AA Officer should be prepared to deal
with the

trials and tribulations of the job.

Despite the fact that they must

live down preceived expectations and images, their well being and live-

lihood is always threatened.

In

Worcester the officer was considered

for suspension and/or termination by the School Committee for his

criticism of

a

selection process.

During another issue, the officer was

publicly questioned by the Mayor as to whether he was able to perform
his job while the central

office administrator responsible for the

employment decision sat by unquestioned.

There appears to be no simple

way to change the role of the EO/AA officer other than to set up clearly

defined policies to be carefully monitored.
In

summary. Civil Rights laws and affirmative action legislation,

degree of politicization, and institutional
EO Officers in public schools today.

racism shape the role of the

The policies of the 1970s have

been revised and stipulate the functions to be perofrmed by

a

central

office administrator or an EO Officer within the school district, but
politics and institutional
In

racism complicate the tasks to be performed.

any case, a public school

that all

administrator is responsible for ensuring

individuals have equal employment and educational opportunity

regardless of their race, sex, age, religion, marital
origin or handicap in that school

district.

status, national
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The selection of an EO/AA Officer is an important decision
school

system's development of

or effects of discrimination.

a

in

a

commitment to eliminate past practices

The first step for any public school dis-

trict is considering an EO/AA Officer's position is the job specifications.
in

The second step worthy of consideration by any school district

establishing an EO/AA position is the selection process for hiring

the person for the job.

The appointment of such an officer is no simple

task for any institution genuinely in search of the committed and

qualified person mentioned earlier.
A successful equal

opportunity and affirmative action program de-

pends on the qualifications of an EO Officer.

college in the country offers

a

Yet, no university or

Bachelor of Arts degree in E.E.O.

The

best-believed training for an Equal Opportunity Officer comes from gaining a background in the human science area and from equal

experiences, preferably in

a

opportunity

regulatory agency monitoring E.E.O.

The role of the Worcester Public Schools' Equal Opportunity/

Affirmative Action Officer is that of monitoring equal employment,
educational opportunities and affirmative action.

The officer works

directly with the Superintendent of Schools, the Personnel Manager,
assistant superintendents, and supervisors.

He also works with the

executive assistant, principals, teachers, students, "protected class
members" and union officials.

Other groups he works with include com-

muinity groups and organizations and advisory committees
his duties.

in

performing
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An effective officer must have the human relations ability, tech-

nical

qualifications and conceptual ability to develop, implement and

maintain the operational

territory of EO/AA programming

in

a

school dis-

Perhaps more than any other academic administrator, the EO/AA

trict.

Officer needs educated and seasoned expertise.
The role of an Equal

Opportuni ty/Affi rmative Action Officer should

be explicitly understood as one that is multi-dimensional.

constantly changes to meet the diverse demands of
tem.

The officer should be

a

a

The role

public school sys-

sound decision-maker because the position

is constantly confronted by uncontrollable variables and limited time

frames for which to formulate judgments or decisions.

The Equal Op-

portunity/Affirmative Action Officer is faced with ongoing challenges to
keep on top of divisional

and yet must be well

priorities, unexpected demands and grievances,

read in areas of relevance.

Further, an effective

officer must give countless hours, immeasurable effort and unlimited
personal

sacrifice to perform

a

role considered by some to be imposs-

ible.
Given the multi-dimensional

role, the Equal Opportuni ty/Affi rma-

tive Action Officer has to be given the necessary flexibility to determine day-to-day tasks based on divisional
frequently forced to play the legal

priorities.

The officer is

role because of the past actions of

the school board and the superintendent that have lead to the hiring of
an officer in the first place.

The officer often has to defend his/her

relevant
employment recommendation to the School Committee by citing

case law and its interpretation.

Unfortunately, the attention to law
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has lead to minimum compliance with equal employment opportunity and
affi rmative action.

CHAPTER

IV

A SAMPLE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN FOR AN

URBAN PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT

An affirmative action plan (hereafter Plan) offers an organiza-

tion or institution an opportunity to demonstrate its commitment to the

letter and spirit of the law by moving ahead to eliminate discriminaThe Plan is the written communication of an employer or insti-

tion.

tution to eliminate discriminatory polices and practices and actively
remedy current effects of past discrimination.

Most public school

systems are required to have

a

They are

Plan.

required to have the Plan because (1) it is the responsibility of all
contractors and subcontractors receiving funds of $50,000 or

federal

more; or (2) it is

velopment of such

a

a

state law or regulation which stipulates the deplan; or (3) the system has been ordered to file the

Plan as a corrective measure
tion.11’1

for federal

agency findings of discrimina-

Nevertheless, under voluntary developments the Plan

is a

progressive employment practice.

Affirmative action obligations imposed on federal
subcontractors by executive order parallel

contractors and

in most respects

those

generally imposed on employers by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964.

But, there are some significant differences.

orders, for example, declare

a

federal

The executive

policy against employment

discrimination on the basis of age or physical handicap, with certain
exceptions.

While age and handicap are not prohibitions under Title
83
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VII, perhaps most important, the orders, unlike Title VII, have been

held to require that contractors take affirmative action to ensure equal

employment opportunity.^^^
Once a public school

system recognizes its obligations to es-

tablish an EEO/AA program, the institution must determine how
to pursue the development of the Plan.

A school

it

chooses

system can employ out-

side consultants to assist in the establishment process and early stages
of impl ementai ton of the Plan.

The school

own program, once implemented.

Or

district would monitor its

secondly, the organization may con-

struct the Plan from the group by using existing personnel without any

outside assistance.
pertise.

If

The choice is primarily one based on time and ex-

there is expertise available within the school district, or

there is time to acquire the talents needed, then the district should
pursue its own course of action.

If not,

and this is usually the case,

then the use of consultants is recommended.

Regardless of which course of action

appropriate personnel

a

school

system takes,

(hereafter the developer) must become extremely

familiar with the applicable federal, state and local laws, enforcement

agency requirements and relevant case law.

In

the beginning the de-

velopment of the Plan requires countless hours of time, but as the Plan

becomes completed, little time is spent
are several

in

keeping

it

updated.

There

publishing services which provide compact programs designed

to familiarize any employer with EEO laws, requirements and relevant

case laws.
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The effective development and implementation of the Plan comes
when representatives of both school

become involved.

Where

a

district and recognized labor groups

collectively bargained agreement exists, the

Plan should be consistent with the agreement.

Since both the School

Board, as the employer, and executives of employee organizations share

the legal responsibility for discriminatory practices, any differences

should be negotiated.
While the Plan is an administrative guideline, it is important

that it should have the endorsement and support of both the School Board
and executives of the employee association.

Where collectively bar-

gained agreements exist, the Plan should be jointly developed and

adopted by the School Board and recognized labor groups.

However, the

endorsement of the employee organization may not always become evident;
therefore, the Plan may have to be developed by
group.
all

Even though a small

a

small

representative

group may develop the Plan, it is vital

that

individuals with responsibility for recruiting, selecting, assign-

ing, promoting and transferring employees understand the Plan and its

implication for their activities.

Guidelines for the development, implementation and maintenance of

affirmative action plans were set forth

in

the Office of Federal Contact
Re-

Compliance Program's Revised Order No. 4 (41 C.F.R., Part 60-2).
vised Order No. 4 defines an affirmative action program as:

set of specific and result oriented procedures to which a contractor
to achieve prompt
commits himself to apply every good faith
levels
all
women,
at
and
utilization of minorities
segments of this work force where deficiencies exist.

...

'
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The reader will find within this chapter several
appendix

D,

references to

Appendix D is the Worcester Public Schools' Affirmative

Action Plan which contains all the major components of

a

"Plan" as

suggested by the author.

Worcester's school district, the Superintendent of Schools

In

requested the EO/AA Officer to develop
School Committee for its consideration.

a

Plan and submit it to the

The Superintendent recommended

this process in light of the affirmative action settting.
In

response to the Superintendent's request, the EO/AA Officer

examined affirmative action requirements, reviewed other EO/AA plans and
met with practitioners.

The following major components of the Plan were

developed by the EO/AA Officer for the Worcester Public Schools:
I.

II.

III.
IV.
V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.
X.

Introduction

Definitions
Equal Opportunity Policy

Equal

Opport unity /Affi rmative Action Responsibilities

Complaints of Discrimination
Worce Force Job Group and Utilization Analyses

Affirmative Action Goals and Timetables

Modifying Employment Practices for Instructional
and Noninstructional Personnel
Program Monitoring and Evaluation

Contract Compliance Requirements
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I»

Introduction

The introduction of the Plan should indicate the school dis-

trict's commitment to equal employment and educational

affirmative action.

It

opportunity and

also summarizes the purpose of the Plan and

indicates the school district's good faith commitment to remedy past
practices of discrimination.
In

accordance with federal, state and local laws, the Worcester

Public Schools recognizes the need for equal employment and equal

education opportunities which are predicated upon equal

rights.

This

commitment to equal employment and equal education is illustrated in
this Affirmative Action Plan.
The purpose of this Affirmative Action Plan is to identify the

overall goals and objectives to which the Worcester Public Schools is

committed, and to describe the procedures to be followed to assure equal

opportunities to all employees, prospective applicants and people

affiliated with the Worcester Public Schools.

II.

Definitions

Definitions of terms used within the Plan are essential.
should appear after the introduction.

They

A definitive listing of terms,

categories, phrases and EO/AA jargon to be used will assist the reader
in

understanding the Plan.

Definitions specifically state how the

developer of the Plan intended the term or phrase

to

be

used within it.

Terms defined in the Plan should include, but not be limited to.

Validation,
Committee, Chief Executive, Officer, Relevant Labor Area,
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Underutilization, Handicapped Persons, etc.
terms in

a

Failure to define such

plan clearly and concisely may result in misinterpretation.

For example, the developer of the Plan could use the phrase,
"Minority
Class Persons," to refer to Blacks or Spanish surnamed individuals;

while others may use "Minority Class Persons" to refer to Black Anericans, Spanish surnamed individuals, American Indians, Asian A/nerican,

Handicapped persons and men, in some instances (See appendix 0).

III.

The equal

Equal Opportunity Policy

opportunity section of the Plan is divided into three

subdi vi sions
A.

The Equal Opportunty Policy Statement;

B.

The Equal Opportunity Program's Purpose and Intent; and

C.

The Scope of the Plan.

Each one of these three parts of this section will be discussed

in

the

following paragraphs.
A.

The Equal Opportunity Policy Statement .

The equal

opportunity

policy statement is the school district's written statement which sets

forth the school
of all

system's legal

obligation and policy for the guidance

supervisory personnel, both instructional and noni nstructional

for all employees and for the community served by the institution.

This

policy statement should indicate the Chief Executive Officer's attitude
on the subject, and to whom he/she is assigning the responsibility for

coordinating the school district's commitment.
a

Items to be mentioned in

policy statement should include, but not necessarily be limited to:
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The school

1.

system commits itself to recruiting, hiring, transferring, training and promoting all persons without regard
to
race, sex, age, color, religion, marital status, national origin
or handicap.

2.

The school system ensures prospective employees that employment
decisions will be based on the principle of equal employment
opportunity.

3.

The school district ensures all employees that personnel actions
such as benefits, assignments, reassignments, layoffs, training
and other conditions of employment will be administered without
regard to one's race, sex, age, color, religion, marital status,
national origin or handicap.

4.

The school district's commitment to an affirmative action program should be expressed.

The policy statement should reflect the educational

institution's

affirmative commitment to equal employment opportunity, and also its
posture on eliminating discrimination in employment on the basis of
race, sex, age, color, religion, marital

status, national origin or

handicap (see Appendix D).
B.

Program Purpose and Intent .

This part of this section indi-

cates the purpose and the intent of the affirmative action program.

explains the purpose of the program to establish

a

It

set of programmatic

objectives which shall provide for the access and advancement of minorities, women and handicapped individuals.

The intent of the program is

also explained to the reader so that he/she understands that the school

district accepts its obligation, and to whatever extent necessary will
resolve the effects of past discrimination.

Further, the reader of the

Plan should be aware of the fact that this course of action is not in-

tended, and should not be used, to disciminate against any applicant,
employee or student because of race, color, sex, age, religion, marital
status, national

origin or handicap.
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The devel oper{s) of the Plan should also incorporate
tion

a

in

this sec-

paragraph indicating who will oversee or monitor the Plan.

For

example, the developer may want to say that the School Board fully endorses the action set forth

in

this program, and shall

oversee and mon-

itor its implementation through the auspices of the chief executive (the

Superintendent of Schools) and the Officer (the Equal Opportunity/

Affirmative Action Officer) in cooperation with all staff and communityinterested individuals (see Appendix D).
Scope of Plan .

C.

The scope of the Plan should be mentioned so

that the reader recognizes that the Plan, by its very own nature, will

affect all

relevant procedures and practices which contribute to the

educational experiences of students and the employment opportunities of
all

current and prospective staff.

Examples of procedures impacted by

the Scope of the Plan should be listed, but not be limited to: staff
hiring; promotion; evaluation and retention; admission and recruitment;

student support services; counseling, administrative polices; curriculum

concern for academic supportive services); programmatic and

(including

a

structural

access for the handicapped; and ethnic and sexual equity and/

or parity in all student services' offerings (see Appendix D).

IV.

Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Responsibilities

The Equal Opportunity/Affi rmat ive Action Responsibilities section
has five sub divisions which discuss:
A.

B.

The role of the Chief Executive;

The role of the Equal Oppo rtun ity/Affi rmat ive Action
Officer;
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C.

Supervision and staff relationships;

D.

The role of Supervisory Personnel; and

E.

The role of the Affirmative Action Advisory Committee.

The role of the Chief Executive .

A,

The Developer of the Plan

should delineate the responsibility of the Superintendent of Schools or
the Chief Executive.

It

Executive has overall

responsibility for assuring compliance with

federal, state and local
educational

is

important to understand that the Chief

laws pertaining to equal

opportunity and affirmative action.

employment and
He/she shall, in some

public schools, designate responsibilities for system-wide coordination,

implementation and evaluation of

all

equal

employment and educational

opportunities and affirmative action programs to the the Equal
Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Officer (see Appendix D).
B.

The role of the Equal Opportunity/Affi rmati ve Action Officer.

The role of the the Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Officer should

outline how the Officer will work under the direction of the Chief
Executive in coordinating the overall
the school

implementation and evaluation of

district's equal opportunity and affirmative action program.

The role of the Officer, within the school

district, should be carefully

defined (see Appendix 0).
The Officer's responsibilities to assure compliance with respect

to all pertinent employment, education and affirmative action laws and

reporting activities required by the federal and state regulatory

agencies should be stated explicitly.

For instance, if he/she

is

to

or
provide advice, consultation and assistance to students and current
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prospective employees in assuring equal opportunity and affirmative action, then those responsibilities must be detailed.

Further, he/she may

also be responsible for the reviewing grievances filed in accordance
with the Plan.

He/she may also conduct such evaluations as deemed

appropriate and necessary in order to ensure compliance with the school
system's policy on equal opportunity.
C.

Supervision and staff relationships .

Supervision of staff re-

lationships should clearly explain what the Office shall do in the per-

formance of his/her duties to maintain

a

working relationship with all

appropriate staff members throughout the school district.

For example,

he/she serves as

system to de-

a

resource to staff throughout the school

velop and/or maintain appropriate support materials in order to facili-

tate an understanding and acceptance of equal opportunity and affirmative action goals and objectives.
D.

The role of Supervisory Personnel

role of Supervisory Personnel

.

In

this subdivision, the

should clearly state all Assistant Super-

intendents, Managers, Supervisors, Directors, Coordinators and Department Chairpersons shall be responsible under the direction of the Chief

Executive and in conjunction with the Officer for assuring compliance
with the school

district's equal opportunity policy.

They should under-

stand that meetings, workshops and inservicing of personnel will take
of inplace in order to facilitate understanding of the Plan as well as

stitutional

goals and objectives; ensuring policy of non-discrimination

resolving
with respect to students and staff, and investigating and
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complaints filed

in

accordance with the affirmative action grievance

procedure.
E.

Affirmative Action Advisory Committee .

This section enumer-

ates the purpose and intent of an Affirmative Action Advisory Committee.

Further, it establishes the mechanism for the two-way communica-

tion process that should exist between the Affirmative Action Advisory

Committee and the Officer.

Specifically, the committee keeps the

Officer informed and abreast of employment and educational concerns

which arise, and the Officer does the same (see Appendix D).

V.

Complaint of Discrimination

The intent of the Complaint of Discrimination component of an

affirmative action plan is to inform and encourage

student, parent,

a

staff member or applicant alleging discrimination on account of race,
sex, age, color, religion, marital
to use the school

status, national

district's grievance procedure.

origin or handicap
It

should be men-

tioned that the school district's grievance procedure provides an equi-

table and prompt settlement of any complaint of discrimination.

procedure for filing
tailed.
ing

an

a

grievance must be carefully and specifically de-

Further, this component should indicate the difference
informal

and

The

formal

complaint.

Also, additional

in

fil-

information such

as the name of the person coordinating the grievance procedure, his/her

address and telephone number should be listed for those interested (see

Appendix D).
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VI.

Work Force. Job Group and Utilization Analyses

Information concerning the work force of of federal contactors is

required by Revised Order No.
a

This information can be summarized in

4.

public school's affirmative action plan; however, if the information

is not included, it must be available for audit or inquiry by a regula-

tory agency.

Information pertaining to the work force, job group and

utilization analyses of

a

public school

district is required by the

Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs.

Work force Analysis .

A work force analysis should profile, in

chart form, the overall composition of school districts by organizational

unit.

It

should provide

an

enumeration of all job titles within

the organization and the total number of incumbents in each job title.
It

should also provide the sexual, racial

and

ethnic breakdown by job

title, and if possible, the handicapped breakdown of the employees.

Revised Order No. 4 defines

a

workforce analysis as:

listing of each job title as it appears in collective bargaining
agreements or payroll records (not job group) ranked from the lowest
paid to the highest paid within each department or other such
organizational unit including department or unit supervision.

a

See Appendix D for

a

model Work Force Analysis form.

When

completing this form the appropriate personnel should keep the following
guidelines:

in mind which is in accordance with federal
1.

2.

Each and every page should reflect
sion or other organizational unit.

a

separate department, divi-

Where there are identifiable lines, or progression or career
paths within a department or organizational unit, a separate
Where there is no
page must make known such progressions.
none on the chart.
indicate
career path within the department,
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3.

Salary or wage rate of each job title should be provided,
actual
dollar amounts are not required,

4.

All job titles within a department or in the
organizational unit
must be listed, including all central office administrators.

Job Group Analysis .

The Job Group Analysis serves as the basis

for the development of the Availability Analysis, Utilization Analysis

and Goals and Timetables.

In

a

Job Group Analysis, one combines jobs

demanding similar skills or having job accountabilities, wages and promotional

opportunities, regardless of the department.

The Job Group

Analysis, like the Work Force Analysis, should list for each job title
in the Job Group the total

male and female personnel

number of incumbents and the total
in each of the following categories:

number of

Blacks,

Spanish surnamed Americans, Anerican Indians and Asians.
The Job Group Analysis can be one of the most difficult components

of the affirmative action plan.

A Job Group Analysis combines jobs

requiring similar skills or having resemblance of job content, wage and
promotional

opportunities regardless of the department.

analyses mentioned, one will confront factors forcing
on the school

tunities.

a

In

many of the

judgment based

district's evaluation of job functions, skills and oppor-

Public schools should consider using the EEO-5 format in

developing job groups.
Public school districts developing the Plan, and particularly

a

Job Group Analysis, should tailor categories to fit the character of the
educational

institution (see Appendix 0).

Thus, even within the various

facilities of one public school district. Job Group determinations may
vary markedly.

For example, defining Job Groups in

a

public educational
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institution will have little relationships to defining Job Groups in
industrial corporation.

For instance, public school

an

administrators are

often referred to as Superintendents, directors and coordinators, while

corporate executives are referred to as vice presidents and unit manage

rs

Refer to Appendix D for

a

model

Job Group Form.

Job Groups, he/she should keep the following factors

As one develops
in

mind:

1.

A job should be a composition of one or more similar accountabilities requiring similar skills and abilities, and offers
similar wages, privileges and conditions of employment. The
Dictionary of Occupational Titles which codes jobs based on
their functions and requirements may be useful as a guide in determining the similarity of jobs.

2.

Every Job Group should have, at least, 50 to 100 employees in
it; unless, it is a job group of a small institution or
organi zation.

3.

Jobs with clearly different employment patterns for minorities
and women should not be grouped in the same job groups (e.g..
Bilingual Adjustment Counselor or Female Locker Room Attendant).

4.

entry level jobs should appear separate and not be grouped
with above entry-level jobs.

5.

School districts, like other contractors, should make a concerted effort to have a few Job Groups as possible. As a
general rule, the number of Job Groups should not exceed eighteen.

All

In

many public school districts few Job Groups have met

the above-mentioned criteria.

This has been

a

all

of

difficult task; yet

school

districts in search of guidelines should adhere to job groups as

listed

in

the EEO-5 Report.

Personnel

in

a

public school district

v*io

should
have been responsible for developing an affirmative action plan

encourage
give thought to the size of the group in order to permit and

meaningful

utilization analysis.
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Utilization analysis .

The purpose of a work force utilization

analysis has been to determiine to what degree, if any, minorities, men,

women and handicapped individuals are underutilized within

a

given work

force than what would reasonably be expected by their presence in the

relevant labor area.

Information provided concerning the work force

utilization analysis should be governed by Revised Order No.
lines.

The school

4

guide-

district must analyze data from the work force

analysis and the job group analysis, in conjunction with the factors set
forth in Revised Order No. 4 guidelines, to determine whether underuti-

lization of minorities and women exists.

(See Appendix 0.)

Information acquired from the utilization analysis should assist
the school

district's developer of

action goals and timetables.

It

a

plan in formulating affirmative

should also provide him/her with an

adequate foundation for defending goals and timetables, if necessary.

VII.

Affirmative Action Goals and Timetables

The affirmative action goals and timetables component of the Plan

should point out that the school district has established goals and

timetables to address job groups indicating underrepresentation and
underutilization.

These goals and timetables should be listed

in

the

Plan as long and short-range expectations.
If

the utilization analysis indicates underutilization of women,

minorities or handicapped persons
establish goals and timetables.

in

any job group, the contractor must

According to OFCCP, goals must be set

for each job group in which underutilization exists.
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The OFCCP suggests that there be three types of goals that

a

federal contract consider:
A.

B.
C.

Ultimate percentage goal
Annual percentage goal
Annual numerical goal

Based on the availability of women or minorities,

required to set forth an ultimate goal

a

contractor is

for the job group(s) that are

underrepresented by women or minorities.
establish

a

Further, the contractor should

specific timetable for reaching the ultimate goal

job group; taking into consideration the projected annual

in

each

expansion,

contraction and turnover as well as the "results which could reasonably
be expected for his putting forth every good faith to make his overall

affirmative action plan work.
Annual

percentage and annual numerical goals must be established

for those job groups in which women or minorities are underutilized by
one or more individuals.
goal

According to the OFCCP, the annual

must be set for each job group at

a

level which will

percentage

correct the

underutilization in the shortest period of time.
Goals should be measurable and attainable.

The OFCCP states:

"Goals may not be rigid and inflexible quotas which must be met, but

must be targets reasonably attainable by means of applying all aspects
"^20
of the affirmative action program.

Despite regulatory guidelines governing the development of
decided its own
affirmative action goals, the Worcester School Committee

way of creating goals.

A brief scenario of how the Worcester School

follows:
Committee developed its affirmative action goals
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A contractual

agreement between the Worcester School Committee and

the professional association provided for the establishment of

a

Joint

Study Committee to formulate affirmative action goals which would be

submitted to the School Committee for its consideration. ^21

y^e

approved goals would then be used to negotiate affirmative action
language into the reduction-in-force provision of the contract. ^22
The Joint Study Committee had 18 appointed members, nine from the

professional association and nine from the school

administration.

Of

the nine appointed association members, all were white and six were

male.

Of the nine appointed school

administration members, four were

white, five were minorities; there were five women and two handicapped
persons.

The Joint Study Committee spent time reviewing its mission, laws

governing equal employment opportunity, affirmative action plans of

other institutions along with basic data pertaining to the city and the
work force of the Worcester Public Schools.^23

According to the Re-

port by the Joint Study Committee on Affirmative Action, the committee

used regulatory guidelines for developing its recommended goals.

Fur-

ther, it discussed factors effecting underrepresentation of "Protected
Class Members" such as declining student enrollment, union contract

provisions, staff turnover to determine realistic goals.^^^
The Joint Study Committee met for six months attempting to develop

realistic affirmative action goals before the union became

disruptive force.

After

a

a

serious

six-month period of deliberations and just

School
one week before the recommendations were to be submitted to the
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Committee, the professional

association recalled all of its nine ap-

pointed members; thereby, violating the contractual

agreeement.

The

reason given for the recall was due to the Joint Study Committee's

strong affirmative action language in their report.
stated:

"I have further requested

The association

that the Chairperson, Dr. Mary Koch,

remove all names of the professional association on the joint study

committee report to be submitted by them to the Worcester School Committee. "^25

xhe Association refuses to be party in any way in either

supporting, condoning or accepting their report. 126
The professional

association, through its Board of Directors, de-

veloped and submitted to the Worcester School Committee its own affirma-

tive action plan.

The association's report was sent to the Mayor, the

Chairperson of the School Committee, with an attached letter stating:

After much tedious deliberations, the E.A.W. Board of Directors
voted unanimously to submit these recommendations for your deliberaThe Association strongly urges the School Committee's
tions.
acceptance of the enclosed recommendations as the affirmative action
goals of the Worcester Public Schools. 127
On January 18, 1978,

the Worcester School Committee held

a

special meeting surrounded by controversy to discuss affirmative action

goals for the Worcester Public Schools.

The chairperson and twelve

members of the Joint Study Committee on Affirmative Action presented the
42 page report.

Six former members of the Joint Study Committee on

Affirmative Action and the union's executive secretary presented the
professional

association's 12 page report.

Schools was then asked to make

a

The Superintendent of

recommendation based on his examination
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of the two reports.

The Superintendent responded to the question by

supporting the recommendations of the Joint Study Committee.
The special meeting also presented an opportunity for several

com-

munity groups to speak to the development of affirmative action goals
for the Worcester Public Schools.

Groups such as the Human Rights Com-

mission, the Commission on the Status of Women, the Commission for the

Handicapped, the League of Women Voters, the Black Ecumenical Council
and others; all

spoke on how they view affirmative action goals in the

Worcester Public Schools.
After listening to speakers for about two hours, the School Com-

mittee recessed for ten minutes.

When the School Committee reconvened,

two of its members presented the "Mariano-Foley Plan" which listed their
The School Committee

recommendations for affirmative action goals.
discussed the "Mariano-Foley Plan" for
approved it.

Despite the fact that

a

a

short period of time and then

contractually agreed upon com-

mittee deliberated the issue for months, the Worcester School Committee
approved its own plan.
The Worcester School
a

political

compromise.

Committee approved the Mariano-Foley Plan as
states:

As one city official

Foley compromise was an outstanding effort.

I

"The Mariano-

think the language in

that compromise will give administration and the affirmative action

officer the necessary tools to implement an affirmative action program. "^28

becomes

a

Sometimes the development of affirmative action goals
political compromise for those demanding equality.
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VIII.

Modifying Employment Practices for Instructional
and Noninstructional Personnel

This component of

a

Plan lists areas requiring modification in

employment practices or policies which were discriminatory.

In

addi-

tion, this component will allow the public school system to fulfill its

obligations, and explain to the reader how affirmative action goals will

attempt to be achieved.

According to Revised Order No. 4 guidelines,

a

Plan should identify problem areas and then validate and modify those

areas.

According to OFCCP regulations, analysis of problem areas should

include the following:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

recruitment and advertising approaches;
composition of applicant flow by racial background, sex and
handicap;
total selection process including position description, interview procedures, test administration and final selection process;
transfer and promotional policies or practices;
facilities, organization or institution-sponsored recreation and
social events and special programs such as educational assistance;
seniority practices and provision of union contract; and
all institutional training programs, formal and informal. ^29

Developers should review all employment practices and policies.

For

example, the Worcester school district cited the area of termination and

layoff as

a

problem area having discriminatory effects.

It

committed

itself to do the following:

TERMINATION AND LAYOFF
In carrying out the termination and layoff proSPECIFIC OBJECTIVE:
cess, no person shall be discriminated on the basis of their race,
color, sex, age, religion, blood relationship, birth, ancestry,
national origin or handicap.
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PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION
This school district will review its
existing procedures for termination and layoff and will
move, if
necessary, or correct any practices which are not in
compliance with
federal and state lawsJ^^
;

Suggested areas to review are listed

in

Revised Order No. 4, Section

60-2,23, Identification of problem areas by organizational

units and job

groups.

IX.

Program Monitoring and Evaluation

Affirmative action plans should contain
which outlines how institutional
and evaluated.

This internal

requirement, and is essential

a

monitoring component

goals and objectives will

reporting system is also

a

be monitored

federal

in assisting the Officer in monitoring the

responsibilities of administrators to take affirmative action.
it enables

the Officer to assess the overall effectiveness of the

affirmative action program.
will

Further,

Program monitoring and evaluation systems

differ greatly from one school district to another according to the

nature of the goals and programs established.

However, all monitoring

and evaluation systems should be sufficiently organized to provide

ready indication of whether or not it's succeeding.

An

a

effective moni-

toring system should readily detect whether or not good faith efforts
have been made to ensure fair treatment of women, minorities and handi-

capped persons before and during employment.
can take place in the following areas:

--Applicant Flow
--Promotion and Transfer
--Training Activity
--Termination
--Equal Pay
--Annual and Quarterly Progress Reports

Monitoring and evlauation
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Contract Compliance Requirements

X.

Executive Order
vides for equal

1

1246 (as amended by Executive Order

employment opportunity as

ment and requires all

a

goal

1

1375) pro-

of the federal govern-

related contractors and subcontractors to document

their efforts towards that goal

in

a

result-oriented program.

accordance with the rules and regulations established

by the

In

federal

government, and possibly the state government, the school district
developing the Plan should establish requirements for equal employment

opportunity and affirmative action which shall be imposed on

contractors or subcontractors.
Executive Order

1

all

their

(See Appendix D.)

1246, as amended the Vietnam Era Veterans Read-

justment Assistance Act of 1974, Section 503 of Rehabilitation Act of
1973 and Revised Order No. 4, outlines specific requirements for resultThe developer should review pertinent

oriented Plan for contractors.
federal, state and local

regulatory requirements before developing the

contract compliance requirements.
In

summary,

subcontractors.

a

Plan is

a

requirement of

all

federal

Some states stipulate the development of the Plan, and

in other cases, court orders have demanded the Plan

of discrimination.

indicate

a

contractors and

to correct measures

However, voluntary developments of the Plan can

progressive employment commitment.

Once public schools recognize there are several ways
can choose to develop the Plan,

a

school

in

which they

district can employ an outside

existing
consultant or construct its own plan from the ground up with

resources within the institution.

It

i

s

most important that the
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developer be familiar with applicable federal, state and local laws and
requirements to do an effective job.

The development of a viable plan

involves countless hours, but as the Plan nears completion, little time
is spent updating.

The effective development and implementatin of the Plan comes when

representatives of both school district and recognized labor groups become involved.

However, the endorsemenet of the recognized labor groups

may not become immediately evident; therefore,

develop the Plan, as was the case

in

a

small

group may need to

Worcester.

Specific guidelines for the development, implementation and main-

tenance of an affirmative action plan are set forth
Revised Order No. 4 (41 C.F.R., Section 60-2).

in the

OFCCP's

Based on affirmative

action requirements, court cases, regulatory agency guidelines and practical

experience, the following ten major components of an affirmative

action plan should exist for
I.

II.

a

public school district:

Introduction

Definitions

III.

Equal

Opportunity Policy

IV.

Equal

Opportunity/Af fi rmative Action Responsibilities

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

Complaint of Discrimination
Work Force, Job Group and Utilization Analyses

Affirmative Action Goals and Timetables

Modifying Employment Practices for Instructional and Noninstructional

IX.
X.

Personnel

Program Monitoring and Evaluation
Contract Compliance Requirements
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It

is

important to mention at this time that

has taken over

it

three years for the Worcester Public Schools to have an affirmative

action plan.
by the Equal

The Superintendent of Schools held up

a

suggested "plan"

Opportunity/Affirmative Action Officer two years due to

what the superintendent stated as the political

climate of Worcester.

After the passing of two years, the superintendent requested that the
"plan" be discussed by his Cabinet.

This discussion was initiated, but

never completed because the superintendent did not want to allocate the

appropriate time for meaningful discussion.
Out of frustration, the EO/AA Officer spoke to

of the school

a

supportive member

committee as to placing the Worcester School District's

"plan" for discussion on the school committee agenda.

Within two

months, the plan was received meaningfully by the subcommittee, the
lawyers of the school committee, and several ethnic minorities, women
and handicapped individuals and groups.

The subcommittee recommended

the "plan" as it appears in Appendix D of this manuscript.

CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusion

After

a

decade of efforts on the part of thousands of people from

President Lyndon B. Johnson and black parents

in

Worcester to alleviate

the impact of discrimination on children, the results are mixed.

The

case for equality and fairness in education and employment has become

complex with no simple solutions or guidelines from the courts.
The preceding four chapters have discussed those factors within
the Worcester Public Schools which contribute to employment discrimina-

tion and to analyze how affirmative action can eliminate such action.
The legal

justifications, the educational rationale, the economic basis
employment opportunity were

and the community benefits for equal
di

scussed.
The affirmative action setting in Worcester, Massachusetts was

mentioned as an attempt to analyze the political and educational climate
which can impact on the implementation of an affirmative action plan.
Evidence supported the claim that the school system's employment practices were in effect discriminatory.
The 1980 EEO-5 Report revealed that blacks held 54 positions or

percent of all professional
or 1.19 percent of all

Schools.

2

positions while Hispanics held 43 positions

professional

positions in the Worcester Pubic

Yet, according to the Report on Racial

107

Breakdown by Schools,
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dated October 1980, black and Hispanic students represented
3,218 or 17
percent of the student population.
In

1980 females held 19 positionS“-eight in the federal

programs,

within the classification of officials, administrators and managers.
This constitutes 19.6 percent.

Women represented 1,296 or 58.3 percent

of the professional work force (see Table 4).

Therefore, the represen-

tation of "Protected Class Members" is substantially lower than the

percentage of minority students in the Worcester Public Schools.

underrepresentation of minorities indicated

a

This

need for affirmative

action employment policies.
The courts and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission have
ruled that if employment policies or practices exclude

a

significantly

higher proportion of qualified persons from one group, they have possibly suffered the effects of "adverse impact," and unless job-related
are prohibited.

Many policies within the employment area of the
A few discrimi-

Worcester Public Schools demonstrated "adverse impact."

natory practices, such as the hiring procedure and the promotional

pro-

gram, have been addressed, but declining enrollment has resulted in few

job opportunities.
The role of the "Officer" by an institutional and legalistic in-

terpretation of the regulations has been described.

In

reality the role

of an effective "Officer" is far more complex and subtle.

He/she served

as a resource person, often as a problem solver clarifying and raising

issues and concerns.

He/she worked with various groups to develop
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understanding of regulations and goals, often defining liabilities and
attempting to broaden commitments,
A sample model

affirmative action plan which incorporated relevant

laws and regulations mandating essential

gested,

parts of

a

"Plan" has been sug-

The "Plan" suggested is based on the Worcester Public Schools'

model,

A critical

factor should be noted again,

A "Plan" should be

developed and negotiated with the union.
It

is necessary at this point to mention the need for affirmative

action programming while moving through
fiscal

recession.

a

period of psychological

and

Recommendations developed through the author's

experience and research will be presented.
One inescapable conclusion is that reform of current employment

practices governing selecting, hiring and promoting of minorities, women
and handicapped employees must continue.

Reduced resources and hiring

must not be allowed to impede the positive growth

in

equal

employment

opportunity and affirmative action.
The legal

responsibilities of the school system to adopt equal

employment opportunity and affirmative action programming have been

established.
will

Yet, the current and future times facing public schools

require greater commitment to the concept of equal opportunity.

With the passage of Proposition 2-1/2 in Massachusetts, the future

economic conditions facing the Worcester Public Schools have serious
ramifications for EO/AA programming.
In

November 1980, the voters of the Commonwealth approved Refer-

endum Question 2, commonly known as Proposition 2-1/2,

This referendum

no

was

a

tax

limitation reform act, the passage of which required the

amendment of
on real

and

a

number of Massachusetts' statutes.

State and local

tax

property may not exceed 2.5 percent of the full and

personal

fair cash value of such property.

Cities and towns will have from

five to eight years to reach this tax limit by reducing expenditures 15

percent each year.

Further, the fiscal autonomy of school committees

has been abolished.

In

short, the Worcester Public Schools is projected

to reduce its budget the first year by $10.6 mil ion bringing about a

loss of approximately 280 professional

positions and several

programs.

pressures on the Worcester Public Schools have been

Financial

severe during the last five years with spiraling inflation.
Proposition 2-1/2 makes matters worse.

Now

Like most public schools in the

Northeast, Worcester's student enrollment figures have been declining,

bringing to an end an era where educational institutions grew tremen-

dously in responding to growth, affluence and perceptions as society's
problem solver.

Retrenchment in education will have
as serious as

for minorities and women.

tion analysis points out:

a

range of impacts, but none

The U.S. Department of Educa-

"that financial

stringency and decline have

reduced the total demand for teachers and sharply decreased the upward
trend in their employment of past years; resulting

layoffs of educational

sibilities for equal

personnel

in

many instances in

Nevertheless, the legal

respon-

oppx)rtunity and affirmative action continue to

funding:
exist for public school systems receiving government

seniority and tenEducators should explore policy alternatives to
retirement, new
early
work sharing, hiring freeze,
ure, such as:

ni
cli6nt6l6 and affirmative retention. More successful remedies to
eliminate an inequity that disproportionately affects women and
minorities must be found; to do less would be to abandon a significant portion of the population and repudiate a long struggle for
equity and equal opportunity
An effective "Officer"

during

a

period which is both psychologically

and economically recessionary should provide leadership and direction
for exploring policy alternatives.

A careful

examination of an affirmative action officer's responsi-

bilities, in an educational
several

institution, indicates that there are

roles which he/she plays:

Legal Role
A.

He/she explains to all personnel, particularly to the supervisory staff, their legal obligation to comply with equal employment
and educational opportunity.

B.

He/she attempts to recommend proposals that provide equality and
standardization to avoid bias and liability.

C.

He/she works with staff (i.e., supervisors, directors and curriculum specialists) to minimize the potential of discrimination
in areas where the courts have failed to provide answers to
complex questions.

Communicator Role
A.

He/she becomes the center for information regarding the entitlements of all persons regardless of color, race, sex, age, marital status, religion, national origin or handicap in the areas
of employment and education.

B.

He/she provides teachers with the necessary resources to examine
instructional materials to determine compliance with equal educational opportunity guidelines.

C.

D.

He/she compiles statistics concerning racial minorities, women
and the handicapped for informational purposes.
He/she meets formally and informally with racial minorities, women and handicapped persons to discuss human rights, grievances
The officer, on occasion, becomes
and other issues of concern.
in
the insider or intermediary for those who are oppressed and

demand of relief.
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He/she meets with racial minorities, women and handicapped
groups to inform and explain the extent to which the
institution
complies with equal opportunity.
Further, the officer informs
the aforementioned groups as to the political realities
of their
requests.
Moral

or Values Role

A.

He /she has a moral responsibility for the development of
recommendations that conform with the concept of equal opportunity.

B.

He/she understands that which is right and wrong in education
and employment to assist central office personnel with equal
opportunity.

C.

He/she works with all staff, especially instructional personnel,
on value clarification, ethnic awareness and the need for positive role models for all students.

D.

He/she works with the community to enhance their consciousness
of equal employment and educational opportunity and the democratic process.
The equal

opportunity/affirmative action officer

Public Schools has reviewed several

toward assisting the school district
sibility for affirmative action.

in

the Worcester

alternatives and taken some steps
in

complying with its basic respon-

Several

responsibilities were deline-

ated in Chapter III which discussed the role of the "Officer" and

suggested additional

policy alternatives which may help ensure EO/AA

programmi ng.

Some institutions may discourage an EO/AA officer from exploring
policy alternatives because of collectively bargained agreements and the

affirmative action climate.

Some leaders within the public schools

overtly and covertly allow it to be known that the primary function of
an "Officer" is to develop and maintain mechanisms for ensuring only

minimal compliance with federal
tions.

Why minimal

compliance?

and state civil

rights laws and regula-

Some public schools may perceive EO/AA
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as

necessary evil one that threatens its exclusionary policies,
but

a

which must be endured to maintain eligibility for government
funding.

Therefore, some public schools comply minimally with anti-discrimination
laws so that they can retain access to public monies while appearing
to
be reducing employment discrimination in order to prevent litigation.

"Research supports that some educational

plementing EO/AA has been to do only what
of public schools' minimal

is

systems' approach to im-

necesesary."136

Examples

compliance with appropriate regulations

include the following indicators:
1.

They make EO/AA a number game wherein great emphasis is placed
upon waht is reasonable, yet, an achievable goal for minorities,
women and handicapped people.

2.

They provide EO/AA officers with less than necessary authority,
support staff and resources to implement and monitor the EO/AA
program.

3.

They lead EO/AA officers into believing that they must not
always strive for the ideal situation, but be willing to compromise because some affirmative action is better than none at all.
An effective "Officer"

tional and conceptual

requires

a

complex of political, organiza-

skills outlined in previous chapters.

Perhaps

more than any other public school administrator, the "Officer" needs
recognize institutional games and dynamics.

with

a

to

This understanding coupled

strong commitment and high expectations is essential

in

order to

avoid the greatest occupational hazard--sel f-deception.

Affirmative action officers practice self-deception when they fail
to recognize institutional

barriers which may be preventing diminishing

instances of discrimination and full implementation of program objectives.

Monitoring discriminatory acts can become

a

short-sighted
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objective

v^ien

the same effort applied to changing

far greater impact on equal

opportunity.

a

policy might have

a

Others must learn to select

their battles, or they may never win the war to eliminate discrimination.

EO/AA officers should not only have the human relations' abili-

ties, the technical

qualifications and conceptual talents to perform the

job; they should also possess the political

savvy to deal with the

present differing values and goals present in an affirmative action
setti ng.

There is no simple solution to change this dismal

picture for

EO/AA officers, particularly when regulatory agencies are being
revamped, consolidated and their potential

effectiveness remains uncer-

tain.

Nevertheless, the position of EO/AA will endure because of the

social

momentum already achieved.

In

addition, public schools want to

remain eligible for government funding and to be considered open minded
and progressive.

Having EO/AA programs, it manages to do both.

Recommendations

After careful

review of the relevant data and considered analysis,

the following recommendations are made for urban public schools attempting to develop an effective equal

opportunity and affirmative action

program.
1.
a

The School Committee or School Board should immediately adopt

written policy of equal opportunity and implement that policy by

establishing

a

program of equal

opportunity and affirmative action.

is to set
primary purpose of the equal opportunity policy and program

The
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forth the school district's commitment to comply with federal, state and
local
As

laws pertaining to equal

employment and educational opportunity.

important, the purpose of the policy and program should be to identi-

fy and eliminate all

forms of discrimination that all

people, particu-

larly minorities, women and handicapped persons, face in seeking employment and advancing within their professions.
2,

The School Committee should establish a position of Equal

Opportunity and Affirmative Action, or assign the responsibilities to
central

a

office administrator with the appropriate authority and staff to

accomplish the required tasks.

The appointment or assignment of an

officer can add tremendous credibility to the program.

Furthermore, it

can serve to convince skeptics that the School Committee intends to make
an effective effort.

The officer should have necessary credentials to

ensure that the job will get done.
Several

wel

1

-intended EO/AA officers have not achieved their re-

sponsibilities because they did not possess the commitment and skills,
and they did not recognize their perceived role within the institution.

He/she must understand the affirmative action setting and the extent to

which he/she must create

menting and maintaining

a

a

strategy for effectively developing, impleprogram.

The EO/AA officer who is capable of enduring the difficulties of
the job can be effective in eliminating discrimination.

Once an officer

has developed the necessary perseverence, credibility, rapport and

talents to be effective, he/she may help

discriminatory policies and practices.

a

school

district to eliminate

1
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3.

The school

board representatives and the professional

tion's staff should jointly develop

a

associa-

voluntary affirmative action plan.

An affirmative action plan encourages those involved
to demonstrate

their good faith commitment to the letter and spirit of the
law.

Fur-

thermore, the "Plan" outlines what the school district and the
professional

association agree to do to eliminate discriminatory policies and

actively remedy current effects of past discrimination.
Federal

laws require public schools that receive governmental

funding of $2,5000 or more to have
The author's suggested model

a

written affirmative action program.

for an affirmative action program discussed

in Chapter IV complies with federal

requirements.

Furthermore, the sug-

gested model may persuade those alleging discrimination, representatives
from enforcement agencies and possibly the courts, that

a

good faith

effort is being made to eliminate discrimination.
4.

The school

board and professional

association should jointly

endorse and support the affirmative action plan.

It

should become

part of the collectively bargained process before implemented.

chusetts Labor Relations Officer's decision

Conmittee

in

a

Massa-

the Boston School

The Boston Teachers Union, Local 66, AFT, AFL-CIO indicated

v.

that an affirmative action plan that impacts on wages, hours and con-

ditions of employment must be collectively bargained.^

^ 7

j^e "Plan"

cannot be unilaterally agreed to and implemented by the School Com-

mittee.
Where

a

collectively bargained agreement exists, the "Plan" should

be consistent with the agreements since both the school board, as the
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employer, and executives of the professional
liabiities for discriminatory practices.

negotiated

Any differences should be

good faith.

in

Urban public schools faced with

5.

association have joint

a

spiraling inflation while

complying with federal EO/AA requirements should consider reviewing ways
in

which to develop, maintain and strengthen their EO/AA commitment.

Evidence of

strong commitment maintains eligibility funding while

a

eliminating discrimination.
During

a

time of stringent economic constraints, it becomes in-

creasingly important for public schools in search of ways to maintain
and strengthen their EO/AA commitment to consider the following recom-

mendations

:

a.

Review policy alternatives such as early retirement programs,
work-sharing programs, leaves of absence programs for existing
staff.
These program options may provide opportunities to offset the impact of retrenchment for public school administration.

b.

Review all entry level and promotional criteria for all job
classifications to determine their job-relatedness , validity and
if they are predictive of one's successful performance on the
job (i.e., educational and experience requirements).

c.

Where there will be so few job vacancies, it is in the best
interest of public school administrators to review applications,
tests and selection procedures for their adherence to EO/AA requi rements.

d.

Modify collectively bargained agreements to include an equal
opportunity clause, a layoff procedure which considers other
factors than seniority and tenure, a promotional program which
Review any contractual provisions
is equitable and job related.
impact"
for minorities, women and
that could result in "adverse
handicapped persons.
School Committees and professional associations are both legally
liable for contractual agreements which are discriminatory or
result in "adverse impact."
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Disseminate appropriate EO/AA information so that all existing
and prospective personnel are aware of their rights on
issues
such as equal employment and educational opportunity, affirmative action, age discrimination, equal pay, sexual and racial
harassment and other relevant materials.

e.

The dissemination of approprite EO/AA information to all personnel

allows public school

administrators to comply with federal regula-

tions requiring the distribution of such materials.

informs and sets forth guidelines by which all

Furthermore, it

personnel

should comply.

Laws are on the books to protect virtually everyone in the United

What now must be done cannot be legislated.

States.

public must be educated to the legal, educational
for equal

The American

and economic rationale

employment opportunity.

Employers of both public and private sectors must be educated to
the real benefits of an integrated society.

When all members partici-

pate on an equitable basis, then society can capitalize on
base of human resources and talents.
come a time, if schools are

a

a

broader

With this philosophy, there may

part of defining the solution and its

implementation, when an affirmative action officer may become unnecessary.

Achieved goals will

reflect the American belief that all

individuals are equal and have access to success.
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Role of the Administrator
During the Selection Process

As an administrator in the Worcester Public Schools, you spend
more time with more employees than anyone in the school district.
You
are obviously more exposed to potential equal employment opportunity and
affirmative action problems (hereafter E.E.O./A.A.) than many other
individuals in the system. After all, administrators are involved in
every aspect of personnel policy; from recruitment to discharge, from
promotion to discipline, from job assignment to transfer. More importantly, you are administration's front-line E.E.O./A.A. officer. Undoubtedly, this is an important responsibility and not one you would
delegate to just anyone.

The following information is provided to assist you during the
selection process. Your strict adherence to the procedure, as outlined,
is urged and will be greatly appreciated.

SELECTION PROCESS

Step

I

Explanation of Procedure

All administrators that have vacancies or new positions available
should first contact the Personnel Manager. The Personnel Manager and/
or the Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Officer (E.E.O./A.A.) will
explain the selection procedure for said position. The explanation of
the procedure will inform the administrator of his/her responsibilities
during the selection process.

Step

II

Validation of Job Description

The administrator and the Personnel Manager consult with the
E.E.O./A.A. Officer in regard to reviewing the job functions of the
position and what job-related qualifications are needed to successfully
perform those responsibilities. This review of the job functions and
qualifications is called the validation of the job description.

Step III

Recrui tment/Adverti sement

The administrator and the Personnel Manager speak with the
E.E.O./A.A. Officer to determine the appropriate posting and advertising
They may also discuss contacting special interest
of said position.
groups like the Commission for the Handicapped or the Commission for the
Status of Women.
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Step IV

Selection

The administrator should submit names of individuals he/she believes should be on the interviewing panel for the position at least one
week in advance of the interviews. This panel should be limited to no
more than five individuals with two individuals identified as alternates
in the event that a panel member does not show.
The administrator
should make a concerted effort to have women, racial minorities and
handicapped persons on the panel. Most important, the administrator
should make an effort to select a panel that does not bring about a conflict of interest, nepotism or in any way favor a particular applicant's
candi dacy.

Step V

Briefing the Administrator

Three or four days prior to the interviews, the Personnel Manager
and/or the E.E.O./A.A. Officer will review the responsibilities of the
administrator in conducting a lawful interview. Guidelines to follow
during the interview process will be explained, discussed and agreed
upon.
These guidelines include, but are not limited to, reviewing
resumes, allotting equal time for interviewees, adherence to approved
uniform questions for applicants, identifying strengths and weaknesses
of the candidates based on the resume, interview and job description,
and how a consensus vote determines those semi-final i sts to be sent to
the Superintendent of Schools.
Moreover, the administrator will be reminded of his/her affirmative action goals.

Step VI

Orientation of Panel

The day of the interview the panel will be made aware of the
Worcester Public Schools' Equal Opportunity Policy Statement and
Affirmative Action Goals by the Personnel Manager or E.E.O./A.A.
The panel will be informed of their responsibility to adhere
Officer.
to guidelines on resumes, time, job-related questions, discussions of

strengths and weaknesses of candidates and the consensus vote determining semi -final i sts.
The panel will be asked to sign the Worcester Public Schools'
Any panel
Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Assurance Form.
the
member not wishing to sign said form should immediately contact
E.E.O./A.A. Officer.
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Step VII

Approval of Uniform Questions and Interview Time

Twenty-four hours before the interview, the adminstrator should
have developed tentative questions he/she believes are predictive
of
one s successful performance on the job.
These tentative questions must
be approved by the Personnel Manager or the E.E.O./A.A.
Officer.
The
questions are finalized after the panel has offered their suggestions
and when the E.E.O./A.A, Officer verifies their job relatedness.
The administrator, with the approval of the panel, designates
whether 15, 20 or 30 minutes is sufficient time for all applicants to
respond to the approved questions.
The time allotment designated for
all candidates to be interviewed should be approved by the Personnel
Manager and/or the E.E.O./A.A. Officer.

Step VIII

Interviewing Panel

The administrator is required to provide information pertaining to
the members of the interviewing panel.
(Please see the Worcester Public
Schools' E.E.O./A.A. Selection Procedure Form, Step VIII,)

Step IX

Members of the Applicant Pool

Before the interview, the E.E.O./A.A. Officer should check, to the
best of his/her ability, to determine if the applicant pool for the
position has "protected class members." After the selection of a candidate, this information should be noted on the selection procedure form
for reporting purposes.

Step X

Dates of Screening or Interviewing

The administrator must work with the Personnel Manager in setting
up the schedule for screening and/or interviewing applicants.

Step XI

Applicants

-

No Further Interest

For reporting purposes, it is necessary to note how many appliFurther, the Personnel Manager and
cants were invited to an interview.
with the administrator to
closely
work
Officer
must
E.E.O./A.A.
the
identify those applicants invited for an interview, but they were no
longer interested in the position. (Please see Selection Procedure
Form, Step XI.)
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Step XII

Assurance that E.E.O./A.A. Guidelines were complied with
during the Interviewing Process

Before the interviewing process begins, the E.E.O./A.A. Officer or
the Personnel Manager will inform the panel how to conduct a lawful
interview.
The officer will also point out why it is necessary for the
panel to sign an assurance form after all their interviews have been
completed. (Please see the selection procedure form. Step XIII and
attachment.
Since the Personnel Manager and the E.E.O./A.A. Officer cannot
physically participate in the actual interview process, it is urged that
the administrator strictly adhere to the procedure, as outlined.
He/she
must assume the chai rperson's role of the panel and be accountable for
the results of the interviewing process.
The responsibilities of the
administrator during the interviewing process were outlined in Step V,
Briefing the Administrator.

After all interviews have been held, the chairperson and members
of the panel are required to sign the E.E.O./A.A. Assurance Form.
Any
member of the panel who is not willing to sign this form is asked to
immediately contact the E.E.O./A.A. Officer. (Please see the selection
procedure form. Step XIII and attachment.)

Step XIV

Semi -finalists

Upon completion of the interviewing process, the administrator
must provide information concerning the semi-final i sts for reporting
purposes only. This information is considered confidential, and it is a
violation of equal employment opportunity and affirmative action to use
this data for any other purposes.

Step XV

Selection for the Position

After a candidate has been appointed, the Personnel Manager or the
E.E.O./A.A. Officer must complete Step XV as outlined in E.E.O./A.A.
Selection Procedure form.
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The Worcester Public Schools Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Selection Procedure Form

POSITION:

I.

II.

III.

Explanation of Procedure
E.O.^

P.Mgr.^^

m•o

P . Mg r

Job Description
•

Recrui tment /Advert i sement ( s

Source:

Worcester Public Schools
Worcester Gazette
Worcester Telegram
Boston G1 obe
New York Times
Providence Journal

Springfield Republican
List of colleges and
universities
List of community resources

IV.

V.

VI.

(

)

(

)

(

)

{

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

{

)

Comments

E.O.

P.Mgr.

E.O.

P.Mgr.

E.O.

P.Mgr.

E.O.

P.Mgr.

Selection of Panel

Briefing the Administrator
(selection process)

Orientation of Panel
(conducting a lawful

interview)

Equal Opportunity Officer

Personnel Manager

Supervisor,

Director or Coordinator

S.D.C.
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VII*

Approval of Uniform Questions
and Interview Time
^.0.

VIII.

Members of the Interviewing Panel
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of
of
of

Men
Women
Blacks
Hi spanics

Whites
Other
of Handicapped
of Veterans

(

)

{

)

(

)

(

)

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Total

(

)

Comments

S.D.C.

IX.

Members of the Applicant Pool
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of

Men
Women
Blacks
Hi spanics

of Whites

of Other
of Handicapped
of Veterans

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

P.Mgr.

Total

(

TJT.

P.Mgr.

)

Comments

E.O.

P.Mgr.

* noted after the selection of a candidate to the position

X.

Date(s) of Screening or Interview

Comments

E.O.

P.Mgr.
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XI

•

Applicants Selected for Interview
No Further Interest

—

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

of Men
of Women
of Blacks

of Hispanics
of Whites
of Other
of Handicapped
of Veterans

(

)

(

)

{

)

(

)

(

)

{

)

Total

(

)

Comments

(

)

(

)

E.O.

P.Mgr.

* noted after the selection of a candidate to the position.

XII.

Applicants Selected for Interview

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

of flen
of Women
of B1 acks

Hispanics
Whites
Other
Handicapped
of Veterans

of
of
of
of

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Total

Comment

(

)

s

E.O.

P.Mgr.

* noted after the selection of a candidate to the position.

XIII.

Assurance that E. E.O. /A. A. Guidelines
were complied with during the
*
Interviewing

Process*

(Signature of Administrator)

*See attached Assurance Forms pp. 4a, 4b
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Semi -finalists

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

Total

Men
Women
B1 acks
Hi spanics
of Whites

of
of
of
of

of Other

of Handicapped
of Veterans

(

)

(

)

(

)

{

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

{

)

Comments

0.

XV.

P.Mgr.

Selection fo r the Position
Male
Female
Blacks
Hi spanic
White
Other
Handicapped
Veteran

(

)

{

)

(

)

Comments

E.O.

Date of Selection:

Job Category

:

Salary Level

:

Starting Date

:

P.Mgr.
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The Worcester Public Schools Equal OpporCunltT'
and Afflrnacive Action Assurance Fora

POSITION;
We, the undersigned,

state that strict conpllanca with all
equal enployaent opportunity and afflraatlve action guidelines, as outlined, were enforced.
Specifically, the
guidelines In the following areas.

The Equal Opportunity Officer or the Personnel
Manager will:

1.

2.

A.

orient the Interviewers on how to conduct
a lawful eaployaent intarvlaw which Is In
accordance with EO/AA guidelines;

B.

explain tha entire proceaa leading to tha
selaction of a candldata; and

C.

approve Job-related questiona
of all applicants.

to be

asked

The chairperson of the interviewing process will
then be responsible for complying with the specific
guidelines, as outlined below:
A.

All applicants' resumes and vitae are to
be reviewed.

B.

All applicants are afforded the same time
for an interview.

C.

All applicants are asked the approved Jobrelated questions.

0.

The strengths and weaknesses of all applicants are discussed based on the required
and desired qualifications.

continued on reverse side
and Oiaptir 622. thn Woicam
“In loconliiic* with fadnil ind «Utn tawi indiuUns, but not lirattnd to. Tltlo IX
achoola. wotk and adatnea on thn baau
Public Sdioolt ii commiiud to the n(ht all potiona haw to attend our
national
ontin or handicap.”
mint and ability ragaidltaa of race, colot. laa. a«i. retliloa.
of

EEO-3
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E.

All caadldaCAs are given the approved
allotment of time to make concluding
comments

F.

A list of

candidates will be compiled as
time-dated upon receipt of the letter of
application In the Personnel Office.
By
the consensus of the interviewers, these
candidates will appear on one list as
either: ai Excellent, (2) Good or C.3) Others,
with strengths and weaknesses noted.
This
list will be submitted to the Superintendent.

3.

Any concerns which arise during the Interviewing process relative to Equal Opportunlty/Af f Irmatlve Action
should be Immediately brought to the attention of the
EO/AA officer or the Personnel Manager. These concerns
must be documented and forwarded confidentially to the
EO/AA Officer or the Personnel Manager at the completion of the Interviewing process.

4.

All interviewers will be asked to sign an assurance
form after all Che Interviews have been completed.;
Interviewers, not willing to sign said form, should
Immediately contact the EO/AA Officer.

5.

All Interviewees and Interviewers must receive a copy
of the guidelines, as outlined, of the formal process.

6.

Chairperson must submit to Che Personnel Office the
appropriate forms and list of strengths and weaknesses,
reached by consensus of the panel, of all applicants
before a recommendation of finalist can be made.

(signature of Administrator)

Signatures of Panel Members

(dace
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To:

Applicant and Panal

Front

Willlan B. HynnSf Acting Paraonnal Manager, and
George S. Smith, Equal Opportunity/Affirmative
Action Officer

Subject:

Interviewing Procedures for Applicants for
Position In the Uorceeter Public Schools

a

The Worcester School Comnlttee adopted an Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Policy Statement on June 26, 1978. This
policy statement commits the Worcester Public Schools to
comply with federal and state legislation pertaining to equal
employment opportunity and affirmative action. Further, this
policy statement assures all prospective and existing employees
a right to work and advance on the basis of merit, ability,
and potential regardless of their race, sax, color, age,
religion, national origin, marital status and handicap.
In accordance with said policy, the following guidelines will
bs strictly enforced during the Interviewing process.
1.

2.

The Equal Opportunity Officer or the Personnal
Manager will:
A.

orient the Interviewers on how to conduct
a lawful employment Interview which Is In
accordance with EO/AA guidelines;

B.

explain the entire process leading
selection of a candidate; and

C.

approve job-related questions to be asked
of all applicants.

to

Che
,

The chairperson of the Interviewing process will
then be responsible for complying with the specific
guidelines, as outlined below:
A.

All applicants' resumes and vitae are.to
be reviewed.

Continued on reverse side
and Ousnt <22. tho Woreanar
“In noeonlnacn wtth fadanl tnd nan tann indndlaa. bo: no: UmMad to. TIO* IX
out tchooto. wotk and advanoa oa tha boon
to cooimltiad to tha njht all panooa haw to attaed
PubUc
or luddloap.''
of mont and ablUty rasantton of nca. color, loa. asa. ioU|laa. aatloiial onflB

U.

AXl Applicants ara affordad
clma for an Incarvlaw.

C.

All applicants ara aakad
job— ralatad quastlons.

D.

Tha sCrangtHs and waaknaaaaa of all
applicants ara dlseuaaad basad on tHa
raqulrad and daslrad quallf Icatlona.

E.

All candldatas ara glvan tha approvad
allotnant of tlaa to aaka concluding
coamants

F.

A list of candldatas will ba coapllad as
tlaa-datad upon racalpt of tha lattar of
application In tha Paraonnal Offlca.
By
tha consansus of tha Intarvlawars , thasa
candldatas will appaar on ona list as
althar (1) Exeallant, C2) Good or (3) Othars,
with strangths and waaknassaa notad. This
list will ba subalttad to tha Suparlntandant

tlxa

th.a

aana

appro-aad

Any conearns which arlsa during tha Intarvlawlng procaaa ralatlva to Equal Opportunlty/Af f Iraatlva Action
should ba laaadtacaly brought to tha attantlon of tha
EO/AA offlcar or tha Paraonnal Managar. Thaaa conearna
uat ba doeuaantad and forvardad conf Idantlally to tha
EO/AA Offlcar or tha Paraonnal Managar at tha eonplatlon of tha Intarwlawlng proeaaa.
All Intarvlawara will ba aakad to sign an aaauranea
fora aftar all tha Intarvlawa hava baan eoaplatad;
Intarvlawara, not willing to sign said fora, should
laaadlataly contact tha EO/AA Offlcar.
All Intarvlawaas and Intarvlawars aust racalva a copy
of tha guldellnaa, aa outllnad, of tha formal procasa.

Chalrparson muat subalt to tha Paraonnal Offlca tha
approprlata foraa and Hat of strangtha and waaknassaa,
raachad by consansus of tha panal, of all applicants
bafora a racomnandation of finalist can ba mada.
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WORCESTER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
WORCESTER MASSACHUSETTS

Job Description

Position:

Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Officer

Division:

Equal Opportunity

Reports to:

Superintendent of Schools

Accountability Objective
This position is accountable for monitoring and contributing to equal
educational and employment opportunity and affirmative action programming in the entire school district through leadership, sound management
and resourcefulness consistent with the Worcester Public Schools' equal
opportunity/affirmative action policies, federal and state laws and
collectively bargained agreements.

Principal Accountabilities
1)

2)

3)

Responsibility for the explanation and dissemination of information to students, parents, prospective employees, community
groups and interested parties regarding equal educational and
equal employment opportunity, and affirmative action in the
Worcester Pubic Schools.

Contribution to the development and examination of educational
policies, practices, curricula and materials and in-service
programs for all personnel through resouceful ness , leadership
and sound management consistent with the Worcester Public
Schools' policies so that a positive portrayal of all sexes,
cultures, ethnic groups and individuals with handicaps exists.
Contribution to the examination of all personnel policies and
practices which includes, but is not limited to, recruiting,
hiring, promotion, demoting, transferring, re-assigning, laying
off, early retirement and compensation and benefit programs
through knowledge of laws and sound judgment to ascertain their
compliance with the Worcester Public Schools' Equal Opportunity
Policy to assure the rights of all individuals to work and
advance on the basis of merit and ability regardless of one's
race, color, sex, religion, national origin or handicap.
^
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Position:

Equal

Oppo rtun ity/Af fi rmati ve Action Officer

4)

Responsibility for the development of a written affirmative action plan, and maintenance, formal audit, reporting procedure
for the Worcester Public Schools by means of resourcefulness,
knowledge of laws, sound management and discussions with appropriate parties which will develop long and short-range goals
as well as a series of recommendations to assist the Personnel
Manager and Superintendent of Schools with equal opportunity/
affirmative action.

5)

Responsibility for the creation of an Equal Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Advisory Committee and a Section 504 Committee to
provide two-way communication and suggestions regarding equal
opportunity/affirmative action in the Worcester Public Schools.

6)

Responsibility for serving as the school system's liaison
between federal, state and local regulatory agencies, and
school and community groups in all matters relating to equal
opportunity/affirmative action.

7)

Responsibility of examining all collective bargaining contracts
for possible equal opportunity and affirmative action implications by means of knowledge and understanding of pertinent laws
and sound management.

8)

Coordination of the Worcester Public Schools' Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Grievance Procedure for students,
parents, teachers, all employees and prospective applicants
alleging discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion,
age, marital status, national origin and/or handicap so that an
equitable and prompt settlement of any complaint can exist.

9)

10)

11)

Responsibl i ity for attending all School Committee meetings,
negotiation sessions, sub-committee meetings. Sick Leave Bank
meetings and any other sessions where information, concerning
equal education and employment opportunity and affirmative
action is necessary.

Responsibility for developing and maintaining adequate records
of all personnel and students, personnel actions, contract
disputes and legal proceedings concerning equal opportunity/
affirmative action through leadership in accordance with equal
opportunity, affirmative action. Civil Service Administration
policies of the school district, state teacher and administrative certification requirements and collective bargaining
agreements.
Performance of other job-related duties as assigned.
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Position:

Equal

Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Officer

Nature and Scope
This position reports to the Superintendent of Schools as do the
Assistant Superintendent for Research and Development, Assistant Superintendent of School Plant, Business Manager, Personnel Manager and
Executive Assistant for Governmental and Community Relations. Reporting
to the Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Officer is a clerical
person.

Clerical Staff is responsible for performing clerical duties of a high
level of difficulty and under supervision, taking dictation using shorthand, stenotype or other approved method and transcribing notes into a
required form, typing letters, requisitions, statistics and other
matters of concern, meeting the public personally and by telephone,
conducting filing operations and using all office equpipment available
such as typewriters, tabulation machines, duplicating machines, etc.
Performs related work.
The Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Officer (hereafter E.O.
Officer) is responsible for the monitoring of all aspects of equal
opportunity/affirmative action for all personnel and pupils and for the
implementation of the affirmative action program. This involves working
with the Superintendent of Schools, Assistant Superintendents and other
central office staff and personnel of the Worcester Public Schools in
translating institutional goals and objectives into action plans. The
officer works with the Personnel Manager and the Supervisors of Elementary and Secondary Schools, the Supervisor of Pupil Personnel and the
Supervisor of Special Programs and Activities on a daily basis to ensure
that a high level of coordination and cooperation is maintained, and
that serious problems are responded to in a timely manner.
A significant portion of the E.O. Officer's time is spent interrelating
with line administrators in an attepmt to identify and relate to various
For example, the E.O.
employment and educational issues which arise.

Officer receives a formal complaint alleging handicap discrimination.
The officer immediately activates the grievance process which calls for
a hearing with the grievant and the equal opportunity agent no later
than five days after receipt of the written complaint, with a written
The E.O. Officer
response to follow five working days from the meeting.
attempts to the best of his/her ability to gain an equitable and prompt
settlement of all complaints by speaking with appropriate parties and
The E.O. Officer works with the community at
developing a viable plan.
large to gain advice and support for the equal opportunity program.
The E.O. Officer monitors the recruitment and selection process, placeFurther, the
ment, transfer, promotion, layoff, etc. of all personnel.
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Position:

Equal

Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Officer

Nature and Scope (continued)
officer works with various levels of school administration to modify
curricula so that a positive portrayal of all sexes, cutures, ethnic
groups and individuals with handicaps exists.
While other administrators appear to have territorial boundaries marking
off their areas of responsibli ity , the E.O, Officer constantly moves
from educational to employment to affirmative action concerns--each one
entirely different from the last except that it's controlled by one commonality: a deadline.
Among other challenges, the E.O. Officer must have simultaneous capacities to feel the event as the person does and to pull back and look at
what is happening from the viewpoint and feeling-level of those who difEqual Opportunity
fer in opinion with the person having the complaint.
is a field about feelings.
Equal Opportunity is a charged area, full of
misunderstandings, resentment, anger, fear, idealism and commmitment.
An active E.O. Officer should have a finger on the pulse of what is happening in equal employment and equal educational opportunities--and what
A sensitive affirmative
should happen--wi thin the school -community.
action plan is any institution's best insurance policy against discrimiThis obligation to problem prevention is the
nation law suits.
essential job requirement.

The E.O. Officer is a member of the Cabinet and meets regularly with the
Superintendent of Schools, Personnel Manager and Supervisors to review
employment and educational goals and objectives, to discuss problems or
difficulties which could have a significant impact on the institution's
ability to meet its goals.
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The Worcester School Committee in June 1978 accepted
an Affirma-

tive Action Policy Statement which reflects their intent
to comply in
good faith with all
Local

tion.

laws,

presidential Executive Orders, Federal, State and

rules and regulations in the areas of employment and educa-

The regulations for Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972,

Chapter 622 of the Acts of 1971 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 require an institutional

self-evaluation to be administered

annual ly.
This institutional

self-evaluation process allows an institution

or agency to examine all policies, practices, rules and regulations to

detect if there are areas of non-compliance.

If

there are areas of non-

compliance the institution or agency must initiate corrective action
and/or steps to prevent future non-compliance.
In

order for the Worcester Public Schools to gather this essential

data other than that which is on file, the assistance and cooperation of
all

personnel

is

asked and will be greatly appreciated.

Your efforts to

examine the school department and develop appropriate remediation in
areas of non-compliance will provide all persons regardless of race,
sex, religion, national
equal

educational

origin or handicap to have equal employment and

opportunity.
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WORCESTER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
Series 1973-1979

Bulletin a

Office of the Superintendent

To:

All

From:

Superintendent of Schools

Subject:

The Institutional Self-Evaluation for
Chapter 622, Title IX and Section 504

Instructional

October 1978

Personnel

The Worcester School Committee in June of 1978 accepted an Affirmative
Action Policy Statement which reflects their intent to comply in good
faith with all Presidential Executive Orders, Federal, State and Local
laws, rules and regulations in the areas of employment and education.
The regulations for Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972,
Chapter 622 of Rehabilitation Act of 1973 require an Institutional SelfEvaluation to be administered annually.
This Institutional Self-Evaluation process requires an Institution or
Agency to examine all policies, practices, rules and regulations to
detect if there are areas of non-compliance. The self evaluation is an
Institutional Evaluation not an Individual Evaluation .

order for the Worcester Public Schools to gather this essential data
other than that which is on file, the assistance and cooperation of all
Your efforts to
personnel is asked and will be greatly appreciated.
measures in areas
corrective
and
develop
department
examine the school
of race, sex,
persons
regardless
all
will
provide
non-compliance
of
and equal
employment
have
equal
handicap
to
or
national
origin
religion,
educational opportunity.
In

Please read the directions and submit the information at the suggested
dates to assist the Worcester Public Schools in gathering essential data
for our Institutional Self-Evaluation.
Thanks again for your support and consideration.

John J. Connor
Superi ntendent

1
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Institutional

Self-Evaluation For Title IX
Chapter 622 and Section 504
I.

In

Equal

Introduction

accordance with Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972,

Education Opportunity Acts of 1971 and Section 504, of the re-

habilitation Act of 1973 an institutional
administered annually.

which is on file.

It

self-evaluation must be

becomes essential to gather data other than

The cooperation and assistance of all

principals in

the Worcester Public Schools is imperative to gain this essential
i

nformation.
Below are summations of the above-mentioned regulations, please

reacquaint yourself with the regulations so that you may readily complete the Institutional Self-Evaluation Instrument.

Regulations

;

The Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits:

Dis-

crimination against students and employees on the basis of sex, including admissions and recruitment of students, denial of differential pro-

vision of any aid, benefit or service in any academic, extracurricular
research, occupational training or any condition or privilege of em-

ployment (including, hiring, upgrading, promoting, salaries, fringe
benefits and training.)
The Equal Education Opportunity Acts of 1971, chapter 622 pro-

hibits:

Discrimination in admissions to

a

public school of any town or

be denied the advantages, privileges and course of study of such public
school

on account of race, color, sex, religion or national

origin.
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Ihe Rehabil itation Act of 1973, Section 504 nrnhihii-c.
wise qualified handicapped individual shall

handicap be excluded from participation

in

No other-

solely by reason of his/her
denied the benefits of, or be

subject to discrimination under any program or activity
receiving federal

financial

assistance.
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Nam e
Subject or Grade

School
Date

Institutional Self-Evaluation
El erne nt ary

PLEASE READ ALL INFORMATION PERTAINING TO THE INSTITUTIONAL SELFEVALUATION INSTRUMENT.

SUBMIT INSTITUTIONAL SELF-EVALUATION INSTRUMENT TO YOUR PRINCIPAL ON OR
BEFORE MONDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1978.

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS BY CIRCLING EITHER YES OR NO.
ADDITIONAL SPACE HAS BEEN PROVIDED FOR COMMENTS YOU MAY HAVE.

THIS IS AN INSTITUTIONAL EVALUATION NOT AN INDIVIDUAL EVALUATION

1.

2.

Do you try to provide equal
your classroom?

opportunity for boys and girls within
Yes

No

Have you identified handicapped individuals in your classroom?
No
Yes
If so, have you provided any measures v/iich would assist them in

the learning process?

3.

(Please give examples)

Have you reviewed all your personal materials, illustrations
procedures etc... to see if they discriminate against any student
on the basis of race, religion, national origin or handicap?
Yes

4.

No

Are you satisfied with new materials supplied to you by the
No
Yes
Worcester Public Schools?

Are you familiar with the requirements of Title
Section 504?

IX,

Chapter 622 and
Yes

No

be
What suggestions do you have by which further information can
provided to you?
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Have you subni tted to your principal information concerning any
instances of discrimination you have identified in policies,
practices or materials denying any student accessibility or an
equal educational opportunity?
Yes
No

What suggestions do you have to help your principal
equal opportunity for all students?

6.

in

improving

your opinion are all courses and programs v^ich you conduct open
individuals regardless or race, sex, religion, national
origin or handicap?
Yes
No
In

to all

7.

If you have identified courses, programs or activities wi th a
Have
disproportionate enrollment (by race, sex, handicap, etc...)*
assure
supervisor
to
of
attention
your
this
the
brought
to
you
yourself that this is not the result of some form of discriminaYes
No
tion?

PLEASE SUBMIT INSTITUTIONAL SELF-EVALUATION INSTRUMENT TO YOUR
DEPARTMENT HEAD OR THE DESIGNATED ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL ON OR BEFORE
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1978.
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Institutional Self-Evaluation

Secondary School

Department Summary Form

(To be completed by the Department Head or designated Assistant

Princi pal

Department
Name of Department Head

School
Date

Each member of your department will submit a self-evaluation to you,
please use this form to summarize your information.

Summary of
Questions

Number of
Persons surveyed

Number of
Persons responded

"Yes"

"No"

Answer

Answer

Question #1
Question #2

Question #3A
Question #3B
Question #4
Question #5

Question #6
Question #7
*If you have any examples, suggestions or recommendations, please jot
them down within this space and on the back of this paper.
(please indicate what question you are responding to.)

Comments

Please submit this Department Summary Form to your Principal
before Friday, December 8, 1978.

on or
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Institutional Self-Evaluation For Title IX
Chapter 62 2 and Section 504
Pri nci pal
I.

In

Equal

Introduction

accordance with Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972,

Education Opportunity Acts of 1971 and Section 504, of the re-

habilitation Act of 1973 an institutional self-evaluation must be
administered annually.
which is on file.

It

becomes essential

to

gather data other than

The cooperation and assistance of all

principals in

the Worcester Public Schools is imperative to gain this essential
info rmation.

Below are summations of the above-mentioned regulations, please
reacquaint yourself with the regulations so that you may readily complete the Institutional Self-Evaluation Instrument.

Regulations

:

The Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits:

Dis-

crimination against students and employees on the basis of sex, including admissions and recruitment of students, denial

of

differential

pro-

vision of any aid, benefit or service in any academic, extracurricular

training or any condition or privilege of em-

research, occupational

ployment (including, hiring, upgrading, promoting, salaries, fringe
benefits and training.)
The Equal Education Opportunity Acts of 1971, chapter 622 pro-

hibits: Discrimination in admissions to

a

public school

of any town

or

be denied the advantages, privileges and course of study of such public

school

on account of

race, color, sex, religion or national

origin.
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The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 504 prohibits:
wise qualified handicapped individual

shall

No other-

solely by reason of his/her

handicap be excluded from participation in denied the benefits of, or be
subject to discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal

financial

assistance.
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Name
Date

School

Please answer the following quesitons by circling either

_yes

or no

Institutional Self-Evaluation
1.

Has a policy directive been given to students, parents, all personnel and interested parties pointing out that the Worcester
Public Schools has a commitment to equal educational and equal

employment opportunity?

Yes

No

2.

Have you asked all building staff to submit information concerning
any instances where discrimination or inaccessible courses are
apparent?
Yes
No

3.

Have you asked your staff to assist you in reviewing all policies,
practices and materials to see if they were discriminatory to one
by race, sex, religion, national origin or handicap?
Yes

No

4.

Have you reviewed all of your procedures, criteria and testing
instruments used in determining the access or assignments of all
students to course selections.
Yes
No

5.

Have you reviewed all materials relating to course access or selection (including student handbooks or catalogs) and made modifications where necessary to ensure compliance with Title IX, Chapter
622 and Section 504?
No
Yes

6.

Have you reviewed all course or grade enrollments by race, sex,
religion, national origin or handicap and description of procedure
used to achieve enrollments which are found to be disproportionate
(80% or above students of one race, sex, handicap, etc.) are not
due to discrimination in counseling or counseling materials (i.e.
No
advance science courses and advanced mathematics)? Yes

7.

Have you reviewed the prescribed requirements for promotion or
graduation to endure equal opportunity to all regardless of race,
No
Yes
sex, religion, national origin or handicap?

8.

Have you reviewed your athletic and physical education program to
see if it discriminates or denies accessibility to one because of
No
race, sex, religion, national origin or handicap? Yes

you have answered "No" to any of the above questions, you are
You are asked to work possibly
asked to undertake immediate action.
If
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with your in-building E.E.O. (Equal Educational Opportunity) person
and/or any other committee or group you deem necessary to assist you in
reviewing all areas you responded to

wi th

a

“No."

You are asked to complete and submit this Institutional SelfEvaluation Instrument.
The Institutional Self-Evaluation Principals
Summary Form and the Institutional Self-Evaluation Department Summary
Form to your superior on or before Friday, January 5, 1979.
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Compliance Areas
(Please check the
Appropriate Category
In the Folloiving

Remedial Steps Have
Been Taken I Believe
We Are In Ful
Compliance In this

Remedial Steps Have
Been Taken However

No Changes Have

Further Modification
Is In Progress

Been Made Within
The Last Three
Years

P^sseml nation of
inTomiation kegardInq an Equal
upDortunitv
A. Students
B. Employee
C. Comminlty
Admissions
“A: Policies
B. Practices
Educational Proqram
A. Accessibility
(do all students
have accessibility
to courses)
B. Equal Opportunity
(do all students
have equal opportunity to participate
In sch«)l activities)
Schedulinq (are there
a proportionate
balance of boys and
girls)
A. Physical Education
B. Vocational Educ.
C. Home Economics
D. Industrial Arts
Counsel Inq
A. Personal Counseling
B. Educ. Counseling
C. Scholarship
Assistance
Extra Curricular

——

Intramural Sports
Class & Groups
C. Other Events
Other Areas
(i.e.. History, English,
Science or areas In
non-compliance or where
you have difficulty.)
A.
B.

Sch.

PLEASE SUBMIT THIS FORM TO YOUR
SUPERVISOR ON OR BEFORE FRIDAY,
JANUARY 5, 1979.

Principal

Signature
School

Date

RtsourcB
Assistance Is
Needed In This
Area
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Institutional Self-Evaluation For Title IX
Chapter 622 and Section 504

Directors and Coordinators
I.

In

Equal

Introduction

accordance with Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972,

Education Opportunity Acts of 1971 and Section 504, of the reha-

bilitation Act of 1973 an institutional
tered annually.
on file.

It

becomes essential

self-evaluation must be adminis-

to gather data other than which is

The cooperation and assistance of all Directors and Coordina-

tors in the Worcester Public Schools is imperative to gain this essential

information.

Below are summations of the above-mentioned regulations, please

reacquaint yourself with the regulations so that you may readily complete the Institutional Self-Evaluation Instrument.

Regulations

:

The Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits:

Dis-

crimination against students and employees on the basis of sex, including admissions and recruitment of students, denial of differential

vision of any aid, benefit or service

pro-

any academic, extracurricular

in

research, occupational training or any condition or privilege of em-

ployment (including, hiring, upgrading, promoting, salaries, fringe
benefits and training.)
The Equal Education Opportunity Acts of 1971, chapter 622 prohibits:

Discrimination

in

admissions to

a

public school of any town or

be denied the advantages, privileges and course of study of such public
school

on account of race, color,

sex, religion or national

origin.
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The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 504 prohibits:
wise qualified handicapped individual shall

No other-

solely by reason of his/her

handicap be excluded from participation in denied the benefits of, or be
subject to discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal

financial

assistance.
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II.

The Institutional

Self-Evaluation

Your assistance and cooperation is greatly needed to complete the

Self-Evaluation Instrument.

Please answer the following questions by

circling either Yes or No

Institutional
1.

Have you reviewed all

instruments used

in

Self-Evaluation

procedures, policies, critieria and testing

admissions or assignment of students to courses

or programs that you have departmental

or area responsibilities to,

in order to ensure compliance with Title IX,

Chapter 622 and

Section 504?
2.

Yes

Have you reviewed all

No

descriptive materials relating to student

access to courses or programs within your department or area
(including student handbooks or catalogs) to ensure that content,

language and illustrations reflect equal

opportunity for all
Yes

students?
3.

Have you reviewed curriculum guidelines to see if they comply with

Title IX, Chapter 622 and Section 504 regulations? Yes
4.

No

Have you reviwed all

No

courses and programs under your directorship

or coordination to identify those in which enrollent of students of
a

single race, sex, religion, national

more; and

a

origin or handicap is 80% or

description of procedures used to ensure that such

disproportionate enrollments identified are not

a

result of

discrimination in counseling or counseling materials?
Yes

No
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5.

Have you reviewed all materials used in your area of
responsibility
to see if recruitment of students is done in

disc

ri

a

fashion that is non-

minatory by one's race, sex, religion, national

hcindic3p?
6.

origin or

Y0 S

Have you worked with departmental

or area

No

staff members regarding

the implications of Title IX, Chapter 622 and Section 504?
Yes
7.

Do you

plan in the future to work with departmental

No

or area staff

members regarding the implication of Title IX, Chapter 622 and
Section 504?
If you

Yes

have answered

No

"No" to any of these above-mentioned ques-

tions, you will need to undertake immediate action.

You are asked to

work with possibly the Affirmative Action Officer, George S, Smith, or
any other committee or group that you deem necessary to assist you in

reviewing all areas that you responded to with

a

All

areas found

to be in non-compliance with said regulations you are asked to complete

the Institutional

Self-Evaluation Report Form to achieve compliance with

Title IX, Chapter 622 and Section 504.

A completed Institutional

Self-

Evaluation Report Form has been provided.
You are asked to complete and submit this

Institutional Self-

Evaluation Instrument and Form(s) to your immediate supervisor on or
before Friday, October 27, 1978.

OFFICE
NAME
DATE
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Institutional Self-Evaluation For Title IX
Chapter 622 and Section 504

Assistant Superintendent of Research
I.

In

Equal

Introduction

accordance with Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972,

Education Opportunity Acts of 1971 and Section 504, of the re-

habilitation Act of 1973 an institutional self-evaluation must be

administered annually.
which is on file.

It

becomes essential

to

The cooperation and assistance of all Assistant

Superintendents in the Worcester Public Schools
this essential

gather data other than

is

imperative to gain

information.

Below are summations of the above-mentioned regulations, please
reacquaint yourself with the regulations so that you nay readily complete the Institutional

Regulations

Self-Evaluation Instrument.

:

The Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits:

Dis-

crimination against students and employees on the basis of sex, including admissions and recruitment of students, denial

of differential

pro-

vision of any aid, benefit or service in any academic, extracurricular

research, occupational

training or any condition or privilege of em-

ployment (including, hiring, upgrading, promoting, salaries, fringe
benefits and training.)
The Equal Education Opportunity Acts of 1971, chapter 622 pro-

hibits: Discrimination in admissions to

a

public school

of any town

or

be denied the advantages, privileges and course of study of such public

school

on account of race, color, sex, religion or national

origin.
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The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 504 prohibits:
wise qualified handicapped individual shall

No other-

solely by reason of his/her

handicap be excluded from participation in denied the benefits of, or be
subject to discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal

financial

assistance.
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II.

The Institutional

Self-Evaluation Instrument

Your cooperation and assistance in completing the Institutional

Self-Evaluation Instrument is greatly needed.

Please answer the

following questions by circling either Yes or No.
1.

Are all

research assignments started and completed understanding

the implications of Title IX, Chapter 622 and Section 504

regulations?
2.

Do you

review all

Yes

No

research assignments to ensure that all

students

regardless of their race, sex, religion, national origin or

handicap do not become discriminated against?
3.

Do you review all

Yes

No

research materials, descriptions and plans to

ensure that all students are accorded equal treatment without
discrimination on account of one's race, sex, religion, national
Yes

origin or handicap?
4.

Have you reviewed all

No

research manuals, procedural guidelines to

ensure that all students have equal opportunity and accessibility?
Yes

5.

No

Have you reviewed all tests or instruments used for appraisal,

evaluations or replacement of students to see if they are discriminatory by race, sex, religion, national

origin or handicap?
Yes

6.

No

Are researchers informed and requested to comply with the

regulations of Title

IX,

Chapter 622 and Section 504?
Yes

No
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7,

Are all

researchers told not to discourage or prohibit

from participating in

a

student

project on the basis of the individual's

race, sex, religion, national

If you have answered

a

origin or handicap?

Yes

No

"No" to any of these above-mentioned ques-

tions, you will need to undertake immediate action.

You are asked to

work with possibly the Affirmative Action Officer, George

S.

Smith, or

any other committee or group that you deem necessary to assist you in

reviewing all areas that you responded

to

with

a

"No."

In

all

areas

found to be in non-compliance with said regulations you are asked to

complete the Institutional Self-Evaluation Report Form to achieve

compliance with Title
Institutional

IX,

Chapter 622 and Section 504.

A completed

Self-Evaluation Report Form has been provided.

You are asked to complete and submit this

Institutional Self-

Evaluation Instrument and summary report to the Equal Opportunity
Council

via George Smith on or before Friday, February 16, 1979.
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Institutional Self-Evaluation For Title IX
Chapter 622 and Section 504
Deputy Superintendent of Education
I.

In

Equal

Introduction

accordance with Title IX of the Educational Amendnent of 1972,

Education Opportunity Acts of 1971 and Section 504, of the re-

habilitation Act of 1973 an institutional self-evaluation must be
administered annually.
which is on file.

It

becomes essential

to

The cooperation and assistance of all Assistant

Superintendents in the Worcester Public Schools
this essential

gather data other than

is

imperative to gain

information.

Below are summations of the above-mentioned regulations, please
reacquaint yourself with the regulations so that you may readily com-

plete the Institutional Self-Evaluation Instrument.

Regulations

;

The Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits:

Dis-

crimination against students and employees on the basis of sex, including admissions and recruitment of students, denial

of

differential

pro-

vision of any aid, benefit or service in any academic, extracurricular

training or any condition or privilege of em-

research, occupational

ployment (including, hiring, upgrading, promoting, salaries, fringe
benefits and training.)
The Equal Education Opportunity Acts of 1971, chapter 622 prohibits: Discrimination in admissions to

a

public school

of any town or

be denied the advantages, privileges and course of study of such public

school

on account of

race, color, sex, religion or national

origin.
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Ihe Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Section 504 prohibit^!
wise qualified handicapped Individual shall

No other-

solely by reason of his/her

handicap be excluded from participation In denied the benefits of. or
be
subject to discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal

financial

assistance.
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II.

The Institutional

Self-Evaluation Instrument

Your assistance and cooperation is greatly needed to complete the

Self-Evaluation Instrument.
tives for the educational

You are asked to develop goals and objec-

component of the school

system.

In

order to

assess and evaluate present compliance with the requirements of Title
IX,

Chapter 622 and Section 504 for nondiscrimination in access to

course offering and to develop necessary modification,

it

will

be

imperative to:
-

Review the following materials
copies of graduation requirements

copies of policies of guidelines regarding
procedures for the assignment of students to
courses, classes, services and programs
copies of course description or course catalogs
copies of curriculum guides that outline the
content, activities or instructional methodologies of courses.
copies of handbooks

-

Check the following areas

course enrollment by race, sex, religion,
national origin or handicap
-

advanced science courses

-

advanced mathematics courses

-

advanced

-

vocational

education courses

-

industrial

and business courses

pi

acement courses
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Is

-

distributive

-

music courses

-

adult education courses

-

cooperative education courses

the enrollment of students of any race, sex, religion,

national origin or handicap 80% or above

or program?

in

any course, class, service

If so, have steps been taken to ensure that this is not the

result of discrimination?
You are asked to complete your Institutional

Self-Evaluation Sum-

mary Report with goals and objectives on or before Friday, February 16,
1979.

Please send this report and goals for the educational

to the Equal

Opportunity Council

via George Smith.

component
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Institutional Self-Evaluation For Title IX
Chapter 622 and Section 504

Assistant Superintendent of Business
I.

In

Introduction

accordance with Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972,

Equal Education Opportunity Acts of 1971 and Section 504, of the
re-

habilitation Act of 1973 an institutional self-evaluation must be
administered annually.
which is on file.

It

becomes essential

to

The cooperation and assistance of all Assistant

Superintendents in the Worcester Public Schools
this essential

gather data other than

is

imperative to gain

information.

Below are summations of the above-mentioned regulations, please
reacquaint yourself with the regulations so that you may readily complete the Institutional

Regulations

Self-Evaluation Instrument.

:

The Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits:

Dis-

crimination against students and employees on the basis of sex, including admissions and recruitment of students, denial

of differential

pro-

vision of any aid, benefit or service in any academic, extracurricular

research, occupational

training or any condition or privilege of em-

ployment (including, hiring, upgrading, promoting, salaries, fringe
benefits and training.)
The Equal Education Opportunity Acts of 1971, chapter 622 pro-

hibits: Discrimination in admissions to

a

public school

of any town or

be denied the advantages, privileges and course of study of such public

school

on account of

race, color, sex, religion or national

origin.
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The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 504 prohibits:
wise qualified handicapped individual

shall

handicap be excluded from participation

in

No other-

solely by reason of his/her

denied the benefits of, or be

subject to discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal

financial

assistance.
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II.

The Insti tutlonfll

Self-Evaluation Instrument

Your assistance and cooperation Is greatly needed to complete the

Self-Evaluation Instrument.

Please answer the following quesitons by

circling either Yes or
1.

Before this questionnaire were you familiar with the Implications
of Title IX, Chapter 622 and Section 504?

2.

Have you reviewed all

financial

Yes

No

procedures and guidelines to ensure

that all students regardless of race, sex, religion, national

origin or handicap have equal opportunity?
3.

Are all

Yes

scholarships and/or awards available to

all

No

students

regardless of race, sex, religion, national origin or handicap?
Yes
4.

Are all

academic and non-academic benefits, services and programs

of the school

system offered to all

students regardless of race,

sex, religion, national origin or handicap?
5.

Are all staff

ineinbers

In

Yes

No

your area of responsibility familiar with

the nondl scrimlnatory policy of the school
6.

No

syste<ii?

Yes

No

Are you going to have any staff training this year to familiarize

your staff with the Implications of Title

IX,

Chapter 622 and
Yes

Section 504?
You are asked to complete and submit this

Institutional Self-

Evaluation Instrument to the Equal Opportunity Council
on or before Friday,

February 16, 197d,

No

via George Smith
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George Smith is available for consultation.

He will

also attempt

to contact you on or before the submitting date of February 16th.

OFFICE
NAME

DATE

Appendix
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D
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II.

DEFINITIONS

For the purpose of this program:
a.

The term "Committee" means the governing body of the
Worcester Public School s- -Worcester School Committee.

b.

The term "Chief Executive" means the Superintendent of the
Worcester Public Schools.

c.

The term "Officer" means the Equal Employment Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Officer of the Worcester Public Schools.

d.

The term "Employee" means all persons and contractors receiving compensation or salaries from monies derived from federal,
state, county or local sources, except that the term "employee" shall not include any person elected to public office,
including appointees hired on the policy-making level to function as an immediate advisor with respect to the exercise of
the powers of the office; the exception set forth in the
aforesaid shall not include employees subject to civil service
laws of Massachusetts.

e.

The term "Plan" means the method used to implement the policies outlined herein.

f.

The term "Program" means the goals, objectives and timetables
as outlined herein and that may, from time to time, be
changed, superseded, amended and reclassified.

g.

The term "Relevant Labor Area" means an area an employer can
reasonably expect to do his/her recruitment.

h.

The term "Underutilization" has been defined as having fewer
minorities, women or handicap in a particular job category
than would reasonably be expected by their presence in the
relevant labor area.

i.

The term "Validation" involves the establishment of the relationship between a test instrument or other selection procedure and performance on the job.

j.

k.

The category "White" means persons of the Indo-European
descent, including Pakistani and East Indian.
The category "Black" means person of African descent as well
as those identified as Jamaican, Trinidadian and West Indian.
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l.

The category "Spanish Surnamed" means all persons of
Mexican,
Puerto Rican, Cuban or other Latin Americans of Spanish

descent.
m.

The category "American Indian" means persons who identify
themselves (or are known) as such by virtue of tribal association,

n.

The category "Asian American" means persons of Japanese,
Chinese, Korean or Filipino descent.

0.

The category "Other" means Aleuts, Eskimos, Malayans, Thais
and others not specifically noted above.

p.

The term

"Handicapped person" is anyone who:

1)

has a physical or mental impairment which substantially
limits one or more of his/her major life activities.

2)

has a record of such an impairment.

3)

is

regarded as having such an impairment.

"Substantially limits ..." This has to do with the degree
of disability.
A handicapped person having a hard time getting a job or getting ahead on the job because of disablity
would be considered "substantially limited."
"Major life activities . . ." These include communication,
ambulation, self-care, socialization, education, transporThe main emphasis is on
tation and, of course, employment.
activities that in some way affect employment.
q.

The term "Men" refers to an unconventional minori ty--men in
the elementary grades and men in certain job categories of
Civil Service.

r.

The phrase "Minority Class Persons" or "Individuals," or
"Protected Classes" means all persons in categories (k)
through (q) and all women.

s.

The term "Instructional Personnel" means employees required by
law to hold certification or license as an educational speInstructional employees perform the professional
cialist.
task of teaching, counseling students, managing the educational program of a school, and administering policy as
established by the Committee p.e., elementary teacher,
special education teacher, guidance counselor, bilingual
teacher. Director of Science, etc.)
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t.

NOTE:

The term
Nonlnstructlonal Personner'--C1 vll Service
employees
are nonlnstructlonal classified and labor force
personnel
employed under laws and regulations of the Commonwealth
of
Massachusetts.
Employees working in a public school setting
performing supportive functions that help facilitate the
professional work force of the school (i.e. custodial,
clerical personnel, bus drivers, accountants, etc.).

THE USES OF DESCRIPTIVE CATEGORIES ARE NOT MEANT TO IMPLY
ANTHROPOLIGICAL ORIGINS OR CLEARCUT SCIENTIFIC DEFINITIONS,
BUT ARE USED FOR THE BENEFIT OR DESCRIBING PROTECTED CLASSES,
WITHIN THE INTENT OF THIS PROGRAM, AND SUCH SHOULD BE USED
THE USE OF THE MASCULINE PRONOUN
ELSEWHERE WITH CAUTION.
HEREIN SHALL BE DEEMED TO INCLUDE THE FEMININE AS WELL.
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POLICY STATEMENT OF AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION AND NONDISCRIMINATION

The Worcester School Committee maintains and promotes

a

system-

wide policy of nondiscrimination on the basis of race, religion, color,
sex, age, handicap, marital

applies to all

status or national

origin.

This commitment

persons affiliated with the Worcester Public Schools.

This policy can be accomplished through the creation of an atmos-

phere conducive to meaningful learning for all

students.

We believe

that all students have the right to admissions, or in obtaining the

advantages, privileges and courses of study of our school system regardless of race, religion, color, sex, age, handicap, or national

handicap.

origin or

Furthermore, the Worcester Public Schools is committed to

providing an educational

program accessibility for handicapped students.

(See Appendix A).

The "Program" is designed to increase the utilization of minority
group persons, women, and handicap to insure their equal
in all

participation

segments of the Worcester Public Schools' work force, and the

work force of those with whom the Worcester Public Schools does business.

Specifications for the development of the "Program" have been es-

tablished by Federal and State legislation.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972

Title VII of Civil Rights Act of 1964 showing changes made by
Public Law 92-261, approved March 24, 1972, deals with discrimination
empl oyment

in
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Section 703 (a):
an

It

shall be an unlawful

empl oynent practice for

employer—
To

fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any
individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any
individual with respect to his compensation, terms,
conditions, or privileges of employment because of such
individual's race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin."

The Act establishes the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission,

the independent regulatory agency which administers Title VII.

Complaints of unlawful discrimination may be filed at an Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission district or regional

office within 180

days of the time, the alleged discriminatory act occurred.

The Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission will investigate the complaint.
after investigation, it determines that there

is

If,

probable cause to

believe that discrimination did xcur, the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission will try to persuade the employer to cease voluntarily the

discriminatory practice.

If

conciliation attempts fail, legal

action

may be brought against the employer by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commi ssion.

Compliance reporting by the City School District to the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission is required (EEO-5 Report) Annual
Employment Reports are made on or before October 15.
The district Equal Employment Opportunity Commission address is:
150 Causeway
Boston, Massachusetts

02114

Executive Order Number 11246 issued by the President (1965), proage.
hibits job discrimination because of race, religion, color, sex,
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handicap, or national

origin, and requires affirmative action to insure

equality of opportunity

in

all

aspects of employment "to remedy the ef-

fects of past discrimination."
Tlie

United States Commission on Civil Rights defines affirmative

action as ".

.

.

steps taken to remedy the grossly disparate staffing

and recruitment patterns that are the present consequence of past dis-

crimination and to prevent the occurrence of employment discrimination
in the future."

Title IX of the Federal Education Amends of 1972 prohibits dis-

crimination on the basis of sex as
vocational

it

affects elementary, secondary and

schools and programs.

"Section 901 (a):

No

person in the United States shall

on the

basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits
of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or

activity receiving federal

assistance."

financial

Eligibility Requirements for Receiving Funds under the Federal Emergency School Assistance Act (E.S.A.A.) as Amended in 1972:
"No educational
it has had

in

agency shall be eligible for assistance

if

effect any practice, policy, or procedure which results in

the disproportionate demotion or dismissal
personnel

...

of instructional

or other

from minority groups in conjunction with desegregation or the

implementation of any plan or the conduct of any activity described in
this section, or otherwise engaged

in

discrimination based upon race,

color, or national origin in the hiring, promotion, or assignment of employees of the agency."
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These guidelines require:
"Adoption of

a

plan for assignment of faculty and staff members

which will eliminate all
.

.

.

In

racially or ethnically identifiable faculties.

the case of school

districts in which the percentage of minor-

ity group members on the full

time teaching faculty is less than the

percentage of minority group members in the student body, such plan
shall

include

a

plan of affirmative action to increase the percentage of

minority group members on the full-time teaching faculty

.

.

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 provides for nondiscrimination in programs or activities receiving federal
and denial

financial

assistance

of benefits because of race, color, age, sex, or national

origin.

Title 41, C.R.F. Chapter 60, Part 60-2 (Revised Order No. 4)

outlines specific requirements for "result oriented" Affirmative Action
plans for non-construction contractors.

Title 41, C.R.F. Chapter 60, Part 60-250 , Affirmative Action

obligations of Contractors and Sub-contractors for Disabled Veterans and
Veterans of the Vietnam Era, requires

all

federal

government contractors

and sub-contractors with contracts over $10,000 by the Vietnam Era

Veterans Readjustment Act of 1974.

Title 41, C.R.F. Chapter 60, Part 60-741

.

Affirmative Action

obligations of Contractors and Sub-contractors for Handicapped Workers,
provides for all contractors and sub-contractors with

a

federal

govern-

ment contract in excess of $2,500 to take affirmative action in hiring
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qualified handicapped individuals, and treat these individuals vdthout

discrimination based upon their physical or mental handicap

in

all

enployment practices.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts Executive Order No. 74 as amended by
Executive Order No. 116, provides for nondiscrimination and that affirmative action steps shall be taken to insure equality of opportunity in
the internal

affairs of State government, including those persons and

organizations doing business with the Canmonwealth
intent of the Worcester Public Schools to

Tlierefore, it is the

comply with the specifications of the Federal government and the Ccmmon-

wealth of Massachusetts, and develop an equal employment opportunity
policy which takes affirmative action steps to insure employment for all

persons, regardless of race, color, creed, national

origin, sex,

handicap and religious belief.
The policy of nondiscrimination applies to every aspect of employ-

ment and includes all full-time, part-time, te<Tiporary and permanent

employees.

It

applies also to all

recruitment, hiring, evlauation, pro-

motion, demotion, transfer, termination, compensation, sabbatical leave,
fringe benefits and grievance procedures, etc.
The Worcester Public Schools system will

to ensure that all

.

.

.

take affirmative action

applicants for enployment receive fair consideration

and that employees are treated fairly during employment.

this policy incorporated

a

commitment to equal educational

In

addition,

opportunities

religion, handicap,
for students regardless of race, color, sex, age,

marital

status or national

origin.

The Worcester Public Schools system
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advertises its commitment to equal employment opportunity

in all

tinent publications stating:
The Worcester Public Schools system is an Equal Employment

Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

per-
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Program Purpose and Intent

The Worcester Public Schools is committed to

tive action and nondiscrimination.

establish

a set of

a

policy of affirma-

The purpose of this program is to

programmatic objectives which shall provide for the

access and advancement of minorities, women and the handicap with
respect to employment and enrollment opportunities throughout the school
system.

The intent of this program is to responsibly recognize, and to

whatever extent possible, resolve the effects of past society discrimination, and the impact which that discrimination has had on minorities,

women, the handicapped and all other unconventional minority members.
It

is not intended and should not be used to discriminate against any

applicant, employer or student because of race, religion, color, sex,
age, handicap, marital

status or national origin.

The Worcester School Committee fully endorses the plan of action
set forth in this policy and shall

oversee and monitor its implementa-

tion through the auspices of the Chief Executive and the Affirmative

Action Officer in cooperation with all staff throughout the Worcester
Public Schools.
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Scope of Plan

Affirmative action and equal educational opportunity programs
shall

be viewed as an

integral

part of the mission and purpose of the

Worcester Public Schools system.

The Plan, by it very nature, shall

affect and impact, not simply personnel and admission policies, but all

relevant procedures and practices which contribute to the educational

experiences of our students and the employment opportunities of our
staff throughout the system.
These procedures shall
of:

include, but not be limited to,

a

review

staff hiring, promotion, evaluation and retention; admissions and

recruitment; student support services, counseling, administrative policies; curriculum, including

a

concern for academic supportive services,

programmatic and structural access for the handicapped; and ethnic and
sexual

euqi ty

and/or parity

in

all

student services' offerings, includ-

ing athletic programs and financial assistance.
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Equal Qpportunity/Affirmative Action Responsibility

Role of Chief Executive
The Chief Executive shall

in

his/her capacity as chief executive

officer be responsible for assuring compliance with federal, state and
local

laws pertaining to equal

employment opportunity, equal educational

opportunity and affirmative action.

He/she shall designate responsibil-

ity for systemwide coordination, implementation and evaluation of all

affirmative action and equal empl oyment/educational
to the Equal

opportunity programs

Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Officer.

Role of Equal Opportunity/Affirmati ve Action Officer
There shall be an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Officer who
will

be responsible, under the direction of the Chief Executive, for the

overall systemwide coordination, implementation and evaluation of the

Worcester Public Schools Affirmative Action Program.
The Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Officer shall be responsible for the dissemination and utilization of

all

information, data and

reports with respect to affirmative action/equal opportunity programs
which shall

include assuring compliance with respect to

laws and reporting activities required by federal

agencies.

and

all

pertinent

state regulatory

He/she shall also provide advice, consultation and assistance

in the affirmative action process.

The Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Officer shall be respon-

sible for the review of all

grievances filed

in

accordance with the

Worcester Public Schools Affirmative Action Plan and conduct such

i
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evaluations as deemed appropriate and necessary

in

order to insure com-

pliance with a policy of nondiscrimination, affirmative action and
equal

educational

opportunity.

The Equal Opportunity/Affi rmati ve Action Officer, in conjunction

with the Chief Executive and the School Committee, shall develop goals
and timetables for all levels of employment opportunities within the

Worcester Public Schools.

Such goals and timetables will thereafter be

monitored and reviewed on an annual basis with

a

view toward revision

and/or updating where indicated.
Major responsibi

1

ti es

for the Affirmative Action Officer are:

1.

To review the entire personnel system to identify barriers to equal
employment. This will include a complete employment census, a
review of recruitment and hiring policies, a study of compensation
and benefit programs and an analysis of promotional policies and
practices for the School Committee's consideration.

2.

To develop a written affirmative action program for the public
schools which will contain short and long-range goals as well as
series of recommendations for their implementation.

a

formal system for auditing and reporting on the
implementation of the progam.

3.

To set up a

4.

To monitor fedreal , state and local sources of information concerning regulations of equal employment, discriminatory practices;
To review the implementation of
curriculum and student services .
such regulations throughout the system.

5.

To be responsible for the creating of an affirmative action and
This committee, whose memequal opportunity advisory committee.
bership is from all levels of the school system and the community,
will meet regularly to provide two-way communication and suggestions on various aspects of the program.

6.

forms (applications, course selections, publications,
etc.) to ascertain their compliance with the state and federal
regulations.
To review all
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7.

serve as the school system's liaison between local, state and
federal regulatory agencies and school community groups in all
matters relating to affirmative action and equal opportunity.

8.

To be responsible for dissemination of information regarding equal
education and employment and of taking measures to insure that
responsible personnnel know and understand how the program applies
to them.

9.

To be responsible for the coordination of an Affirmative Action/
Equal Opportunity/Title IX/Section 504 Grievance Procedure.

10.

To

To work with the department chairpersons and curriculum specialists
in
a

examining and evaluating curricula and materials to insure that
positive portrayal of all sexes, cultures and ethnic groups

exi St s.

11.

To work with student government groups for the purpose of involving
To
them in the affirmative action and equal opportunity program.
of
culture
their
relationassist such groups in the improvement
ships at the individual school level.

12.

To assist personnel from the Office of Staff Development in the
design of an in-service training plan which would provide staff
with skills to recognize and deal with cultural, social, economic,
sexual and religious bias and stereotyping.

13.

To work with the Personnel Office of the Worcester Public Schools
to implement all aspects of an affirmative action/equal opportunity

program.
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Affirmative Action Advisory Committee

There shall be an Affirmative Action Advisory Committee of the

Worcester Public Schools.
Equal

This committee will

serve as advisors to the

Opportunity/Affi rmati ve Action Officer.
Purposes of the Affirmative Action Advisory Committee are:

-- To advise in developing equal employment and equal educational
opportunities for all students and personnel of the Worcester
Public Schools.

-- To advise in identifying and relating to discriminatory policies
and practices in employment and education.
-- To advise in the development of an affirmative action plan for
the Worcester Public Schools system.
-- To advise in the dissemination of information regarding equal
education and employment, and the taking of measures to insure
that students, personnel and the community of Worcester understand the affirmative action/equal opportunity program.
-- To advise in keeping the Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
Officer informed and abreast of employment and educational
concerns
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Complaints of Discrimination

The Worcester Public Schools

is

committed to the equitable and

prompt settlement of any complaint of discrimination on the basis of
race, religion, color, sex, age, handicap, marital

status and/or

national origin made by any person, employee and/or student.

Discrimination Grievance Procedure

The following grievance procedure is suggested by any student,

parent, staff member or applicant alleging discrimination on account of
race, religion, color, sex, age, handicap marital status and/or national
ori gi n.

Intent

The Worcester Public Schools pledges to encourage the equitable
and prompt settlement of complaints which may be raised by any student,

parent, staff member or applicant on

a

claim of discrimination based on

race, religion, color, sex, age, handicap, marital status and/or
origin.

national

Definition

A grievance shall

tion by

a

be a complaint when it becomes a written allega-

student, parent, staff member or applicant that he/she has

been discriminated against on the basis of race, religion, color, sex,
age, handicap, marital

status and/or national origin.

The Worcester

Public Schools' Statement of Complaint Form can be obtained

in

the Equal
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Opportunity/Affirmative Action Office, 20 Irving Street, Worcester,
Massachusetts 01609; telephone:

798-2521

,

extension 31.

Coordination of the Grievance Procedure

The Worcester Public Schools' Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action

Officer under the direction of the superintendent shall be responsible
for the coordination of the Grievance Procedure set forth herein and

shall

insure that no punitive action is taken against those seeking

advice or registering

a

complaint.

Procedure for the Filing of an Informal Complaint

Prior to the formal

filing of

a

complaint, an individual or

individuals may seek the advice and counsel of the Equal Opportunity/

Affirmative Action Officer in an informal meeting.

This informal

meeting may serve to determine the nature of any claim of discriminatory
practices and to facilitate an expeditious resolution of the complaint.

Only with the consent of the complainant may the Equal Opportunity/

Affirmative Action Officer initiate interaction with other individuals
regarding the informal

complaint.

Formal Complaint
Equal Opportunity /Affirmative Action/Title IX/Section 504/Chapter 622

Grievance Procedure

Level

I

-

The grievant shall first discuss his/her grievance orally
with his/her principal or other appropriate immediate
superior.
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Level

II

Level

III -

Level

IV

-

If the grievance is not resolved at Level I, it shall
be
reduced to writing by the grievant on the Statement of
Complaint Form and forwarded to the Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Officer.
If the grievance is not resolved at Level II, it shall be
reduced to writing by the grievant and forwarded to the
Superintendent.

-

A hearing with the grievant shall be held by the Superintendent, or his designee, within 10 school days with a
written response to follow 10 school days after the meeting.

-

If the grievance is not resolved at Level III, it shall be
reduced to writing by the grievant and forwarded to the
School Committee.

-

The grievance shall be heard by the School Committee at the
regular meeting following receipt of the grievance.
(See Appendix C for the Worcester Public Schools Grievance
Procedure.)

Waiver

Failure of the complainant to comply with any provision of the

aforesaid complaint procedure shall be deemed to

complaint under the terms of this policy.

be

a

waiver of the

Failure of the Equal

Opportun ity/Affi rmati ve Action Officer, Director, Principal, Supervisor,
etc. to comply with the time limits set forth

in

this procedure shall

cause the complaint to be automatically appealed to the next Level
the grievance procedure.

in

The time limits specified in the grievance

procedure may, however, be extended
written agreement of the parties.

in

any specific instance by mutual
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Retail iatory Action

The Worcester School Committee, through its Superintendent, as-

sures that no retaliatory action be taken against those persons who file

complaints of discrimination on the basis of race, religion, color, sex,
age, handicap, marital

status and/or national

origin.

Findings of Discrimination

If

discrimination should be found to exist

educational
Schools, all

in

any employment or

decisions, actions or practices within the Worcester Public

appropriate measures will be undertaken.

should findings be made of intentional

Furthermore,

discrimination on the part of any

employee or student, appropriate disciplinary action shall be taken
under the direction of the Superintendent and/or the Worcester School
Committee.

Recordkeepi ng

All

records involving any complaint filed in accordance with the

Worcester Public Schools' Grievance Procedure shall be kept by the Equal
Opport unity/ Affi rmat ive Action Officer.
will

be considered confidential

with the grievance procedure.

and

shall

Such records and information
be used only in accordance
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WORCESTER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
Equal Opportunity Office

STATEMENT OF COMPLAINT FORM

TO BE COMPLETED BY GRIEVANT(S)

:

Name of Grlevant(s)

Position and/or Department
Business Address
Business Telephone
Home Address
Home Telephone

BASIS OF COMPLAINT (check appropriate 1tem(s):
Race

Employee

Sex

Religion

National

Marital Status

Origin

Student

Please explain the nature of your complaint.
side for further Information.

Handicap

Age

Applicant
(Please use the reverse
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Date(s) of possible violdtion(s)

If others are affected by the possible violation, please qive their
names and/or positions.

If you wish, please describe any corrective action you would like to see
taken with regard to the possible vi olation(s)

Date Greivance

Hied

Grievance Case

#

Signature of

fir i

e va n

(signed)

Date received by Affirmative
Action Officer

Affirmative Action Officer

Eqml OpportnnitY/ AfBimalive Aclion/TItle DC/ Section 504/QuptBr 622
Gnannoe Procedure
Your

attention

federal

and

is

called to the fact that the Worcester Public Schools, in accordance with

state laws, prohibits discrinunation in its operations. This policy providing equal

employment and educational opportunities to

all

persons regardless of their race, color, sex,

age, religion, marital status, national origin or handicap vnll apply to

all

persons affiliated

with the Worcester Public Schools including students, prospective and existing personnel,
contractors and suppliers of goods and services. The Worcester Public Schools’ Equal Opportunity Policy Statement, as adopted by the Worcester School Ginunittee June 26, 1978, is

on the

reverse side.

The Equal Opportunity /Affirmative Action Officer is George S. Smith, 20 Irving Street,
Worcester, MA 01609, telephone number 798-2S21, Ext. 31. Mr. Smith is responsible for
the coordirution of Title IX, Section 504 and Chapter 622 in the Worcester Public Schools.
As such, he will be responsible for coordinating the following grievance procedure:

A grievance shall be a complaint by a student, patent, prospective employee

or staff

member

alleging discrimiiution on account of race, sex, age, color, religion, national origin or handicap

which

is filed

no mote than

Level I

- The

forty-five days after the alleged act and/or statement.

giievant shall discuss his/her grievance orally with his/her principal or

other appropriate immediate superior. This level
grievant

is

is

an alternate level and a

permitted, at his/her discretion, to initiate his/her action at

Level n.

Level n -

If

the grievance is not resolved at Level 1, or if the grievant decides to iiutiate
II, it shall be reduced to writing by the grievant and

his/her action at Level

forwarded to the Equal Opportunity /Affirmative Action Officer.

A
no

hearing with the grievant shall be held by the Equal Opportunity Officer
later

than five working days after receipt by the Equal Opportunity

Officer of the written grievance, with a written response to follow five

working days after the meeting.
Level

m-

If the grievance is

not resolved at Level

II, it shall

be reduced to writing by

the grievant and forwarded to the Superintendent.

- A

heating with the giievant shall be held by the Superintendent, or his
no later than 10 working days after receipt by the Superintendent

designee

of the written grievance, with a written response to follow 10 working
school days after the meeting.
Level

IV

—

If

the grievance

is

not resolved at Level

the gnevant and forwarded to the

— The

III, it shall

be reduced to writing by

Gerk of the School Committee.

grievance shall be heard by the School Committee at the regular meetThe School Committee will issue to

ing following receipt of the grievance.

the grievant a written decision and the reasons therefor.
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ANALYSIS

FORCE

WORK
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Work Force Utilization Analysis

The purpose of

a

work force utilization analysis is to determine

to what degree, if any, minorities, men, women and handicapped indi-

viduals are underutilized within

a

given work force than what would

reasonably be expected by their presence in the relevant labor area.

The Worcester Public Schools has analyzed the data which appears on
pages

31

A.

to 36.

We have also considered the following:

The percent of each minority group in total

in

the community of

Worcester.
B.

The percentage of each minority group, females, males and handicapped, in the Worcester Public Schools.

C.

The availability of minorities, females, males and handicapped
individuals with required skills.

D.

The availability of promotable and transferable minorities,
females, males and handicapped individuals in the Worcester
Public Schools.

E.

Institutions in the community capable of training people
desired skil Is.

F.

The school district's capability of training minorities,
females, males and the handicapped for all job classifications.

G.

The declining enrollment of students in the Worcester Public
Schools.

H.

The reorganization of the administration in the Worcester Public
School s.

I.

in

The public outcry for tax relief in the local, state and
national communities.
The following distribution figures have been accepted as the

Program's goals for employment with the Worcester Public Schools:
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1.

Handicapped persons should be actively recruited, hired and promoted at all levels until they comprise three percent of the
staff of the Worcester Public Schools.
This figure is subject
to review/adjustment upon receipt of the 1980 Census, National
Institute of Handicapped.

2.

Minority personnel should be actively recruited, hired and
promoted at all levels of the school organization until five
percent minority staff of the Worcester Public Schools can be
achieved.
This figure is subject to review/adjustment upon
receipt of the 1980 census.

3.

Men in the elementary grades, especially K-3, should be actively
recruited, hired and promoted until they make up at least 30
percent of that group.

4.

Women should be actively recruited, hired and promoted until
they make up at least 30 percent of all administrative
positions.
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CONTRACT COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
Introduction

This section sets forth the Affirmative Action Compliance Program
that the Worcester Public Schools shall

follow to insure compliance by

contractors and sub-contractors with equal employment opportunity obligations for an acceptable and effective Affirmative Action Program.

accordance with Rules and Regulations established by the

In

Federal

Government and the Commonv^ealth of Massachusetts, the Worcester

Public Schools has established requirements for Equal Employment

Opportunity and Affirmative Action which shall be imposed on

all

con-

tractors and sub-contractors receiving funds from or through the City of
Worcester.

Executive Order 11246 (as amended by Executive Order 11375),
provides for equal

employment opportunity as

government, and requires all

a

goal

of the federal

related contractors and sub-contractors to

document their efforts towards that goal,

in

a

result oriented program.

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 , provides for nondiscrimination in programs or activities receiving federal
and denial

of benefits because of race, color, age or national

Title 41, C.R.F., Chapter 60, Part 60-1.4

of equal

financial

,

assistance
origin.

provides for inclusion

opportunity clauses in contracts as part of the obligations of

contractors and sub-contractors, under Section 202, Executive Order
1

1246 as amended.
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Title 41, C.R.F., Chapter 60, Part 60-2 (Revised Order No. 4),
outlines specific requirements for "result oriented" affirmative action
plans for non-constructi ve contractors.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Executive Order 74, as amended by
Executive Order 116 , Governor's Code of Fair Practices, provides for

nondiscrimination and equal employment opportunity as the policy of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Administrative Bulletin 75-14,
Supplemental

Equal Employment Opportunity Anti -Di sc rimi nation and

Affirmative Action Program, which requires minimum percentages for
minority participation on State or State assisted contracts.
20 C.F.R.

,

Part 741

,

Affirmative Action Obligations of Contractors

and Sub-contractors for Handicapped Workers, provides for all contrac-

tors with a federal

government contract in excess of $2,500 to take

affirmative action in hiring qualified handicapped individuals, and
treat these individuals without discrimination based upon their physical
or mental

handicaps in all employment practices.
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Equal Opportunity Clauses

Under Executive Order 11246, as amended, the Worcester Public
Schools is directly responsible for reviewing the Equal Employment

Opportunity commitment of its contractors and sub-contractors.

Worcester Public Schools is responsible as

a

part of normal

The

contract

administration for detecting all cases of non-compliance with the Equal
Opportunity Clause(s) or written Affirmative Action requirements and
reviewing contract performance to ensure that these responsibl i ties are
met.

The following language will be included

in

all

bid specifications

and contracts with the City of Worcester:
1.

The contractor will not discriminate against any employee or
applicant for employment because of race, color, religion, sex,
or national origin.
The contractor will take affirmative action
to ensure that applicants are employed, and that employees are
treated during employment, without regard to their race, color,
religion, sex or national origin.
Such action shall include,
but not be limited to, the following:
Employment, upgrading,
demotion, or transfer; recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms of compensation; and selecThe contractor
tion for training including apprenticeship.
agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees and
applicants for employment, notices to be provided setting forth
the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause.

2.

The contractor will, in all solicitation or advertisements for
employees placed by or on behalf of the contractor, state that
all qualifeid applicants will receive considerations for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex or national
origi n.

3.

The contractor will send to each labor union or representative
of workers with which he has a collective bargaining agreement
or other contract or understanding, a notice to be provided by
the Contract Compliance Office advising the said labor or
workers' representatives of the contractor's commitment under
this section, and shall post copies of the notice in conspicuous
places available to employees and applicants for employment.
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4.

The contractor will comply with all provisions of
Executive
Order 11246 of September 24, 1975, and the rules,
regulations
and relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor.

5.

The contractor will furnish all informations and reports
required by Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1975 and by
rules and regulations and orders of the Secretary of Labor, or
pursuant thereto, and will permit access to his books, records
and accounts by the Department and the Secretary of Labor for
purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance with such
rules, regulations and orders.

6.

In the event of the contractor's non-compliance with the nondiscrimination clauses of this contract, or with any of said rules,
regulations or orders, this contract may be cancelled, terminated or suspended in whole or in part and the contactor may be
declared ineligible for further government contracts of federally assisted construction contracts in accordance with procedures
authorized in Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, or by
rule, regulation or order of the Secretary of Labor, or as
otherwise provided by law.

7.

The contractor will include the portion of the sentence immediately preceding paragraph (1) and the provisions of paragraphs
(1) through (7) in every sub-contract or purchase order unless
exempted by rules, regulations or orders of the Secretary of
Labor issued pursuant to section 204 of Executive Order 11246 of
September 24, 1965, so that such provisions will be binding upon
each sub-contract or purchase order as the Department may direct
as a means of enforcing such provisions including sanctions for
non-compliance; provided, however, that in the event a contractor becomes involved in, or is threatened with, litigation with
a sub-contractor or vendor as a result of such direction by the
Department, the contractor may request the United States to
enter into such litigation to protect the interest of the United
States.

The applicant further agrees that it will

be bound by the above equal

opportunity clause with respect to its own employment practices when

it

participates in federally assisted construction work; provided that if
the applicant so participating is not

above equal

a

state or local

government, the

opporutnity clause is not applicable to any agency, instru-

mentality or subdivision of such government which does not participate
in work

on or under the contarct.

The applicant agrees that it will
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assist and cooperate actively with the Department and the Secretary of
Labor in obtaining the compliance of contractors and sub-contractors

with the equal opportunity clause and the rules, regulations and relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor; that it will

furnish the Depart-

ment and the Secretary of Labor such information as they may require for
the supervision of such compliance; and that it will otherwise assist
the Department in the discharge of its primary responsibility for securing compliance.

The applicant further agrees that it will

refrain from

entering into any contract or contract modification subject to Executive
Order

1

1246 of September 24, 1965, with

a

contractor debarred from, or

who has not demonstrated eligibility for. Government contracts and fed-

erally assisted construction contracts pursuant to the Executive Order
and will
equal

carry out such sanctions and penalties for violation of the

opportunity and sub-contractors by the Department of the Secretary

of Labor pursuant to Part II:

Sub-part D of the Executive Order.

addition, the applicant agrees that if

it

In

fails or refuses to comply

with these undertakings, the Department may take any or all of the following actions:

Cancel, terminate or suspend in whole or in part this

grant (contract, loan, insurance, guarantee); refrain from extending any

further assistance to the applicant under the program with respect to
which the failure or refusal

occurred until

satisfactory assurance of

future compliance has been received from such applicant; and refer the
case to the Department of Justice for appropriate legal

proceedings.
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Clause for Exempt Contractors

A contractor or sub-contractor may be determined to be exempt

from Affirmative Action requirements by the Secretary of Labor in

accordance with Section 294 of Executive Order 11246, which reads

in

part:

The Secretary of Labor, may when he deems that special circumstances
in the national interest so require, exempt a contracting agency
from the requirements of, including any or all of the provisions of.
Section 202 of this Order in any specific contract, sub-contract, or
purchase order.

Other special

exemptions include:

(1)

Whenever work is to be or

has been performed outside of the United States and no recruitment of

workers within the limits of the United States is involved;
standard commercial

(2)

For

supplies or raw material s; (3) Involving less than

specified amounts of money or specified number of workers (such as con-

tinuous supply contacts).
If a

contractor or sub-contractor has been deemed exempt by the

Secretary of Labor, the City of Worcester shall cause the inclusion of
the following language in each contract or sub-contract:
1.

The contractor and/or sub-contractor will not discriminate
against any employee or applicant for employment because of
The conrace, color, religion, age, sex, or national origin.
to
action
affirmative
will
take
sub-contractor
tractor and/or
insure that applicants are employed, and that employees are
treated during employment, without regard to their race, color,
Such action shall
religion, age, sex or national origin.
employment, upfollowing:
the
to,
limited
be
include, but not
of pay or other
rates
termination,
grading, demotion, layoff or
including
training,
for
selection
and
fonns of compensation,
to post
agrees
sub-contractor
or
contractor
The
apprenticeship.
of
provisions
the
forth
setting
notices
in conspicuous places

this nondiscrimination clause.
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2.

The contractor and/or sub-contractor will, in all
solicitations
or advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf of
the
contractor and/or sub-contractor, state that all qualified
applicants will receive consideration for employment without
regard to race, color, religion, age, sex or national origin.

3.

The contractor and/or sub-contractor will cause the foregoing
provisions to be inserted in all sub-contracts for any work
covered by this contract so that such provisions will be binding
upon each sub-contractor, provided that the foregoing provisions
shall not apply to contracts or sub-contracts for standard
commercial supplies or raw material s.

Bid Invitations

Invitations to bid will generally be made

in

accordance with

Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 30, Section 39A-39M and/or Chapter
149,

Section 44A-44K.

In

addition, bid

invitations will

include all

applicable federal, state and local equal employment/affirmative action
requirements.

All

bidders will be required to indicate their ability

and intent to comply with such requirements.

Initial

indication of com-

pliance with affirmative action guidelines will be accomplished by sub-

mission of

a

written affirmative action program, as outlined in the

"Notice to Prospective Bidders," and
bid.

is to

be submitted as part of the

Contracts that are negotiated by the Worcester Public Schools will

conform to the Program requirements.
The Officer or his/her designee must review and approve all

affirmative action plans.
eligible for award.

Bids not having this approval

shall

Contractors or sub-contractors found to be

compliance after awarding of contracts will be submitted
and penalties under appropriate Federal

to

or State Statutes.

not be
in

non-

sanctions
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Bid Advertisement

Each Department that places bid invitations
shall

include reference to the equal

in the general

in

the newspapers

employment opportunity requirements

conditions and instructions for bidders.

Notice to Prospective Bidders

attention is called to the equal opportunity clause set

Special

forth in the general

provisions included

in

this invitation for bids.

You should thoroughly familiarize yourself with this clause and

with related rules and regulations of the Secretary of Labor on equal

employment opportunity since in submitting

bid you agree to certain

a

specific responsibilities in the area of nondiscrimination

in

employment

which may include submission of certain reports prior to and/or afterward.
In

connection with the administration of this clause, you may be

required, prior to award, to submit the names of your sub-contractors
who will perform services for you under the contract, if awarded to you.
Any questions you may have concerning these nondiscrimination

requirements should be referred

to

the office issuing this invitation.

What is an Affirmative Action Program?

It

is

a

written plan demonstrating how

contractor will

a

contractor or sub-

recruit, hire and train minority group members on

federal, state or city assisted contract.

a

Executive Order 11246, as

contractor will not
amended by Executive Order 11375 provides that, "The
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discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of
race, creed, color, sex or national origin.

The contactor will take

affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed, and that
employees are treated during employment without regard to their race,
creed, color, sex or national
It

is not sufficient

origin.

for an employer to state that he is an "equal

opportunity employer" and feel that he has fulfilled his affirmative
action commitment.

In

order to develpo an adequate Program, it is

necessary for an employer to do an in-house assessment.

This means,

reviewing his present work force and determining how many minority group

members he presently has employed.

When this assessment has been

completed, an affirmative action plan is developed demonstrating how the

employer will increase the company's minority group representation
the work force through recruitment, hiring and training.

should include

a

in

This plan

projection for maintaining minority group menbers

in

the company's permanent work force and upgrading.
An acceptable Program must include an analysis of areas within

which the contractor is deficient in the utilization of minority groups
and women, and further, goals and timetables to which the contractor's

good faith efforts must be directed to correct the deficiencies, and

thus, to increase materially the utilization of minorities and women at
all

levels and in all segments of his work force where deficiencies

exi St.
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Submission of Affirmative Action Program

In

Federal

accordance with rules and regulations established by the
Government, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the City of

Worcester, the awarding authority

in

fulfillment of its obligations to

ensure equal employment opportunity does require

a

plan to be submitted

as part of the bid specification requirement

in

excess of Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00).

The plan submission shall

all

bids or contracts in

satisfy the requirements of Presidential Executive Order 11246, as

amended, and Executive Order Number 74, as amended and revised by Execu-

tive Order Number 116 entitled "Governor's Code of Fair Practices."

Affirmative Action Program Guidelines
Each Program must contain, but not be limited to, the following:
1.

A company policy statement setting forth the chief executive's
attitude on equal employment opportunity.

2.

The name, address and position of the person appointed to be the
officer.

3.

The current extent of minority group and women employment of all
(List job classifications and
of a contractor's project.
titles)

4.

The anticipated increase in overall employment for all
contractor's projects during the time that the federal
federally-assisted project is taking place.

5.

6.

a

or

Documentation of advertising, recruitment efforts and systematic
contacts with minority group organizations, leaders and spokesmen and evidence that minority group members are being sought
from all recruitment sources.
Based on the preceding factors, numerical targets for hiring
minority group persons and women, and a timetable in which these
targets can be met.
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work force presently employed.

7.

Total

8.

Anticipated work force for this project and how many will be
minority group members.

Suggested Actions for Contractors to Achieve
Affirmative Action Goals

1.

Locate and/or train minorities and women for job classifications
where they are not represented.

2.

Review hiring practices to assure that they do not exclude
minorities and women.

3.

Joint venture with minority contractors.

4.

Set forth a goal and an estimated dollar amount for contracts to
be awarded to business and entrepreneurs who are minority group

members.

